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SETTLEMENT OF SHOP WALKOUT

RESTORE

Coal Strike Conference Fails
to Reach Agreement; in
Meantime
Shortage of
Fuel Appears.
j
;

I

lrri.)

MI; The Aamiclittrd

repre-jsentatlv-

i

ion

among
Chicago, July 6. (by the Associated Press) A Secretary
meeting, I
threatened extension of the strike of railway shopmen ion.
At nil prior gatherings employers
to include 12,000 signal men, was prevented today by have
stood
for a reduction In
members of the United States Railroad Labor board, wage scalesfirmly
.tendering arbitration

President Harding to dewhen D. W. Helt, head of the Brotherhood of Railroad through
termine the amount, while tho una
been
strike
which
has
vote,
taking
Signalmen,
ion representatives, offering to neised to maintain the status quo pending further confer- gotiate on the basis of wage scales
have refused to
March

Strikers leaving the Fortieth
31,
existing
A mass meeting to arrange strike
and have
consent to reductions
and provide pickets was held
It was the second time that intervention of the board made demands for modification of plans
by Chicago strikers In a baseball
contracts.
prior
has
of
an
a
extension
the
averted
members
walkout,
Whilo all the considerations af- park immediately after they had
men having fecting the bituminous
strike of maintenance-of-wa- y
strike situaHt threatened
been deferred until Monbeen prevented Tuesday through the efforts of Chair tion have
after President Harding's reman Hooper and ,W. L. .McMenimen, labor member of day,
turn, government views of the matHAS
ter were made available in part
the board.
discussion.
through
Meanwhile
railway circles 'ex-- $
In the matter of the public's coal
pressed strong hopes of a quick
two "pinches" have develsupply,
settlement of the shopmen's strike,
oped, it was said; one in the northwhich began July 1. B. M. Jewell,
west, to which a large portion of
head of the railway employes decoal is usually transported by the
of
the American Federapartment
CROSS-NATIO- N
great lakes in tho summer, and tho
tion of Labor, directing the shopSAYS DE VALERA
(other in northern New England,
men's strike, today reiterated that
yhenee anthracite is borne by coastthe shopmen were willing to conwise
shipping.
24-HOsider a settlement proposition subIt was also authoritatively intimitted by any authoritative body.
mated that the government had Republican
Leader Says
"Strike Gaining" Jewell
suggested to bituminous miners and
The situation is Improving so far
Provisional
Government,
now
the conferences
Andres of operators in
as the strike is concerned, Mr. Doolittle and
adjourned a scheme of avoiding the
Backed
By
Jewell said, asserting he had reEngland, Is
Kelly Field to Attempt impasse raised by the employers'
ceived reports from several points
scale
district
insistence
Dictator.
wage
upon
Military
that "what few men who did reJacksonville -Diego negotiations, and tl.u miners' demain at work last Saturday and
mand for a national wage scale.
(By The Associated frosi.)
in
One
WedFlight
Day.
Monday joined the walkout
The plan involves the setting up of
London, July 6 (by the Associanesday."
of
each
consisting
regions,
ted
eight
Press). Eamonn de Valera,
Women ns Pickets.
(By The Annocliited Treat.)
several of the existing coal district the republican leader, in a mesMr. Jewell said he had received
San Antonio, Tex., July 6.
unof operators and
sage addressed to the people of the
a telegram from J. F. Valentine of Crossing the American continent organizations
ion miners, with separate negota-tion- s United States, declares the pact
Cincinnati, head of the interna- from Jacksonville.
each.
to
in
Kan
between the Irish parties has been
Fla,,
tional moulders' union, authorizsupport has been evidenced torn up, that civil war has broken
ing a walkout of 2,500 moulders Diego In one day by airplane will In Little
was
declared,
it
the
out.
that the dail eireann is not al
industry,
employed on railroads. He also be attempted within the next few
lowed to meet and that the proviexhibited telegrams from heads of days by Lieutenants James H. O. for the proposition as made.
sional government has assumed a
the ladies' auxiliaries of the shop- Doolittle and L. S, Andrews of
military dictatorship, supported by
men's organisations, in which it
to
tho
Urltish big. guns; .
announceKelly
field,
according
was said stated that the women
ment made there yesterday.
Ihe danger to Ireland which I
were doing picket duty.
feared most and warned our peoMr. Jewell did not reply today
The two army fliers are now at
ple of civil war has come upon
to the letter of Chairman Hooper Jacksonville, where
landed
they
us," says Mr. de Valera in his mesof the labor board, which was consage. "Soldiers of the army of the
sidered conciliatory in some quar- Monday afternoon after piloting a
republic have been attacked by
ters, but said he expected to reply De Haviland plane from San Anforces of the provisional governafter studying it closely. Mr. Hoop- tonio in 9 hours and 50 minutes
ment at the instigation of English
er in his letter advised the shop- flying time. Early in May they
politicians who wanted an immemen to
with the labor completed the first
of
set-othe
lap
to the shooting of Sir
board.
6 (by diate
Wimbledon,
England,
July
from
by
flying
trip
Henry Wilson in order to avert
No Actual Figures.
San Diego to San Antonio in H the Associated Press). The atro- from
themselves
political conseWhile
cious weather is playing
havoc
maintaining that the hours and 30 minutes.
quences which they feared.
strike was "practically 100 per
with
the
tennis
cnamplonships
chief
f.om
the
of tho
"The political pact between th
cent," Mr. Jewell admitted that he airAuthority
It has delayed the finals, Irish
service is now awaited for mak- here.
which had insured
had no actual figures.
across the which were to have been played peacefulparties
ing the one-da- y
flight
elections, which could
The sixth day of the shopmen's country.
Friday and Saturday, and it is ex- have secured
If
is
pern.ission
granted
the
unity of the Irish
strike was marked by little vio- in Washington, the aviators prob-aul- y pected that the meeting will conarmy, and which was the only
lence except for a few sporadic
will hop off before daybreak tinue until Wednesday.
was oroutbreaks in many scattered sec- nt Jacksonville, make stops at
Notwithstanding the heavy wind hope of maintaining peace,
tho
tions. The roads maintained that
and frequent rains, about 10,000 dered to be torn up, although na
Fla
Houston.
San
Antonio,
the
been
ratified
pact had
by
men were returning to work, hut El l'aso, Tex., and
tennis devotees gathered for tho tional
Nogales,
Ariz.,
national
and
the
by
assembly
some of the carriers annulled and land on the Pacific coast utter contests today. They were a drab
convention of the Sinn Fein.
some trains and readjusted
nightfall of the same day. Air of- looking lot in mackintoshes, furs
Dictatorship Exists.
some
and
overcoats
with
10,000
ficials here Believe that Lieuten"The dail eireann has not been
ants Doolittle and Andrews will be umbrellas
to meet and the proviallowed
APPLETON BLACKLISTED.
y
able to make the
Apart from the matches In which sional government,
trip
upon
relying
Milwaukee, July 6. As a result in twenty-on- e
hours or in less fly- Susanne Lenglen was partnered the English
powers,' has unconstiof playing Swede Risberg and Ed- ing time than the
with Patrick O'Hara Wood in the
previous
easy
a
military dicdie Clcotte in a game recently, the stage trip.
y tutionally assumed
Mixed doubles and Mrs. Molla
English big
and Miss Edith Sigourney met tatorship and with
Applcton club of the Fox River
and
an English pair, the attractions of guns. English ammunition censorValley league has been placed on
DUNDEE BEATS SHARKEY.
were much less than on English methods of press
the black list of organized baseball,
the
day
6.
New
York,
Johnny
ship and false propaganda, has
clays.
according to a" bulletin received to- Dundee earned theJuly
judges' decision previous
Mrs. Mallory and Miss Sigourney made war on the voluntary soldiers
day by President Borchery of the over Jack Sharkey in a
who are simply keeping
Brewers from Secretary John H. bout tonight. Dundee weighed 129 met defeat at the hands of Mrs. of Ireland, to
and preLambert Chambers and Mrs. Pea- their oa,ththe the republic independFarrell of the National association. pounds aiid Sharkey 127.
sovereign
The 'Americans won venting
cock,
from
ence
of their country
being
many rallies and played a close but
surrendered.
losing game throughout.
a
want
repub"The
Irish
people
p
form
Mrs. Lenglen was in
an- English
better lic. They do not want
playing
today, seemingly
or an English
than ever. The French champion king as their king or
an English
general
performed
superbly today with governor councillor
as legal superprivy
O'Hara Wood when they defeated visors.
Under threat of a renewal
G. Sherwell and Miss D. Kemmls
many of our
Her of the Infamous war,
Betty of England,
been induced to give
have
people
COHFLICT'-BE- LL
smashing an
volleying strokes and
but
appearance of submission, who
equalled those of any'first rater of there
are men and women
either sex and her forehand driv- will never
will
and who
submit
ing was second only in speed to never
to give an allegiance
Ad-- that of Wood, She repeated later in which pretend
to
not
their
is
it
the ladles' doubles, with Elizabeth surrender and all these intention
send
Ryan of California, when they de- their felicitations to thetoday
regreat
feated Mrs. Weston and Mrs.
greetpublic of Anlcrlca and their
Welsh,
of those
descendants
to
the
ings
The
remaining for whose
faithfulness to the cause of
tho men's singles are J. S. Gilbert,
of the dark
who will meet Randolph Lycett, independence in some 1776
won for
hours that succeeded
and J. O. Anderson, who will meet America
the proud position she
Gerald Patterson. Lycett's victory
Is looked for,, as recently he beat now enjoys.
(Sgd) "EAMONN DE VALERA.
Gilbert easily. The Anderson-Patterso- n
more "Dublin, July "
event Is considered
f Chicago, July 6. Major General the 11.000 uosts of th AmeHnnn
A note appended to the message
George Boll, Jr., commanding the legion to again take up arms when- - open and to depend greatly on the
that the issuance of the
explains
court.
of
condition
the
BV''r
cauea
Sixtf corps area, U. 8. A., declared
the
upon?
foregoing was delayed because
"There never was a time in the
In a speech today before several
censor in Dublin refused to pass I'
KAY JAY WINS.
rhundred advertising men that the history of this country when we
New York, July 6. Ray Jay won for transmission.
present Polish situation is the grow- needed the services of
today at Aquemore than we do today," the Dwyer stakes was
ing menace of another war that will Americans
second and
duct. Letterman
draw In the United States. Han-for- d General Bell declared. "An officer Oceanic
The race, over
was
third.
NOW:
MacNider, national comman- high in the army of Germany now is a mile and furlong, was timed In
LONGSHOREMAN
der of the American legion, another inspecting the Russian troops, and 1:53
were no scratches.
There
ROUGHS'
was
it
PREACHES FOR
speaker, pledged every member of 350,000 announced today an army of
is being mobilized on the
border of Poland and Rumania,
(By The Amflcintrd Fru.)
"We have scrapped our defenses.
Los Angeles, July 6. Fred R.
1
Our present enormous public debt
(Kid) Wedge, known as the fightis due to unpreparedness,
as were
ing parson, Wisconsin lumberjack,
of
many
I
In
the
deaths
San Francisco vice crusader, Arithe war. It
:
is like"
zona school teacher, Harvard studscrapping our police force
and imagining we will be safe on
FORECAST.
ent and veteran of many battles of
Denver, Colo., July 6. New the 'streets.
the prize ring, Is now employed as
"I have a telegram from Wash0.
Mexico: Friday unsettled, showers
Sun Diego. Calif., July
a longshoreman in tho harbor disA
and cooler north and east portions; ington saying that the national
swooped down
trict here.
onto the sea, off Coronndo,
"I am a longshoreman In every
representatives cannot attend
Saturday unsettled, probably show- guard
our national
ers east portions, warmer.
near here, today and rescued
sense of the word." he said. "I
target practice
of
a
burnlack of funds. Of 10,000
Arizona: Friday unsettled, posfive Injured men from a
asked for the toughest longshoresibly local showers; Saturday gen- reserve officers, only 500 will be In
man Job they had and I got it. 1
ing fishing boat, the Nlssil'.n,
the fifteen-da- y
school. Our organand sped back with them to
erally fair and warmer.
feel I can get a better understandized reserve ts virtually destroyed.
tho North Island naval air staing of tho men by tolling with
LOCAL REPORT.
Commander MacNider palled attion dispensary, where their
them. I'm not accepting a nlckle
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
tention to the coming conference of
burns were treated. Shortly
for my preaching and I preach to
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, the intcr-allle- d
war veteran at
men
were
nfter the
picked up
them every noon hour and every
New Orleans.
recorded by the university:
the1
which
the
boat,
by
plane,
Sunday."
97
"We will have men from every
Highest temperature
wns burned to the waters'
71 allied country," he announced, "all
,
Lowest
RACING IS SAVED.
edge, sank from sight.
25 of them coming together with the
The seaplane rushed to the
Itange
Eaton Rouge, La., July 6. By a
"M thought that what we fought for
g
t Mean
snnn
as
as the
vote of 61 to 49 the Butler
burning boat
40 once we must maintain. We feel
cjiumldity at fl a. m
fire was reported by a scout
bill today failed to pass the
6
m
15 that It Is going to prove as strong,
Humidity at p.
house of the Louisiana legislature.
plane nt practice. Tho planes
Trace if not stronger, in fact, than any
Precipitation
were from the air squadrons
The
Sixty votes were required.
2'1 international convention or agreeWind velocity
of the Pnolf.c fleet. The
bill as passed by the senate would
Southwest-CharactePlrectlort of wind
ment toward the prevention ot fuone
of
and
have abolished professional hors?
the crew were
of day, .. .Partly cloudy ture wars,'1
burned severely.
racing in this atate.

ences.

civil

semi-offici- al

ERIN

FLIERS TO TRY

m
II

GRASP

TRIP

UR

San

LLA MALL0RY

LOSES

I

DOUBLES

WIMBLEDON, ERG

ff

coast-to-coa-

st

Pen-sacol- a,

cross-countr-

Mal-lor-

1.

"POLISH SITUATION IS MENACE
OF WAR THAT WILL DRAW THIS

tip-to-

COUNTRY INTO

2,

Commander of Sixth Army Corps Tells
.
vertising Men United States Is Unprepared;
Commander of American Legion Promises
Entire Membership to Nation Whenever

1.

0,

semi-fina-

ls

i ney Are Needed.

PARSo"WrWEDGE!

5.

SEAPHmTAVES

SAILORS FROM A
SINKING VESSEL

WEATHER

,

anti-racin-

'p-la- ln

I'rcio.)

FAIL TO CHECK

FLAMES' SPREAD

INfl.UUIEIi
Chemicals Cause Poisonous
Gas Which Overcomes
Passengers on Damaged
Subway Train,

Cai.ton, China, July 5 (by the
Associated Press). Sun Yat Sen.
deposed president of South China,
refused
General
Chen
today
Chiung-Ming'- s
that he 150 SUFFErTsERIOUSLY;
proposal
head a delegation from the eight
3 LIKELYWILL DIE
southern provinces to negotiate
with tho Peking governm nt for Policeman Is Hero,
Leading
the reunion of China, unless he
and
Passengers
Carrying
first is restored to the southern
to the Surface, 75 Feet
presidency, from which Chen drove
him.
Above,
General Chen's proposal to Sun,
which followed recent efforts to
)
Ily The Annoflittfrl Pre
bring the two southern leaders toNew York, July G. (by
gether mice again, was in the forte,
of a telegram from Chen's head- the
Associated
Press.)
quarters tit Waichow, about fifty
miles from Canton.
Trapped in a dark subway
The message was ndilressed to tunnel, 73 feet below tho
W. K. Chung, vice president of the
Canton Christian college. It sug- street and reeking with gas
gested thnt Sun proceed to Shang- fumes and smoke,
nearly
hai and there call a conference of 500
street shops of the Chicago and Northwestern railroad in Chicago.
men, women and childeight southern and central provleft their work in the shops of the bo able to forco the rail wage inces of China for the purpose of ren, passengers on an East
Chicago and Northwestern rail- board to rescind its recent ruling selecting a delegate to carry on ne- Side train of the Interbor-oug- h
road. Tho strikers are in a jubi- slashing their wages unreasonably, gotiations with Peking.
lant mood, confident that they will they say.
In the telegram Chen asked that
Rapid Transit Cojn-pan- y,
Sun be assured that tho conference
today were converted
would select the former southern
a
into
frenzied, shrieking
to
its
its
president
representative
A
open the negotiations and that he mob.
DEWY
CO
would have the undivided backing
Almost a third of its
of the eicht provinces.
were
overcome
Sun
reply was a flat members
refusal to undertake the outlineo before
could
they
fight
TO
program until ho is
as president of the Cantonese gov- their way to safety. Three
ernment.
will die.
(lly The Assocluted Tresa.)
Police
Sun has not yet replied to the probably
..Chicago, July 6 (by the Associamirofficials
was
it
a
said
Li
Yuan
of
invitation
President
ted Press). Jack Kearns, manaCAUSE
acle many were not trampHung to go to Peking for a
ger for Jack Dempsey, heavyweight
champion, announced
led to death.
tonight ho
had received an offer of $100,000,
A worse spot for such an acciwith a provision for 60 per cent of Ministers Present Affidavit
dent scarcely
could have been
YAQUI TROOPS SENT
tile gate receipts, for 11 match beto Show Alleged Quotanicked than Lexington nvennn nt
tween Dempsey and Harry Orel),
TO ROUT BANDITS IN
Sixtieth street, where the train cama
light heavyweight, at Pittsburgh
tion of Former President
Labor day.
JUAN CARRAZC0 BAND to its sudden halt. There is no express station between Grand Cenis False.
J
tral terminal,
at
(By Tup AtBoclii.'d !'.
and llighty-sixt- h
street. The
H.v ihe Assocluted I're.t.)
Nogales, Ariz. July B. Military street,
tracks are three tiers down
Chicago, July tl. Denial that officials of Nogales, Sonora, across express
beneath the local tube of the I.
Abraham Lincoln had once declar- the Mexican border from this city,
K.
and
tunnel of
T.,
the cross-towed himself as opposed to prohibireceived word today that 600 Yanui
tion was made here today by the soldiers have entrained at Torins the Brooklyn Kapid Transit comitev. Duncan C. Milner, assoclatJ station, on the Southern Pacific de pany, and the only exits are narrow
little spiral stairways at Fifty-thirminister of the Presbyterian church, Mexico railroad, for Mazatlan,
h
Btreets.
and Sixty-thir- d
a civil war veteran, and chaplain
to join the forces of Gen.
These were jammed with fugltlveb
of tho Loyal legion.
Angel Flores. who is preparing to from the scene
below.
In a statement intended to refute attack an outlaw band reported to
A little fire extinguisher, whose
tho claim of certain wet organs
500 strong, led by the rebel
Men of Military
contents
were
Age in that the immortal Lincoln had be
turned on a tiny
Gen. Juan Carrazco.
biaze-- inButte County to Be Call- ever lent even a hint of approval'
The outlaw band, which is re- wan held motorman'.; control box,
responsible by police and
to the liquor traffic, Dr. Milner ported to have raided and looted
ed Out to Protect Life made public
an affidavit signed by two towns in the state of Sinaloa fire officials for the clouds of
men, set- since Sunday, is believed to be en poisonous fumes and smoke sent
three nationally-know- n
and Property.
tunnel.
ting forth that an alleged quota- camped about thirty miles from swirling through the score
of those
More than three
tion from Lincoln which was used Mazatlan.
Ths
A.soclnted Trex.)
(Bj
were in such condition as
in a local option campaign in GeorGeneral Flores, who Is military overcome
San Francisco, Calif., July 6.
require hospital treatment, whilo
gia in 1 887 was an admitted fraud. commander of tho west coast of to
Men of military age in Butte counThe affidavit, signed by the Rev. Mexico, will attack, reports say. as the number treated on the streets
hospitals was
ty, California, which is tapped by Sam Small, evangelist; Rev. Sam
soon ns the troops he has concen- and in the emergency
at about 100.
the lines of the Southern Pacific Jones, and Henry W, Grady, de- trated In tho Mazatlan zone have placed
r
eJerome
The train a
the been
and Western Pacific railroads, will clares that "some time after
augmented by tho Ynquis.
express,
heavily loaded
be drafted into the service of the campaign, Colonel John B. Good-ot who are under tho command of avenue
subterranwas
its
crashing along
county as deputy sheriffs to pro- win, who had been tho director told Generals Mori and Biutimea.
ean way when passengers in the
forces,
tect life and property at the West- the
coach were startled by an
the
third
had
himself
he
composed
that
ern Pacific shops in Oroville.
explosion which blew open the door
Authorization was given Sheriff alleged words of Lincoln to as to "TOO MANY G. 0. P.
of
the
driver's compartment. A
J. B. Webber today by the board attract the adhesion of the colored
MEMBERS
DESIRE TO short circuit had occurred.
of supervisors to press into service voters."
Patrolman Fights Fire.
The a'leged statement of Linall men needed to preserve order.
BE NOTICED-HARDI- NG
Patrolman
The train stopped.
Tho recruits will be clothed with coln's views were set forth in a cirFred Norman, who was riding in
cular widely b.oadcasted in the
the powers of deputy sheriffs.
AMnHntfd
The
a
car.
seized
fire
(Bt
the
defeat
extinguisher
much
to
campaign and did
Cnlnmhna n Tnlir (! Preolilenf and rushed to the compartment and
the local option measure by winTAFT GF.TS DEGREE.
in an address here to shot the contents of the extinguishto
Harding,
vote
colored
entire
over
the
6
(by ning
Cambridge, England, July
a vigorous appeal ror er on the flames, which were eating
the Associated Press). Cambridge the side of the "wets," Dr. Milner night, marie
In tho rnnfcq of the re the insulation from the control box
university today conferred tho hon- explained.
publican party. Too many who wires. He declared the extinguishThe I'uUe Statement.
orary degree of doctor of laws upon
ne de- er served only to spread the flames,
The words credited to Lincoln, profess to oe republicans,
William Howard Taft. chief justice
are attempting to "attract and in a moment the car, and soon
of the United States. Honorary de- but since admitted to be those of clared,
attention to themselves." instead the entire tunnel, were choked with
grees also were conferred upon another, were:
"Prohibition will work great In- of working for the good of their smoke and fumes.
the Duke of York and various
and country.
Patrolman Norman seized a woothers. While walking to the sen- jury to the cause of temperance.It- party
The president said he did not man who had been overcome, clamate house to witness the conferring It ts a species of Intemperance
o "enlntst" hilt ndrtprl
nni-in
bered down into the darkness of the,
of the degrees, Sir John Sandys self, for it goes beyond the bounds
to that someone had to net as director. v tunnel and commanded other mate
dropped dead. Sir John was a dis- of reason in that it attempts
otherwise there would ne no
passengers to follow him.
tinguished scholar and was Lane control man's appetite by legislaTTe
snnltn nt an onen-nt- r
He groped his way along with his
tion and in making crimes out of
lecturer at Harvard in 1905.
fifthe
celebrated
which
street and
banquet
burden to Fifty-nint- h
things that are not crimes. a blow tieth
Columbus
of
the
anniversary
led the refugees up a long, winding
"A prohibitory law strikes
Glee cum, or wnien ne
at the very principles on which our Republican
(Continued on Page Two.,
I have tonight was made a life member.
government was founded.
to
profound
been
laboring
always
tect the weaker classes from the
stronger, and I can never giva n.y
consent to such a law as you propose to enact. Until my tongue be
silenced in death, I will continue to
fight for the rights of man."

wByti

,

n that sessions
tomorrow, was
ie trend of opinaoite negotiators.
jqiarticipated in the
Ai before its conclus-

Re-arrang- ed

PEACE

Deposed President of Southern China Tells Ming He
Will Not Go Unless

Washington, July 6. A prolong-- '
ed session between anthracite coal
jmine operators and union
called to Washington by
President Harding to "onsider
methods of getting work
lined,
broke up tonight withy
.efinite
results being accomjfi d, but
with an agreement bj'.-x- '
ticlpants
to meet again at 2 to .o'omorrow
No statements weii
n in behalf
of either operator?,
union offi-

Craftsmen Are Waiting Proposition on Which
Agreement Can Be Reached; No Reply Is
Sent to Labor Board's Letter Pending Close
cials.
Study, Says Jewell; Train Schedules Are Only tho notifC
would be cont
By Some Carriers.
Being
given to indir'

EXTNGUIS IERS

CONFERENCE TO

PLUNKS'

(Ry Tho Atisorlated

R IN RAIL CIRCLES

SUfJ REFUSES 1

Workers Leave Shops for Park
to Hold First Meeting of Strike

miners INSIST

TO CONFER WITH BOAR

HOP

N

Dally bj Carrier or Mull, 85c a Munch
Single t'opli-- . 5o

7, 1922.

lift

GREB OFFERS
BIG PURSE FOR

'5

Yat-Sen- 's

UN

DEMPSEY MATCH

TIE

Forty-sccon-

CALIFORNIA TO

USE DRAFT FOR

n

Sin-alo- a,

Fifty-eight-

ten-ca-

Pr.)

Vi

nar-mnn-

nedHsin
2:02 H GETS
I ROTTING
GO

(By The AwnclntMl PrrM.)

North Randall, Cleveland, O.,
July 6 (by the Associated Press.)
heats
Trotting one of the greatest
ever witnessed at the North Ranowned
by the
dall track, Nedda,
Hillandale Farm, Mammnroneck,
N. Y., and driven by II. Fleming,
won the trotting sweepstakes for
2:05 trotters, the feature of the
Gsand Circuit racing card hero today. Several close finishes marked

day's racing.

BE VALERA REPORTED W0UHDED;

METHODIST MISSION
CHAPELS ARE LOOTED
(Tty The Auoclated

FreM.)

Shanghai, China, July 6 (by ths
Associated Press.) Three Methodist mission chapels, between Cang-shand Kianfu, province of Kiang-s- i,
were looted and destroyed during
the recent mutiny of troops in that
province, according to advices received from Nan Chang, capital of
One native pastor is reKiangsl.
ported missing.
were
missionaries
No foreign
stationed at these places.
Cholera has' broken out among
the troops involved In the recent
Kiangsl mutiny, it was said in the
Nan Chang ad ices, and tho Y. M.
C. A. and Methodist missions are
to pruvent an epidemic.
The soldiers who are responsible
for the disorders were under 'he
command of General Tsao
who was blocking the advance toward the Yangtso river bathen president
sin of Sun Tat-Seof South China and recently
u

Getting away to a bad start in
the first heat, Nedda, apparently
out of it, gradually overtook the
field, ono of the fastest in trainin
ing, and" trotted the distance
2:02
three seconds faster than
the time for the heat to win. She
in
trotted the last
1:30
the last half in 59
secand the last quaiter in 29
onds.
Nedda got away In front In the
second heat and held the lead all
the way, withstanding the challenge of the field, which was well
bunched down the back stretch,
and won It and the race .easily.
TENANTS ON STRIKE.
The time for the race was the fastVera Cruz, July 6. Fighting
est trotted this season.
among the striking members of
With Nedda ruled out and E. the Tenants' syndicate resulted in
Colorado withdrawn, Great Britton the death of an army officer and
had no trouble annexing the third the serious wounding of two other
The time for the officers and seven civilians. The
heat In 2:04
first two heats was 2:05 4 and tenants have refused to pay rents.
2:03
Soldiers were called out but their
The Faslg sweepstakes for
officers were attacked with knives,
trotters was won by Alma when they attempted to pacify the
Worth, owned by H. S. Grayson mob.
The arrival of reinforceof Washington, Pa., and driven by ments restored order.
4,

three-quarte-

rs

2,

Chen-Hsu-

4.

three-year-o-

Lon McDonald of Indianapolis, in
straight heats. Best time, 2:09
Four heats were necessary to
decide tho second division of the
2:21 trot, which was captured by
Bobbin. . The first division will be
decided - tomorrow.
Best time,
2:08

2.

MARKS STILL FALLING.
New York, July 6. The price ot
German marks, which has been on
the toboggan for several weeks, fell
today to a new low record. One
hundred marks were quoted In this
market at between .22 and .22
The normal or pre-wprico of
marks was 23.8. cents eacli
4.

Pacing, 2:12 class, won by barker Boy, Best time, 2:04
4.

ar

IMMENSE THRONGS POUR OUT TO
JOIN IRISH REPUBLICAN ASM

Free State Troops Round Up Irregulars in
South Dublin Hills; Leader of Insurgents
Said to Be Badly Wounded; Crisis Appears
at Enniscorthy, Wexford County.
(BY THK ASSOt
Dublin, July 6 (by the Associated
Press.) There was a great response today to the provisional
government's call to arms, and at
the Wellington," Portobello and
Beggar's liush barracks, as well as
at the city hall, long lines stood
waiting ta Join. The men are being
segregated into their own areas.
Desldes members of the volunteers offering themselves, there
were large numbers ot ordinnry
citizens for recruitment in the volunteer forces as preliminary to
transfer to the actual service list.
Great crowds today visited the
scenes of the fighting, but a cordon was drawn to prevent approach to the buildings, only the
shells of which are standing, and
are In danger of falling at any moment. From the ruins from time
to time an explosion Is heard
this caused by ammunition abandoned by the Insurgents.
Hunks lteopencd.
The banks reopened today, and
the stock exchange will open again
Monday. Livestock steamers for
England will leave tonight with almost normal cargoes.
There is still no definite news
of Eamon de Valera. The Evening
Telegraph says it was freely rumored in a suburb last night that
De Valera has been wounded; credence was given by the fact that
Father Dominic, chaplain of the
republican guard, passed through
the military lines there Tuesday

IATKD PRFSS.)
night in a motor car flying the Red
Cross flag. Father uominic is reported to have visited De Valera's
house:
The same paper says reports
from the provinces show that over
the greater part of the 266 county
area complete calm prevails.
Nearly a thousand Free Stnto
troops today rounded up irregulars
In the South Dublin hills, capturing 30 of them and a quantity ot
motor transports and equipment.
The leader of these Insurgents Is
been badly
to have
reported
wounded, while the Free Staters
lost one dead and two seriously
wounded.
It is officially announced that
the rebels nt Curraghtown, Navan,
have surrendered, 23 prisoners beFourteen irregulars
ing taken.
were captured today at Maynooth
arms.
field
with
A crisis appears to be preparing
at Enniscorthy. Wexford county:
Irregulars have taken possession of
a hotel, tho technical school and
the Protestant church, the belfry
as
of which they have fortified,
National
well as several houses.
troops occupy the police barracks
and castle. Intense but Intermit- for some days; there has been a
wholesale exodus from the town,
business is practically at a standstill; all the roads are blocked, and,
the telegraph wires have been cut.
Forces are believed on the way ta
reinforce the national troops.
Il
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,TWO SUSPECTS, HELD AS ASSASSINS
OF BRITISH GENERAL, WAITING TRIAL

LIMITING TALK

CABBAGE YIELD
OR

lllkilM

i.i

h

I W

i

Acre; total
Cars Shipped.

'

100

of

You can ask our Washington

N. M.. July

mbbiiRO crop in the
100
will amount to more tlumto
$J5, the
Trices ranno from $20
averaso being arou.nl $27.50 a tonla
variety
The Copenhagen marketdistrict.
the one favored in this of w. s.
iwad
Will S. Cromhte,
unCrombie & Co., Kl l'aso. .who. buder contract with tho Farm
association, .is
reau Marketing
to
the southern
cabbage
shipping
and
ates, Colorado, Nebraskanearby
Missouri, and supplying course ot
markets, said this In the
an interview today:
"
The cabbaRO acrcuKo
as in
silla valley was not as large
is
acre
larger
yield
1921 but the
One farm
in numerous instances.
near Hatch, N. M., yielded 16ot tons
Las
to the acre. John McClure
in
Crucos had the record crop an
1021, getting a return of $600
acre.
"Probably the largest single
the
acreage in the valley is atwhere
Hornet farms, near Anthony, ownthe
25 acres was planted hy
er, in partnership with Herman
Andreas nnd J. F. Williams.
Acreage to Iihtcuso.
points
"The principal shipping season
in the Mesilla district this
Mesilla
Ana,
Pona
are Las Cruees,
Park, r.erino, Chamherino,
It is expected
and Hatch.
that the totnl acreage next year
ever."
will be larger than
Mr. Crombie said that heretofore
the farmers in this district have
not known how to give cabbage
It must be
the proper care.
for bugs and worms.
sprayed
Farmers are learning how to handle the crop, and every indication
ia they will give greater acreage
to it in tho future.
"Buyers aro eager to get Mesilla
valley rabbave," Mr. Crombie added. "It comes at a time when
the cabbage season in other fields
has ended or has not yet begun.
The cabbage here ranks with the
best. It is hardy, well adapted to
hot
this district and keeps well in
This year's crop 1h beweather.
ing shipped in crates and in bulk."
(iovl for
'

An-tho-

T.

TV.

Perry,

Be Applied; Cuban Con-

spiracy Charged.
The

6.

superintendent

of Irrigation ot the United States
reclamation service, stationed in
Lns Cruees, said that the leaves and
stalks left in the cabbage field after cutting are being fed to livestock or left as fertilizer. One advantage of the cabbage crop, ho
added, Is that it matures and is
marketed in time to plant a second
crop each year.

M0UNTAINAIR BEATS
SANTA FE 8

toj
The

Mountalnair. K M., July
Frljole Growers of Mountalnair defeated the Santa Fe team July 4
by a close score, 8 to 7. Santa Fe
started well, making four runs in
the second frame. Then Mountalnair settled down to business
ball, and aland played
lowed Santa Fe only three more
runs for the remainder of the
game. Richardson started off in
e
the seventh and with a
hit, followed by Bratcher's homer
over Wie right field wall. Four
singles followed, making four runs
this frame. Batteries: Mountain-ni- r,
Bratcher, Williams and Richardson; S:fita Fe, Weiss and
.

air-tig- ht

two-bas-

There is
Strength in
EveryTablet
One dose often helps commence to enrich your blood

and revitaliie your worn-oexhausted nerrei
Nuxated Iron is a newer
form of iron, like the iron
in your blood and like the iron
in spinach. It is so prepared
that it will not injure the teeth
nor disturb the stomach. It is
ready for almost immediate
absorption and assimilation
by the blood while some physicians claim metallic iron
which people usually take is
not absorbed at all. If you are
not strong or well you owe it
to yourself to make the following-test:
See how lone you can
i work or how for you can walk
without becoming tired. Next
n
tablets 01
tnke two
Nuxated Iron three tiroes per
two
for
weeks.
meals
after
day
Then test your strength again
and see how much you hare gained. Nuxated
Iron is sold under an absolute guarantee that
your money will be refunded if you do not
obtain perfectly satisfactory results. For sale
in tbis city by

f

ICE.

(By The Awiooluted rrrM.)

Defeat ot
Washington. July
tho republican motion for cloture
on tho administration tariff bill ap
peared to be virtually certain to
night on the eve of the vote on the
issue, set for noon tomorrow.
Democratic leaders claimed ana
republican leaders conceded that it
would not bo possible to obtain for
majority
the motion the
necessary to invoke the existing
rule, which would limit debate on
the bill and its amendments to one
hour for each senator, leaders
were hopeful, however, that out of
the move would come a unanimous
consent agreement for limiting of
debate, at least, on the less import
ant items in tho measure. Negotia
tions .looking to such an agreement
are under way.
If the cloture move falls, consid
eration of the tarirr will go steadily ahead. The bill received little
consideration today, practcally the
entire session being devoted to discussion of the cloture rule.
Debate on the cloture was en
livened by charges by Senator Har
rison, democrat, Mississippi, that
Senator Smoot, of Utah, ranking re- nublican on the finance committee,
had written to Major General Crow- der, the American government rep
resentative in Cuba, witn a view to
inducing the Cuban sugar planters
to restrict their production of sugar
to 2. 500,000 tons a year in return
for less duty on sugar man wouiu
be imposed unless some such agreement was reached.
Hunk Hurt industry.
Senator smoot denied there was
to pill over any uca..
effort
any
Ho promised he would read the letsugar
ter to the senate when the added
schedule was taken up, and
out
found
country
the
that when
how the sugar retiners ana ine iew
York bankers wno nao aovanrau
nv in Cuban sugar producers,
had sought to injure the American
be an
sugar industry, there would in
the
entirely different sentiment
senate'and the country toward the
domestic industry.
Attacking the cloture proposiuun.
Senator Simmons, democratic leau-e- r
in the tariff fight, said while
some republicans might think that
time had been wasted in aiscussins
the tariff bill, tn people andso. pros
He
of the country did not think
declared it was the duty of the
democrats "to expose" the inequal
ities and "iniquities- ot mo mw"
bill.
.
The colture discussion nnauy ui
itself out late in the any, and the
onntn pot hack to the bill itself, re acting. 32 to 18, the amendment
fared Dy oenniui junto, iriw... ,
under wnicn
Washington,
Canfish from the Pacific ports of counthis
ada could be admitted to an
Ameritry only In bond through
can port.
6.
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Colic; Diarrhoea
EVERYWHERE

COCKROACHES
DrATERBUGS

ANTS

;

easily mueo by uiiho the cry.,,- -.
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Also 6URE DEATH
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destroy both food and property
Beady or Use Better th.n
v Directions in IK
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Left to right, John O'Brien and James Connolly, photographed at
Westminster police court.
John OUricn and James Connolly, alleged assassins of Sir Henry
'
Wilson, British general shot to death outside his London home last
week, were arraigned in Westminster police court and remanded for
trial on murder charges. The penalty for conviction is death.
m
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EXTINGUISHERS
FAIL TO CHECK
FLAMES' SPREAD

OUR NATIONAL

LEGISLATOR

Lee Slater Overman.
Senator Lee Slater
Democrat from North Carolina,
like his colleague Senator Simmons,
,
is serving his fourth tens-- in the
senate. Overman was beaten in his
first campaign for the senate seat,
but he came back in a few years
later, in 1903, was elected and has
been in the senate since. Ho was
the first senator to be elected from
North Carolina by popular vote.

all-st-

el

(Continued From jpage One.)
emergency stairway to the street.
Firemen Aro Called.
Then lie sent alarms which
apparabrought all availableandfire
police retus ambulances
serves in the vicinity rushing to the
scene He then plunged back down
tb stairs to rescue other victims.
He worked until he dropped, ands
was sent homo in Mayor Hylan
Rower was shut
private limousine. passengers from
off to save the
Hut the
possiblo electrocution.to the panic,
dnrkness only added on
this train
and tho passengers
smashed their way out of the tars
exand joined in the scramble for
its
Men, women and children dropas the fumes, the
ped in their tracks excitement
over
smoke and the
came them. Others ot a strongei
nerves pickphvsiquo and stronger
ed them up and dragged them alonij
to safety.
Tolice, firemen and volunteers
then plunged Into tho subway am.
brought out victim after victim,
using the emergency exists and
working by ladders through tin"
ventilation grating at Sixty-firstreet.
Those least injured were laid out
In rows on sidewalks to receivi?
first aid, while tho graver cases
were taken to improvised hospitals,
later to be removed to regular hospitals.
Pulmoters were rushed to the
scene and at one time fourteen
operators were bending ovci
prostrate forms on the sidewaik.
I'iro Kxtlngulshcr Plained.
Rlnma for the seriousness of the
accident was laid on the Pyrene fin
extinguisher by Ct.ptaln Thomas
Rush, of engine company 39, which
was the first tn reach the scene.
Fire Commissioner Rrennan later
said a preliminary investigation in
dicated that the "noxious rumps
were caused by the bnrnng of Insulation and pnrtly by the use of Pyrene extinguishers.
will he
A formal investigation
started tomorrow to fix blame foi
the nccldent.
An executive of the Pyreno comoff
pany denied
gave
pyrenn
"deadly" fumes, though he admitted the extinguisher used in an ev
closed plnco might cause fainting
and temporary exhaustion.

rip-roar- -i

management is also showing ai M. unawares."
the
John as tho star in the comedy,
"Maybe
you're right,"
"The Village Sheik."
stranger admitted, waiking off and
losing himself in the crowd.
F. X CFTXKN
A moment later a friend askeu
drama
m
CROWN."
IS "A PASTF:BO
Smith the time.
SHOWING AT "IV THEATER
"Just a second and I'll tell y
and the author's hand came out o.
I is doubtful if anyone who sees his pocket with a jerk. "By Jove,"
"A Pasteboard Crown" at the "B" he declared, "that chap stole my
'
theater today will fail to be pleased watch."
by it. It is a story of the
theater. Kveryone thrills to stage H. H. BROOK TO ATTEND
stories because It is not everyone's
NATIONAL TAX MEET
privilege to get behind the scenes.
Adapted from Clara Morris' novLas
Cruees, N. M July 6. H,
Crown"
well
is
"A
Pasteboard
el,
of
llrook, president-manage- r
provided with plot. The heroine, H.
the
Klephant Butte irrigation dis
reduced to poverty, gets on the
today received notification of
stage through tho interest of an trict,
C
r.
She falls in love his appointment lj Gov. Merritt of
to represent the state
with him, though he is tied by a Mcchem
con
Mexico
New
tho
national
at
loveless marriage. An unsuccessin Minneapolis
ful actress loves the nctor and ference on taxation
IS to 22.
schemes to remove the wife and September
Mr. Brook has made a close
the heroine. It is the crazed first
of taxation matters and has
husband and the actor's wife who study
led
the several movements for the
untangle the plot and bring the lowering of taxes on farm lands in
heroine's romance to a satisfactory Dona Ana county. He is a mem
culmination.
her of the executive committee of
The cast is genuinely
the Taxpayers' Association of New
splendid acting being contributed Mexico, which organization is head
by Kvelyn Greeley, Robert Elliott, ed by former Gov. Herbert J. Ha- Gladys Valerie, Eleanor Woodruff german of Roswell,
and others.

t stack

actor-produce-

of rfiE wolf."

"TCRX TO THE RIGHT"
AI.ECBOTK THAT'S HOCNI) TO
F1XO KKWWArEK SPACE
Realism is an admirable asset for
a photoplay, but Wlnchell Smith
is of the opinion it should not be

Cuticura Soan
The New Way
mtnout

Mug

by

0C3S
VapqRub

Over 17 Million

Wind Shield

Jan llnd

Glass-Lumb-

ANDERSON BROS.
Phone

S70-- J

Yearly

LUMBER

I

er

CO. I
j. C. BAI.DKIDUB LUMBER
121 Bnulb first Street.
Phona tOi.J

PAINT

GLASS
CEMENT

,

PLASTER,

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

)

i

nteed Rollers and Shaci
tin
Clotb.
Let us give yon ai
estimate.

423 North First Street

and
way
Are the Last Days

BEGINS

in
STATE

OFFICER

(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Santa Fe, July 6. O. A. Matson
of Albuquerque, under appointment
by Gov. M. C. Mechem. will assume
the duties of treasurer of the state
of New Mexico tomorrow morning.
Satisfactory bond has been made,
and everything Is In readiness to
make the transfer tomorrow morning. H. T. Gardner, who will be
deputy treasurer, has been in the
office for several weeks familiarizing himself with the routine and
details.
Matson will succeed Charles V
Strong, who filed his resignation
Mechem several
with Governor
months ago. Inasmuch as the accounts of the office had not been
completely audited and reconciled
with the office of the auditor for
some five years. Governor Mechem
did not appoint a successor untfl
after he had had such a thorough
audit made by the traveling aud tor
and his staff. That audit showed
the accounts and affairs of the office to be in good condition.

EVEN

We Will Pay You

AND ACCEPT THIS AS PART PAYMENT OH A

Kne-nne-

And Allow You
To Pay the Balance
At the Rate of

CALOMEL USERS
ARE SALIVATED

AIMBY whose organsis
regularly

a lauirhins. haDoy baby.
When baby cries and is fretful look for constipation. It

is generally the forerunner
nervousness, feverishness.
colds and many other
headaches,
s a
distressing: ailments. Give half a
B
teasDOonful of Dr. Caldwell's SvruD
Pepsin and the baby will quickly get
well. A dose costs less than a cent.

DR. CALDWELL'S

SYRUP PEPSIN
THE FAMILY LAXATIVE
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is th
largest selling liquid laxative in the
world, used by mothers for 30 years.
His a combination of Egyptian Senna
and other simple laxative herbs with
pepsin, the safest remedy you can
give a baby.
BOTTLE

FREE
Feu) escape constipation, to even if you io
this
laxative
moment let mt
at
not require a
Trial bottle of my
lend you a
FREE
OF
SjTuft i'epjin
CHARQE jo tlmt
you will nave it handy when needed. Simply
tend your name and address to lh. W. B.
CaUwell, 514 Wajhinjton St., Moncicello,
III. Write me today.
E

for You
Calomel is dangeruas.
It may
salivate you and make you suffer
soreness
of
gums,
fearfully from
tenderness
of Jaws and teeth,
swollen tongue and excessive saliva
dribbling from the mouth. Don't
trust calomel. It Is morcury; quicksilver.
If you feel bilious, headachy,
constipated and all knocked out,a
Just go to your druggist and get
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone for
a few cents which is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous
calomel. Take a spoonful and If it
doesn't start your liver and
quickstraighten you up better andwithout
er than nasty calomel and
making you sick, you Just go back
and get your money.
If you take calomel today you'll
be eick and nauseated tomorrow;
besides, it may salivate you, while
If vou take Dodson's Liver Tone
No
you will wake up feeling great.chilsalts necessar,. Give It to the
dren because it is perfectly harm
less and can pot salivate.

f

Light, But owertul.
Quiet, But Efficient.
Simple, but durable.
Always Ready.

Phono 305

ran

STRONG!

Saving Everybody Money

July Clearance Sale
SUITS MARKED DOWN

$25.00 to $29.50 Suits

and

Now

$14.95

Printzess and Redfern Suits
Serge Suits, Velour Suits, Tricotine
Sale Price

Suits, values to $35.00
.,.

... ...... ... . . ... . .

DRESSES MARKED DOWN

The enormous success of the first day of our going
out of business sale prompts us to urge you not to
wait for the last minute. Get your supply of shoes
for immediate use and fall right now! Do not wait
for higher prices Only 20 shopping days left.

Albuquerque, N. M.

C?A ACT

tDiD

'

REDUCTIONS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS
$2$.00 to $45.00 Silk Dresses, Now
$10.00 to 15.00 Silk Sport Skirts. Now
$15.00 to $25.00 Swiss and Organdy Dresses. Now.
$7.50 to $13.50 Gingham Dresses. Now
$6.75 Japanese Crepe Dresses. Now
2.50
$1.50
$2. SO
$1.25
75o

1

de Chine. ... $1.98
98c
pongee
Kmbrol.
organdy. . $1.45
79c
Tissue
49c
White Volla
Crepe

Jap.

The Manufacturers' Sale Shoe Store
North First.

First and Copper.

"If It's Hardware, We Have It"

now

First Savings Bank

AN OPEN LETTER

,

.

Guarantee that means

isiaatu

301

Per Month
if you desire

,.

Something.

Let U Equip, You For
the Trip.

N. M,

$5

Easy to Handle.

Our Travelers' Cheques
are cashable everywhere,
are safe from theft and
may be replaced if lost.

ALBrjQTJERQUE,

CLEANER

And Sold Under a

Money May Be
Lost or Stolen

Trust Company

VACUUM

This is the most astonishing: vacuum cleaner offer
ever made in Albuquerque. Just bring in your old
sroom and we will pay you $3.00 for it, or your
old carpet sweeper and we will pay you $5.00 for
it, the amount to be used as part payment on one
of the famous Hotpoint Electric Vacuum Cleaners.
Almost everyone is acquainted with Hotpoint Elec- trie products. The suction of the Hotpoint Electric
Vacuum is so powerful that it not only cleans the
rugs but also removes the dust from the floor be- neath. The Hotpoint is very quiet running, be- cause of the perfect balance of the working parts.
Don't delay. If you ever thought of owning an
Electric Vacuum Cleaner do it this week while the
special offer is effective.

Next Dose of Treacherous
Drug may Start Misery

DON'T CARRY
MONEY ON YOVR
TRIP

ELECTRIC

rflOT POiT

pnl-mot-

C.OLF AT I)i:s MOINES.
Bos Moines, la., July 6 (bv the
Associated Press). R. E.
m niuux tiiy, ia., state champion
will play Robert MoKee of Des
Moines, title holder in 191!. nnd
James Huhbell of Des Moines will
meet A. M. Hartlctt of Ottumwa.
who has held the state golf title
four times, in the semi-finmatches of the annual state golf
tournnment over the Gyperion golf
court here tomorrow.

FOR YOUR OLD
CARPET SWEEPER (Any Condition)

FOR YOUR
OLD BROOM
(Any Condition) OR

CAREFUL

C

rected by Norman Dawn. Includ- ed in the story are some of the important dramatic incidents of Mr
London's other memorable story
"The Wife of a King," the blending
of the two narratives
a
talo of thrilling drama.making
those in the splendid cast areAmong
Edith
Roberts, late star of Cecil De
Mille's "Saturday Night;" Wheeler
Oakman, Sam Allen; Ashley, Coop- er, Fred Kohler, Thomas Jefferson
Fred Stanton, Arthur Jasmins and
others, Including a tribe of north- ern Indians who add much to the
general atmosphere of the production.

440-yar-

Shave With

WINDOW SHADES!

SOREJIUSCLESJI

s,

carried beyond the stage of the
theater. ti.ia views on tliu subject
! are based on an experience ho iiua
I
Theaters Today
alter a man nee of the liex Ingram
production of "Turn to tho login,"
which is being repeated at the
"A Pasteboard Dyne, theater today, when he waa
'R" Theater
Moraccosted in the lobuy by a stranger.
Crown," adapted from Clara
"iou'ro tno uutnor, aren't you'.''
ris great novel of the stage, with
attracmain
is
the man asked.
the
cast,
an
prealso
"B"
at
today;
the
tion
"lcs," bmuii confessed, regardsenting "A Barnyard Cavalier," a ing the other curiously.
two-reThought 1 recognized you from
laughable comedy.
over there,"
the
the punning
"There's Jus',
Ijyrlo Theater Repeating today stranger explained.
1
'Turn
of
uoout
like
t
don
one
film
features
best
or
the
one
tiling
the season, "Turn to the Right," to the iugiit.' "
urged
which has been drawing crowds to
"its, yes,'' the playwright
nnd him bieatniessiy.
"Go on!"
the Lyric every afternoon
scene
The
where
"it's the
iiuggs pick
evening since its opening. enn- the Deucon a pocKet," the
management has put on in
censor went on a bit hesinection with this great picture, the
interesting "Pathe Review" pic-- ; tantly. "Xliat was er, well, ucaielv convincing, it struck me. There
tures.
wasui't the professional crook's del
Pastime Tliontrr One of Jack icate work noticeable.
London's great stories a
"i think you're wrong,""is'oSmith
one
ing melodrama of the frozen north hastened lo ussure him. whon he's
"The Son of tho Wolf," is being can pick a man's pocket
him
tako
to
repeated today at the Pastime. The expecting it. i'ou have

Romance, intrigue and adventure amid tho big snows of the
northwest, form the theme of Jack
London's stirring tale "The Son of
the Wolf," which opened an engagement at the Pastime theater yesterday and which i being repeated
today. It's an R-production di- -

There is no charge except
two cents in stamps for return
postage.
Get the habit of asking questions of
FREDERIC J. HASKIN,
Director.
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washington, D. C.

BEATS WORLD'S RECORD.
New York. July 6. For the third
time within a week, Miss Sybil
Bauer of t" i Illinois Athletic club
record
today smashed world's
Miss
marks 'ten she defeated
Dorothy Donahue of the Women's
association
of New
Swimming
d
swim at the
York, in a
beach
The
Manhattan
lagoon.
time was 6 minutes 38 5 seconds,
or 11 5 seconds lower than the
previous world's record, established by her in 1921 in the Illinois
Athletic club.

u

JACK LONDON'S HRKAT STORY
OF FROZEN NORTH PASTIME

.FOR

3b

X

all-sta- r,

Pain in the Stomaclvand
Bowels. Intestinal Cramp,

X

v..

two-thir-

"Tire sox

think

Information Bureau any question of fnct and get the answer
back in a personal letter.
It is a great educational idea
introduced into the lives of
the most intelligent people In
the world American newspaper readers.
It is a part of that best purpose of a newspaper SERV-

Park Farms Pro- Debate in Senate Indicates
That Cloture Rule Cannot
duce as High as 16 Tons
to

and

a minute
about this fact:

r
.i

.nnrner

DID YOU EVER
WRITE A LETTER TO
FREDERIC J. HASKIN?
Stop

Mesilla

Las Cruees,

July 7, 192
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The Growinj? Store
Phone 283

60o Turkish Towels n...49c
25c Huck Towels
18c
$1.00 Table
Damask ,...,80c
75c Table Damask
60c
I
$2.00 Bolt Longcloth...$1.49

........

Blouses

at

......$19.98
7.95

.... ... .$10.00

.$ 5.95
.$ 4.50
20

per cent off.

Corsets
Corsets
Middles at 2 price.
Children's
Petticoats
$2.50
$7.00

$1.75
$3.50

'

;
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UHIOH MEN ATTACKED WHILE OH

OFFICERS HELD

IMPRISONED BY
BARELAS BRIDGE PICKET DUTY,
IS CLAIM OF STRIKERS' LEADERS UMOHPICKETS
Martin Bargas, Said to Be Employe Now
Working in Shops, Is Arrested on Charge of
Drawing a Gun on a Former Railway
Worker; Walton Addresses Laborers.

According to union officials, on
four union
men, who were peacefully picketing yesterday morning at 7 o'clock
on tho west end of Burelas bridge,
by three men employed at the Santa Fe shops. The union men and
the shop workers, it Is said, engaged in conversation, when two
of tho three men, whose names are
Dave, Henry and Lincoln Metzgcr,
pulled revolvers and at first seemed only to try to intimidate the
However, according t
pleketcre.
the union officials, tho two men
"lost
their heads," and
evidently
fired four shots. A man named
Donaldson, who was with the pickhave been
eting strikers, is said toono
of the
struck in the head by
men with a gun.
It is understood from tho union
chiefs, that the three Metzgers
have been arrested, and a complaint has been sworn out. The
union officials say they are behind
the movement to prosecute the
three men, and stated yesterday
that any of the strikers found carrying guns would bo prosecuted,
since they had been strongly aswas not
sured that
to bo permitted. The ease of the
Metzgers will be heard in Judge
Roddy's court this afternoon at !i
o'clock.
It is said that William Dietz, a
machinist was beaten up at Pacific
avenue and Third street yesterday
morning.
The case of Ramon Chavez, who
was said to be ono of the nine, men
who attacked Tetronilo Gabaldon
Wednesday night, was dismissed
yesterday afternoon in the police
court.
Clash Tnst Night.
Martin Bargas, said to be one of
the employes now working in the
shops, was arrested last night on
a charge of drawing a gun on William Crow, who is said to be a
striker. Tho frrest was made at
441 West Santa Fe avenue. Bargas
was placed in jail, following his default of $100 bond.
Walton Speaks. .
William n. Walton,
mayor, addressed tho strikers yesterday morning in Labor temple,

attack was made on

and congratulated them on the order and discipline which they have
bo far observed.
He appealed to their sense of
duty as citizens of the state and the
union, exhorting them to continue
the stand they have taken In abiding by the principles of law and
order. Mr. Walton stated that tho
Santa Fe railroad had asked the

city commission to place policemen at all entrances to tho shops,
which was refused, on the grounds
that there was no occasion for such
action. He stated that unless conditions changed, tho commission
would not alter its stand in this

matter.

"The Santa Fe railroad is entitled to as much protection as any
other citizen," Mr. Walton Buid,
"and It is the duty and will bo the
policy of tho city commission to

treat the entire situation
and impartial manner."

in

a fair

Following Mr. Walton's speech,
which was received with applause,
short talks were made by V. P.
Seyfred, president of tho state fedvarious craft
eration- of
labor;
leader?, and Clyde Tingley.
I'nioii Officials! Pleased .
W. S. Patterson, secretary of the
machinists' union, yesterday sail
that the union offkials were well
He
pleased with tho situation.
stated that the morale of the men
is good, and that they are prepared
to stand a long siege if necessary.
He said that several of the strikers
have found work in outside employment.
also said that
Mr. Patterson

PAINT

ft
friiir ninrf mnn left the
and joined the
shops yesterday

tYipaA

strikers.
Railroad Officials' Statement.

that 400 men are at work in the
shops, or more than DO per cent
of a normal force. They say that
100 men have been turned away
because no more helpers are neea-cUnion officials declare that
onlv a few of their men have re
turned to work.
Tho following statement was
given out last night by the railroad
. ,
officials:
m
Aiiinn
i.nn hiia
neaceaoit;
Santa
of
the
over tho ..big system
are being
uunn
.
'
re ..!
riinwn). ohh inrppfl
of tno
gradually increased as some
men return to tneir i)ia,uo
men are added. Train service, both
is being
freight and passenger,
inconmaintained without serious tourist
to the public. The
venience
. ....
of
time
at
this
!.,-,the year, but trains are moving
aeiay.
without any material no
disposition
"The Santa Fe has
to hurry matters, but is giving the
over
things
think
to
men time
to recarefully and an opportunity
Reports
turn to their old jobs. that
old
from some points indicate
back
faithful employes are coming
The Santa Fe has
into service.
been proud of its men.
always
They are in a class by themselves
with a fine record as good cltlzons
They have
and efficient workers.
in the
always been
maintain
past and will no doubtcontroversy
order in the present
over the wage decision of the
United States labor board.'
It was reported by union men
last night that the Santa Fe railway has given orders to conductors
and engineers not to aiieim.i i"
far
make up time no matter how
be
behind schedule a train mayrailthe
said
men
running. Union
road is concentrating its efforts on
through;
cotting passenger trains
is badly demorthat freight service new
freight busialized and that no
ness is being solicited.

....

.

law-abidi-

HOOVER GETS SECOND
PLACE IN DIAMOND
SCULLS IN ENGLAND
s

(By The Associated PreM.)

Eng., July
Press.)
Associated
(by the
Walter M. Hoover, the American
amateur champion, hailing from
the Puluth boat club, buffeted the
Thames breakers to victory today
in his first heat, of the diamond
sculls, against a young English
Tweed.
collegian. R. J.
the only American
Hoover,
.,,,, iio- marls a cood getaway.
Ho took the leadand settled his
back against the wind, for a long
suited for a
stroke
leisurely
marathon distance rather than the
of the Henley
milo and half
with
course. He was satisfied
finishing a length and a half
ahead of Tweed, and then pulled
to his voung opponent's boat and
congratulated him on his plucky
race.
The results of today's contests
for tho diamond sculls were as
expected. Hoover. A. A. Baynes,
SR.
of
Brisbane.
Queensland;
Klvthe, of Christ college, and J.
lleresford, Jr., of the Thames
club.
Henlcy-On-Thame- s,

-

TWO MEN" KILLED.
Lincoln, Neb., July 6. Two men
were killed and four were injured,
two probably fatally, at Crete, near
here, today when a steam pipe exploded in a creamery where they
The injured were
were working.
brought to a hospital here.

D EMONSTRATION

the difference
Expert paint men will demonstrate
between the celebrated SHERWIN-WILLIAM- S
PAINTS and VARNISHES and cheaper brands.
This demonstration will be both entertaining and
DON'T MISS IT.
instructive

TOYS PAINTED FREE
Come and bring your kiddles and their toys. For one day
only we will refinlsh free of , charge toys brought to our
store by children under 12 years of age, accompanied by

their parents.

Doll Chairs. Kiddie Kara, Toy Wagons, Tricycles, etc.,
made to look like new,
Renew the finish on your furniture, floors and wood work
with Floorlac tho all around Varnish Slain.

FREE SAMPLE
OFFER
For 10c and Coupon
below you receive
Floorlac (regular
FLOOHLAC
S
35c
price)
Brush (regular
.15c
price)
50c
Total
You Save 40c by Filling out this Coupon and
Bringing it to Our Store
,

FLOORLAC SAMPLE COUPON
Fill out the coupon with your name and address, bring
it to our storo with Ten Cents and you will receive a
cent can of Floorlac and a Fifteen cent VarThirty-fiv- e
nish Brush. This introductory offer is limited. Sign the
coupon today.
Address

HI EPS

IN

M

,.4l-(n.-

10

...'....'.....'..,(....

.

.::V.V.

To all Children Accompanied by Parents Attending

the Demonstration, Saturday, July 8

AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

semi-offici-

WKmKmSt

Genuine Leather Vanity Bags
special lot of genuine leather Vanity Boxes in tan, pray, brown, and
black; seco silk lined, equipped with
(
mirror and coin purse; strap
J).A.
handles. Each
A

in Progress, Presents an Unusual
Opportunity to Save Substantially
on Good, Seasonable, Nationally-Advertise- d
Clothing and
Haberdashery
SUITS-$12,- 85

Dark

and

color

light

UP
Palm

Beaches, cool cloths, tropical
steds, imported gaberdines,
hairs, summer woolens.

wormo-

SIIIRTS-S1.- 35

Children's Buster Brown Hose
Children's Buster Brown close knit,
fine ribbed Hose, in black
only. Four pairs

.$1

Children's
Length Socks
Children's fancy ;(, Socks in black,
white, blue and cordovan; all
(J"
sizes. Three pairs
p.L
--

Fancy Ribbon for Hair Bows
Plain and flowered; values to 39c;
widths to 512 inches; good
color selection. Four yards

.$1

LACE COLLARS, VALUES TO 75c

Splendid quality Lace Collars, cream
only. Several good styles to
5-select from. Two for
L

Bead Necklaces, Values to $5.00
Splendid assortment of wanted beads
in pearl or fancy; amber, black, red,
tango and white, etc.

Straw

Hats-$1.-

35

up

1

Each

tpx

NARROW LACES
Fine quality French Val Laces,
bolts. 2 bolts for

D1

12-ya- rd

Our entire sock. Sailors, Panamas,
Leghorns, fancy and staple weaves
All sizes and all shapes.

UP

Black and tan calf oxfords, as well
as canvas sport styles. An unusually extensive range of styles and
prices.

LUGGAGE-S3.-25

Everything from the leather Boston bags to high grade wardrobe
trunks. All substantially reduced
for the sale.

mSMiKmmmmUmimk III
218 West Central.

Phone 335

C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER CO.
Office

423. South First Street

d--

Values to 59c Hair Ribbon
Good widths of light and dark Hairr
Bow Ribbon; splendid assortment of
colors, in plaids and floral
patterns. Two yards

.$1

Womens and Misses' Low Shoes
Women's and misses' black kid Ox
fords and strap Pumps, and white
canvas strap Pumps and Oxfords ; broken sizes. Pair . .

.$1
'

50c Printed Kerchief Linon
Beautiful patterns on light, medium
and dark grounds, 40 inches wide;
splendid weight for summer
dresses. Three yards

.$1

50c PIQUE
Splendid quality white Pique, narrow
i
and wide wales, for baby
garments, etc. Four yards . . . . j) JL

40c NURSES' LINON
comes in pink, blue yellow
and white; for middies, dresses, etc. Three yards

35c PRINTED VOILES
wide; white grounds with
assorted figures in helio, black, navy,
pink, yellow, etc.

Four yards

$1

60c INDIAN HEAD
wide, in pink and blue;
splendid material for middies,
etc. Two yards

Bleached Muslin
Good quality, soft finish.
Six yards

$1

UNBLEACHED MUSLIN
Unbleached Sea Island
Muslin. Six yards

Embroidered Dresser Scarfs
White Scarfs, beautifully embroider
ed in Copenhagen, old rose and
yellow. Size 18x54. Each .

.$1

h

BATH TOWELS
Good quality fully bleached
Towels, 18x3G; hemmed ends.
Five for

J

(J--

tpi- Bath

)X

40c RIPPLETTE
28 incljes wide in plain white and
lavender, pink, navy, tan and
blue checks. Three yards . . .
36-inc-

h

-j

$1.75 Women's Rubber Aprons.

Guaranteed water proof;
cy cretonne covered. Each

fan- -

$1.69 Muslin Underskirts
Ladies' fine white double panel
loped bottom muslin Skirts.

Each

KIMONA SILKS
on
.

$1
J--

40 inches

36c-inc- h

.$1

Plain Color Japanese Crepe
wide in light blue, rose,
J
pink, white, tan, brown, yellow,
green and orchid. Three yards ! J.
30 inches

(J--

Checked Japanese Crepe
Regular 65c value, 30 inches wide;
colors of green, rose, red and (J- orange. Two yards
tpj.

SHIRTING CLOTH

Regular 35c value; tan grounds with
small figures and stripes; also light
grounds with fancy stripes.
Four yards
tpx

Q--

f

scal(J-

-

tpl

Children's Ribbed Vests
Children's tape top, ribbed
4
to
sifces
14.
Four
for..tpJL
Vests;
(T-

J.

LINGERIE RIBBON
bolts Lingerie Ribbon, in colJ
ors of pink, blue, white, rose,
orchid and yellow. Two bolts . .J)JL

Beautiful color combinations
grounds of yellow, green, tan,
blue, etc., $1.35 value. Yard .

$1

UP

.$1

Satinette Lingerie Cloth
Wears better than wash satin, highly
mercerized finish;
flesh and pink. Yard

(T-

0XF0RDS-S3.- 85

35c Pure Linen Handkerchiefs
Pure Linen Handkerchiefs, hem
stitched edges; colors of yellow,
pink, rose, blue, orchid, jade
and orange. Four for

VOILE AND DIMITY BLOUSES, $2.25 VALUES
Ladies' fine dimity striped and fine Voile Blouses, lace.
trimmed. Bought specially to sell for

40-inc-

Everything from the $1 union suits
selling now at 75c to the finest $9
Italian glove silks at $6.50.

$1

50

$1

75c up

Ladies' Short Black Silk Gloves
Ladies' black Silk Gloves, warranted
pure silk; double woven tips,
all sizes. Pair

(J--

36 inches

Athletic Underwear

39c Ladies' Mercerized Hose
Ladies' Buster Brown highly mercerized hose, all sizes; colors of
black and brown. Three pairs tDX

(J-

.81

Our entire stock of shirts, embracing everything that is new and
novel, as well as all the staples.

(Ji

10-ya- rd

36-inc- h;

IIP

Ladies' Buster Brown Silk Hose
Ladies' pure thread Silk Hose; colors
are black, brown, white and
polo; all sizes. $1.25 value. PairJ)i- -

(J--

36-inc- h;

Our Annual Summer Sale Now

SPIRIT

Read carefully every item
and check the items you've been
wanting and needing, because every dollar you spend at the
Golden Rule Friday will buy con siderably more than a dollar's
worth of merchandise.

Thurs-daymornl-

Say Scientists

.

FRIDAY, JULY 7th

l

:.rt:M

BALLOONS FREE

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.

T

Yeast Ro "Fad"

Jiule Shor

holders.

SECTION S; DOES

Avalon, July 6: Almost a hundred blue fin tuna have been
brought to gaff by Catalinaof angthe
lers this season, and twelve
more than one
fish weighed
pounds each.
Twenty-Fiv- e
Deputies Un- - hundred
of Converse,
L. G.
able to Leave Railway Ind., who Murphy
is more than eighty-tw- o
of
(By The Associated 1'reM.I
age, is gradually
years
Property at Albany, Ala.; climbing
Washincton. .Tnlv (i. Rain which
up the scale, and today
he brought to gaff a fish weigh- proved the farmers' friend in some
Shooting at Richmond.
ing 125 pounds. Ho was the first parts of tho country was his foe in
angler to take a tuna weighing
(By Tbe Aasnrluted Presi.)
more than 100 pounds as a mem
Montgomery, Ala., July 6. Re- ber
of tho Tuna club this season. ing Tuesday, tho weather bureau
ports were received here tonight
today I' its weeKiy
Lee A. rhlllips of Los Angeles, reported
weather and crop review.
Advertiser has set the mark with his
by the Montgomery
and threshing of
Harvesting
from Albany to tho effect that
On the same day that
was retarded by rains in the
1,500 striking men doing "picket- ho
his record fish, Mr. grain
caught
nt f no nuH iitnmiGT 111iini'thnuctni'n
ing" duty have 25 special officers Phillips brought in four other
of the Louisville
and Nashville tuna, weighing 95, 95, 89 and 74 cut grain there was considerable
lodging, due to rain aim wina.
road held virtually prisoners
pounds, respectively.
of winter wheat generrailroad property.
afternoon A. W. Harvesting
Wednesday
in
Governor Kilby has communi- Hooper of Boston brought in four ally went along satisfactorily of
central
and
northern portions
cated with officials of the road and tuna, which makes his total for
fhn li.lt i.vnnnt- in piiwfni'n Kansas.
promised adequate protection of the season 21 fish, the largest
Governor Kilby, who is weighing 132 pounds and small- and tho threshing made good prog
property.
ress in me suuinern jiurtiun, auv
In Clanton, will return here toest 59 pounds.
t,. li n nnhlfnl RPPtinn.
,inn
morrow, when ho will decide
coming from the San .The quality mid yield of such wheat
Reports
whether state troops or special Clemente channel tell of broad-bi- ll
was reported as Having uern nun
state officers will be sent to the
swordfish, but none of these l.u nrnmri
rp. viltnninir in MiSSOUrl
scene.
ferocious fighters have been con- and the lower oiiio valley.
quered. Dustin Farnum fought a
Additional
moisture comonieu
RAILWAY GUARDS KIKE
hroadbill
for almost an hour ,,'!tl, ..nlrl unnllmf linIPVIr fliriC1
AT TRESPASSERS Wednesday
afternoon before it the spring wheat crop In the Da- threw th'e hook. Robert Jump has kotas. More ruin is neeneci in ine
TUctimntiit
Tt.w ft
eiv been defeated several
and
ii'ct,.tMi Lhitn. thA rpvlnw as
shots were fired by guards at the Rome Gray, brother times,
of Zane
that the crop was.
Aivmson, xopeKa and Santa Fe Gray, tho author, has also had serted, adding
in
sintering greatly irom arougm not
Railroad company shops today at several
the
encounters
during
Washington and Oregon, where
a group of supposed trespassers,
Monpast few days.
irrigated, and In Utah and
nucuiuing to a report made, to
It was July last year before the tana.
Chief of Police W. H. Wood. As first hundred
was
tuna
pound
Dry weather was reported as dofar as is known, no one was hit.
brought in by a club member, ing great damage to the oats crop,
Chief Wnnrl nrilnrcil ihA erttA, and
aro
the
the
that
predictions
practically throughout tho whole
to desist using their firearms.
tuna fishing season will be similar region
where that crop Is grown.
isnenrr u. r. Veale is also inves- to that
in 1898. Boatrecorder
The rains proved of great benefit
the
incident.
tigating
men state that the tuna are feed- to the corn crop, except In eastern
ing between 3 and 9 a. m. and Iowa and Missouri, northern Illi5 and 9 p. m. From his recent
acstriking;
shopmen
parts of the southeast,
FORUIDDKX TO PICKET cruise to lower California to study nois and to
reports to the bureau.
cording
of the tuna, Capt. The temperature was favorable to
East St. Louis, 111., July 6. A the movements
C. Farnsworth returned to growth in all sections, except In
temporary restraining order for- George
Avalon with the report that the Minnesota and Wisconsin, where
bidding striking shopmen from in- big migratory schools
of tuna are warm weather was needed. Conditerfering with the operation of Il- all travelling
and that tions were mostly favorable for
linois Central trains, hindering em- some of
the monsters would weigh cultivation, and much corn has
ployes of the road, and from estab- over 300 pounds.
been laid by in central state.
lishing "unlawful" picket lines,
"It is just possible that the
was issued after counsel for the IlMorehouse
tuna, caught in 1899,
linois Central presented .affidavits
251 pounds, will be beatthat there had been violence at weighing
en before the 1922 season closes,"
Mounds.
said a prominent member of the
Catalina Tuna club. "Early
ULTIMATUM ISSUED.
I saw a fish that
San Francisco, Calif., July 6.
would weigh over 400 pounds."
The ultimatum of General ManMany of the anglers are leavager J. H. Dyer of the Southern ing Avalon at daylight, and do
Pacific
railroad that striking not return until dark. Mile after The greatest scientific minds agree
of the most
shopmen must return to work to- mile they drag their flying fish that yeast is ono discoveries.
No
day or thereafter only as new bail, attached to a kite, on tho important medical
method of banishing skin erupemployes, has resulted in 330 surface of the Pacific.
men resuming work at SacramenA big school of albacore were tions or building health has yet
to, 104 at Los Angeles and 73 at reported Wednesday afternoon in been found which can equal it.
cerTucson, Ariz., on tho first shift, the vicinity of San Nicolas Island, Tills is because yeast contains aro
which
according to company officials. the first school to be noted so tain vital elements
Allacking in the modern diet. have
They said tho men sought to re- far north this season.
tain seniority and pension privilready millions of people
from
secured amazing benefits
eges. L. S. Gordon, secretary of
VATICAN GUARDS REVOLT.
new
the union, said there were but
yeast. Recently, however, a call66
Assocthe
London,
(by
twenty-eigprocess has been discovered,
ship men at work iated Press.)JulyA Central
disNews
which
ed "ironization,"
through
between New Orleans and Portland. Ore., on the Southern Pa- patch from Rome says the gen- people aro securing benefits from
darmes serving in an honorary yeast in just half tho usual time.
cific system.
capacity in policing the Vatican This process, embodied only in
mutinied this morning, crying out Irotilzcd Yeast, helps to ImmeMAY HALT HANGING.
live the pope; death to tho diately convert the vital yeast
Portland, Ore., July (i. A peti- "Long
They were imme- elements into firm tissue and rich
tion for an injunction to halt the commandant."
disarmed and the barracks pure blood. If weak, thin or runhanging at the state penitentiary diately
with pimat Salein tomorrow of John Rathie occupied by Swiss guards.
downor If troubled
and Elvle D. Kerby for the murder
ples, blackheads or boils, it will
HINDENBURG UNHUIIT.
of Sheriff Til Taylor of Pendleton,
pay you to try Ironlzed Yeast
was presented
Berlin, July 6 (by the Associated at once. To try Ironlzed Yeast
to Federal
today
denial was entirely free simply mail postJudge Dean b;' Attorney Charles Press) A
FREE
W. Garland. The petition sets forth issued today of persistent rumors card for Famous
that the men were forced into con- that Field Marshal von Hindenburg Test. Address Ironlzed Yeast Co.,
fessing by the uso of ammonia and and Prince Eitel Friedrich, won of Dept. 87, Atlanta, Ga. Ironlzed
other chemicals. Judge Dean took former Emperor William, had been Yeast is recommended and guarassassinated.
the matter under consideration.
anteed by all good druggists.

.
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Name

6

BLUE FIN TUNAS
GAFFED BY HUNDREDS
BY CATALINA ANGLERS

Page Three.

MARQUISETTE CURTAINS
yards long lace trimmed
hemstitched edge. Each curtain!)

2it

x

Ladies' Muslin Drawers
Made of fine quality soft mus- lin. Regular $1.25 line. Pair...J)j.
Girls' Knit Union Suits
Girls' tape top, shell knee
Union suits. Age 10 only. 3 forv--

L

$1.75 Children's Sleepera
Children's fine barred nainsook
Sleepers, stitched in pink and blue;
sizes 2, 4, suits; age 10 only
t&X
Each

No IJhone Orders, Refunds, Exchanges, or C. O. D.Y

,
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HOPES TO TAME GREB

CIS'! IS DEFEAT

'

MEL'S

Adams

er;

Hom-

Hit

is

Xew York. July 6. Returning
the
home from a long road trip,
New York Americans made good
'use of their bats and twice defeat11 to 3.
ed Cleveland, 10 to 3 and
bases
the
with
run
Ruth's home
firat
full in the third Inning of the
which
lead
a
York
New
gave
,am,
ft never lost. Meusel's hitting was
as he hit a homo
Avw-anuu.vi i..inn.
doubles and two
run, a triple, two
in the double-headB
Slu and Shawkey, the winning
were both mt
.
mw York
were spienom y
hard at times, but
uiinnnrtcd.
in mo
Yankees knocked out Lindsey
e a
n the sixth inning, and Bchau
from Juanlta college,
was his first big
Sued in.
"- -lpneue opportunity man " to lace

Pittsburgh, July G. The
Giants opened their western
victory over
trip with a
hit
Pittsburgh today. Adams was held
hard and often, while. Nehf
s
the locals to five hits, Carey
a double, triple and a homo
run. A sensational stop by Friscli
was the fielding feature, Score:
Now York..
a. v..
.n. ii. ir. ro.
II
Bancroft, ps . . .
1
Rawliugs, Jb . . I ii
4
Frisch. Dh
4
Meusel, If
1
4
Young, it
r.
4
ii
Kolly, lb
4
Stengel, ef . . . .
II
xCunningham .,
2
ii
:i
Smith, c
II
Snyder, c
2
Nehf, p
New-Yor-

get-tin-

er

(1

plf-hers-

3

1

1

C

Maranvillo, ss
Carey, cf . .
Blghee. if . .

Barnhart,

4
4

.

3
4

3b

21)

Kns,

Moknn, i f .
(irimrn, lb
Gooeh, e . .
Adams, p .
zTierncy .
Cooper, p .
rt,1

I

.

.
.

.
.

ro. a.

:i

4
2

v..
o
r,
o
"

0
0

2

2

1

1

1

o
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o
o

0
o
o

2
3
0

0

(10
0
0

2
0
0

0

0

0

1

0
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1

i

2
0
0
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1

o

o

o
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0

0
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31
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Uli'i"

.
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Xbuh
Summary.

020 003

y-'-'--r

0
I)

Carey, kns.
Stengel,
ningham,
Home run
hits-Ca- rey.
Three-baStolen bases Maran-vlllc&Tev
plays
Barnhart. Double, Rase
on
Gooch and Maranville.
struck
2.
Nehf.
balls-- Off
Nehf. 2; by Adams, 2. Hitsoff
Adams 10 In 8 innings;
Wnntns
1 inning.
Cooper, 1 in
Losing Ditcher
pitcher-No- hf.
Adams.
2.
St I,oulS 1 I; Brooklyn,
Cardinals
St Louis. July The
Hounded three Brooklyn pitchers
Including e.ght
for twenty hits.
dedoubles and one triple, and
14 to 2. In
feated the iwdscrs.series
tod.O.
here
the
of
first game
league
Kucther, leading National
was pounded for thirteen
pilcer.
Innings.
hits In four and
Behultz had four hits in five times
to the plate, including two doubles.
se

--

ftt

v

fi.--

vnrn

t!...,..vJamleson,
sel
Twn-bas-

ItV NORMAN'
lU-a-

l

one-thir- d

....

AIi;i!ICAN
St. I,ouif)

New York
Chicago
Detroit
Washington
Cleveland ..
Boston

Philadelphia

I,I.AGtTE.

w.

u

44

30

4.r

33

40
37
35

34
37
3fi

.4 93

34

4

2

.447

31
28

41
41

.4 31

.541
.500

110 001
IIO2O4 30x

JOHN MG8AW

rtxlnn,Tt
,
- ......
,
'. n
v, llilliifleltltltA.
ill.
V

Sohalk, c. ..
Pet. Schupp, p..
.652 Hodge, p.

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
New York
St. Louis
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Chicago

W.
45

L.
24

41
38
3ft
35

33
34

34
27
26

Pittsburgh
Hoston

Philadelphia

.

.2

.55 4
Totals ..
.528
.500
.498
.472 Young, 2b. . .
.897 Hauser. lb..
.394 Walker. If..

36
3

38
41
40

Perkins, c.

. .

Miller, cf...
Galloway, ss.
Wi lch, rf . . .
Dykes, 3D. . .
Helmach, p.
zMcGowan .
Yarrison, p .

5 YESTER
DAYS

2

FOR THE RAINY SEASON:

10-1- 1;

if--

Kant-Sli- p

Kelly
Tires

!
(A

WEED CHAINS

I

Lo

i
I

I

i
'

B

!

SS

4

J

Fifth and Central.

Phone 823

Mtmnmm

1

3.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Milwaukee, 5; St. Paul, 1.
Columbus, 11; Louisville, S.
Indianapolis, 8; Toledo, 2. 1.
Kansas City, 6; Minneapolis,

and

2

0
0
0

0
0
0

WESTERN LEAGUE.
Omaha, 7. Denver, 3.
Tulsa, 6; St. Joseph, 8.
Oklahoma City, II; Wichita, R.
Sioux City Des Moines game
postponed, rain.
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
Atlanta, 2; Nashville, 3.1.
Memphis, 4; Mobile,
Chattanooga, 4; Birmingham, 6.J.
Little Rock, 4; New Orleans,

8
7

0
0

1

1
1

(lpfcl,.l Crrep.ml-nt-

0
2
0
5
13.

2

0

3

2

.

3

1

0

3

3

0

2

0

.10 10

0

0
0

0
0

7 27

15

0

t.fh.
201vv"--

-9
'

-

e
tins vuiSummary:
i wilins, 2; Mostil. Home runs Mostil.
base
ser, Sheely. Stolen
Oil
lieimacn, i,
Base on balls
Vorrltnn Ir Schlini). 5: Hodge, 1,
Struck out By Helmach, 2;3. Ynrri-soHits
1; Schupp, 2; Hodge,
6
in' 5 Innings;
Off Schupp,
v
o,
in
1
in 4; Jieimacn,
Hodge,
Yarrison, 7 in 3. Winning pucnerLosing pitcher lleiSchupp.
mach.
uwo-nas-

WANDERING FORD HITS
PLATE GLASS WINDOW
(SlH-cl-

Machinists, Boilermakers, Sheet Metal Workers,
Electricians, Car Men and Helpers. For these,
classes apply in person or by letter to nearest local
Santa Fe mechanical officer.
1

urn

to The Snurnnl.)

e

be-

Tho Grays have
will bo played.
into camp
taken tho local sluggers one
played
in the first two games,
hero and the other in Albuquerque.
the
Santa Fe, however, has beaten both
outfit
Belen
g
games, and Belen has defeated the
though Albuquerque
Grays twice;
e
lead.
has a
The Grays have unlimited confl-.fnco Art Weiss.
thev
,iinn
ace of the
Santa Fe's
mound. But Weiss, backed up by
his team, believes he can turn the
tables in this next game. Teen
will be in
(lallegos,
Sunday.
the Santa Fe line-ti- p
Manager Dan Ortiz announces
that the seating capacity of the
grounds has been increased by 450
persons by the completion of th With the grandnew bleachers.
,tnn .rut tho. imrklnfc? snapfl for au
tomobiles, there will be comfortable
seats for 1,050
spectators. Tne
manager expects that this number
will he n attendance. A gooa rain
which fell Sunday night has put
the playing field in fine condition.

Corrmpondonce (o The Journal.)

Demlng, N. M., July 6. One of
the large plate glass windows in
the front of the J. A. Manoney
hardware establishment and a
smaller one next the stairway was
broken last i nuay wnen a roru
Into It. Mr.
touring car incrashed
an emDlove at the
1,'avb
Holy Cross sanatorium, was drivand
ing south on Gold avenue
when ho turned in to stop In front
s
tne orai;es reiuseu
of Manoney
to halt the car, permitting it to
WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
and crash into the
curb
iiimn
the
R. H. E.
Bv innings:
Fortunately the driver
Lubbock ...005 001 110- - 8 10 4 window.
U 0 was not injured by the falling
ISO 100 02X--Clovis
Batteries: Pennington, Speagle. glass.
Bosco, Cantrell and Allen, Swenson;
POUND SALE.
Mickcv and Erwin.
On RnriirilAV. thA Kth dflv rf .Ttllv.
71. H. 75.
By innings:
or
n. m.. in front of fhft
in
00
6
4
2
100
Kwoetwster .010
A.imrilln ...160 302 2X 12 0 1 cily hall on North Second street, 1
Haiiei les: Brooks. Word and Pit- - will sell t"e louowiiig uescnoea
kins, Nationn; Ijory, Morton and stock which have been taken up by
the pound master;
Uyers.
One sorrel mare, about 6 years
R- - H. E.
By innings:
13 hands
S old, weighs 700 pounds,
2 10
001
100
000
Banger
2 high, blaze face, white hind foot,
6
8
Knn Anirelo..3il 100 OOx
on
right thigh.
Batteries: fcnpalac and Clayton; branded
One bay mare, 3 years old, star
Corke and Robertson.
both hind feet white,
in
E.
H.
forehead,
R.
By innings:
Stamford ....020 001 20 5 6 3 weighs 650 pounds, branded on lert
000 111 216 8
Abilene
thigh.
9
years old,
One bay stallion,
Batteries: Knabler and Schmidt;
weighs 1,000 pounds, blind in right
Keisler and Burch.
eye. both hind feet white, branded
on left thigh.
MATCH.
Santa Fo, July 6. Mike Baca of One black horse, 5 years old,
Santa Fe and Frank Herrera of weighs 700 pounds, both hind feet
Trinidad will go twelve rounds here white, white star in forehead, both
next Wednesday night for the light- - cars slit, branded on left thigh.
J. R. GALUSHA,
weight championship of the southCity Marshal.
west. This Is a return bout for the
mill
two fighters.
Their original
months
was staged here several
Want Ads Bring Quick Results
lugo, resulting in a draw.

fence-buste-

TToMOfyot.

night that

STARTff4?

Save it with Texaco Motor Oil

lubricants and are distinguished
Texaco Motor Oils are heavy-bod- y
y
color.
Light, medium, heavy and
by their clear, golden
wherever
will
them
find
You
all
conditions.
fit
and
you
all
cars
they
red
star.
Texaco
the
tee

TEXACO MOTOR OIK

TEXACO GASOLINE,
Thi Texas Company, V. S. A.

r,

Mlthe

Ttxaet

Pttrtlnm

Product'

"Quality Cigar
1896
Since

.

wonderful smoothness.
La Palina has been recognized as "The
'
Quality Cigar" since 1896. It blends the

H

FIESTA TO BEGIN IN
SANTA FE0N SEPT. 4

most expensive tobacco; the highest
quality Java wrapper with selected Vuelta
Abajo Havana filler.
Give La Palina the smoke-test.- v

(Special Cnrrennnndcnce to Tho Jnnrnnl.)

Santa Fe, July 6. Tho 210th anniversary of the Santa Ie fiesta
will bo held here in the new amphitheater on September 4. 5 and B, it
is announced by the fiesta committee. Commencing on Iibor day
it is expected that the attendance
on opening day will be unusually
large. Some fino attractions have
been booked and the program will
be made public within a short time.

riiiipitii

Excellente
10c
2 for 25c
Senator - - 2 for 25c
Blunt (in glass jar)
15c
Magnolia
Queen

....

Perfecto Grande

-

- 15c
3 for 50c

Congress Cigar company. Manufacture s.U.

ELECTRIC
FANS
Let

little Polar

Cub fan keep you
cool this summer
These fans cost less
to buy and to run

than any others on
the market. Tney
come In two sizes,
and 8".

A

(rcsj

I

-

in

rtsfShruRE co

IIIIW

Temple

en M tn'st
T)nn Tflrtlll
200 fans will go from Al

HUNDRED-TENT-

III &Ctt

To Brama, God of Fire, the Javese offer
fruits at the crater of the largest volcano
in the world.
To lovers of "good smokes" they offer the
. finest tobacco, lavish in the allurement of,
witching aroma, fascinating flavor,

left-hand-

TWO

IKiiW

II

Better Smoke from Brama's

buquerque to attend tne game at
Tin nalil the
fidntn Va Sitnrinv
Grays Intend to increase their lead
una
to three games
tney are no'
afraid of Art Weiss or any other
Padilla probably will
southpaw.
use
tho
Roberto,
change-of-pac- e
artist. In the box

H-)-

SANTA FE
RAILWAY

GrandCare of

left-hand-

1

i

EASIER

Run it with Texaco Gasoline

two-gam-

0
0
0

in

It's eager for the spark.
It meets the spark fully vaporized.
When you need to fill, fill with
Texaco gasoline and feel the

hard-hittin-

0
0

000 105

,

Santa Fe, July 6. Hostilities
tween the Albuquerque Grays ano
the Santa Fe big leaguers will be
Sunday afternoon,
renewed here
when the third game of the season

12

By innings:

the readiness with which gasoline gives up its power)

Spectators at Game With
the Grays.

1

0

y:

extra-heav-

2
0
0

0

(Vol-a-tilit-

miLATMKE, GAS

GETS

1

4
5
5

0

THE

I!

Pet.

CROWDS SUNDAY

.
.
.

.

3

1.000
.333
.250

4
5

READ! FOR BIG

--

Men Wanted

JE

SANTA

0

0

1

2

IL.DKI

who
the ltouna
defeated
vestcrduv
2
at Lincoln
House team, 11 to
lie admitted to the Senior
park, will
Duke
City
case
the
league in
Whites default today. The Yankees
have a fast team. Batteries in the
Yankees,
game yesterday were:
Ortiz and Campos; Hound House,
Zamora.
Kscalante and

.500140
.401100
.311300
.211250
10 10
5

Philadelphia

-

1

.34
luiau
7 Butted lor iicimacu

ESULTS
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
New York, 6; Pittsburgh, 3.
St. Louis, 14; Brooklyn, 2.
Only two ganiM scheduled.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Cleveland,
New York,
5.
Chicago, 9; Philadelphia,
Boston-St- .
Louis, double-heade- r,
postponed; wet grounds.
Only three games scneauiea.

1

Pet

1.000
.857
.600
.333
.167
.000

0
1

.

tVitelpH

Pet,

1.000
.750
.607
.667
.067
.333
.000
.000

Hi

11111

IS.
-- -

.40 9 16 27 6
ailclpliia.
AB. 11. II. PO. A.

Chicago

I--

A

.511111
.4
if.... .512101
. 4
. 4

Ii.

.1

Wildcats

Philadelphia, Pa., July
hammered Helmach and Yar- rlanil tortnV for B Xteen hltS, all"
I
easily defeated Philadelphia invo tho
u.
or tna series.
nm
firo
Score:
Chicago.
Ab. H. II. PO. A. E.
. Johnson, ss. . . .
1
1
1
2
2
Mulligan, 3b..
0
Collins, 2b.... . 3 2 2 5 2
Hooper,
0
2
0
5
1
. 0
Mostil. cf
0
0
2
2
1
. 5
Falk, if
0

ifefClub

.

..

11 14 0 Builds Addition to
v,,rk .
Batteries: Lindsey, Schaute and
stand to Take
O'Neil; Shawkey and Hoffman.

v

.406

TTl-ai--

2
3
4

1

Highland Laddies
. .3
S. A. T
. .2
Midgets
Little Tildillos . . . .. .1
.0
Tir.nten
I'lginy Leajrue.
W.
3
Harelas Tigers
1

'

-

V

8

0

"W.

.

Two-bas-

f!

3

1

1

"

Sox

Barelas White

10
005 100 04X
hits Mou

..000

i

Junior League

(2);

mnu

bocoimI

e

1

2
1

Browns
Tildillos
Puke City Whites
Giants

Ward. Home
ij,,tv, stolen bases Jamie- Bon. Meusel. Witt. Double play
McNally, Ward and Plpp. Base on
balls Off Bush. 4; off Bagby, 3.
Struck out By Bush, 1 ; by Bagby,
o
Hits Oft Mails, 6 in 2 3 in.
nlngs; Bagby, 8 in 5 3 innings
Pet Losing pitcher Malls.
.B9R
T4, ImiiniFH!
71. II. E.
.577
K,.nrn Second came:

K. BltOWN.

Is J,ou Christenliury.
This young lad is one of the
three "substitute" outfielders Manager Mitchell of the Braves was
forced to send into Ins lineup a
whllo back when injury put nil
three of his outfielding regulars
on the hummer and bench. Lou s
Bcore:
work was as well as that of Al
Brooklyn.
Nicholson gave MitchAll. it. II. I'D. A. 1
as to what he
ell new worrieh
4
HiKh. 3h
would do when his regulars re4
2b...
Johnston,
covered.
'
T. Griffith, rf..
Chrlstenbury's work looms all
3
Wheat, If
fhA mora remarkable when it is
4
Myers, cf
considered that ho has been reckSchniandt ,1b. . .
oned all along as an inflelder.
4
ss
Olson,
T.on has been with the
Uraves
4
c
PeBerry,
since late in 1919 but had little op
Uucther, p
portunity to show his wares .until
"
Decatur, p
this year.
1
Murray, P'
Ho
halls from Mecklenburg
1
xB. Griffith
county, North Carolina, where he
Hu
ivnx horn October 111. 1S94.
8 24 10
x Batted for Decatur in seventh. started out bravely in his own state
in
to win lame, prea icing
witn
St. l
Carolina
AB. It. H. PO. A. K Charlotte in the North
191.",
comDletimr
circuit
his
in
after
2
1
4
3
I.MnMf rf
o
2
2
college course at Davidson, N. C.
Mueller, cf
The next year he moved to Annis- 4
2
3
Mann, cf
2
0
2
ton, Ala. He was with Columbia,
Smith, rf
S. C. and Chattanooga
in 1917.
Hornsby, 2b.
He served in the navy during the
Kchiiltz. If.
war
on
his
and
discharge Joined
Gainer, lb
Memphis. His work with that club
Fournier, lb. . . .
caused the Braves to Slab him.
Vick, c
With the Pout hern league club ho
Stock, 3b
had hit at a .324 gait in 137 games.
Ainsmith, c. . .
He laced out 174 hits which includMcCurdy.
ed 22 doubles, and seven triples.
Lavan, ss
He stole 26 bases.
pfeffcr. p.
The fall he joined the Braves be
4
7
1
20 27
42
t hit .290 in the seven games he
Totals
he appeared.
which
By innings:
2
000 100 010
Brooklyn
COAST LEAGl'E.
013 0S0 02x 14
fit T.niita
e
Seattle, 4; Los Angeles, 2.
hits Gain
Summary:
Oakland, 10; Salt Lake, 3.
er, Mann, Sohultz
(2); Pfeffer
Vernon, 11; Sacramento, 8.
viartr ITornsbv. McCurdv. ThreeSan Francisco, 8; Portland,
base hits Fournier. Stolen bases

27 17

36

Totals
By innings:
Cleveland

3
2

.

Firefighters

...

SSx The

0

St. Mary
Do Molay
High School

'0m

-1!

Cun-

e

Two-bas-

GAMES

1

14, ... t
.

001-

Senior Ijcnffue.
D
W.

fODAYS

for Adams in cigmu.

JlV Yorkng3:

STAMHAlis.

Tommy Loughran.
irhran will be the next boxer to attempt to solve Harry out Ruth, the first
.
In the next uiums
home
Greb's windmill delivery. Tommy is to meet Greb at the Phillies ball him.
for
him
hit
Hoffman
in nineteen, a Quaker Uty lad and
park, Philadelphia, July 10. Loughran
n.ns. but he lunncu ui
and a former newsboy.
the eighth. Score first game.
Cievi'iaiiu.
AB. K. H. PO. A.E.
Tinnbln
nlnv Olson.
.Gfhnlt
. . .
if
Jamleson,
Johnston and .Sclimandt; Olson and
Wambsganss, 2b
Johnston, l.jft on bases Brooklyn.
Hpeuker, cf
St. Louis, s. isase on nans en
Stephenson, 3b
out
rfeffe., 1; Uucther, 3. HlruckHue-Sewoll, ss
'
By Murray, 2. Hits Off
Mclnnis, lb
4
13
in
Innings;
lecatur,
ther,
Wood, rf
3 in
Murray. 4 in 2. Losing
O'Neil, c
pitcher Kuether.
Mails, p
Bagby, p . . v. . .
NATION Af; I,RGIE.
New York at Pittsburgh.
!
3 U 24 12
30
Totals
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.
York.
New
Boston at Chicago,
AO. K. II. PO. A. E
Brooklyn at St, Bouls.
1
6
2
Witt, cf
0
1
2
McNally. 3b
AMKItlCAV liKAGl'E.
3
Until, If
Chicago at Philadelphia.
Meusel, rf
St. I.ouis at Boston.
:l
Cleveland nt. New York.
PIpp. lb
"
Ward, 2b
Detroit at Washington.
5
Scott, ss
Hoffman, c .. . . 44
Bush, p

27 14

Totals
x Hatted for Stengel in nintli.
l'ilt burgh.
A

ri..r,

-.

i

n

Trauth and Parent!. Trauth struck
out fourteen men in the six innings
plavcd. Hare, of the DeMolays,
knocked a home run in the second
School
Todav the High
innine.
will play the Duke City Whites.
Junior Lougiie.
Thn Midcets lost to the High
land Tjiddios yesterday by a score
of 15 to 6. The batteries: Highland Daddies, Bustos and Gonzales;
Ann
Crockett
Tnt,i
nml c.ilson. both of the Lafl- The
riioo. knocked three baggers.
seem to have a hard time
Midgets
.
ti,r.iM vptrulnr niavera out.
they
If thev would all get togetherCoach
would be bard to beat, says
Moore. Today tno panisn jwiph
can Tigers will play the Little in
dillos.
11 mil .. Irn"11fl. .
The Barelas Tigers will play the
Athletes at 2 o ciock.

Prm.)

(By The Antedated

By The Associated I'resft.)

r,r,

I

i.

Hard.

.",

BOYS' LEAGUES

In the senior league of the boys
New Yorker Gets Home baseball organization
here the
a fast gamo from
Run, Triple, Two Doubles therefiirht era wonyesterday
afternoon
leMolays
"arand Two Singles in Double with a score of v to t. ins Wal-.teries were: DeMolay. I.ovltt.
Bill With Indians.
,ri i,i,es- Firefighters.

Pittsburgh CenterfielderGets
Double, Triple and

The barometer Is
noon hour.
falling rapidly, the government
weather bureau at Colorado Springs
reports. No casualties have been
reported.

PLAIED BETWEEN

10 G1ES

WIN

BATTERS

LEADS

FAST BASEBALL

CLUB

YANKEES

HELPS

PIRATES; CAREY

out by a freak wind storm which
WIND HITS C1TX.
rnnraAn Knrinirs. Colo.. .lulV t. swept over the south part ot the
were
put city and Its suburbs today. The
Four hundred telephones
out of commission and windows In storm passed west of Fountain,
were
blown
fourteen miles south of here at the
homes
business
several

METROPOLITAN
CI
COMPANY,
1824-2- 8
Larimer Street,
Colo.
Denver,

S.

AH

II

.SM

IT w

F

W oman s

M

M

uaily magazine Page

FOUR DANCING FEET

NEW BLANKET CAPE
FOR BEACH WEAR

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
By LAURA A. KIKKMAN.

BY JANE PHELPS.
"Mv dear. 'Miss firrtl T am rlad
you brought this to me. Do you
want to bind yourself to work lor
"What did he say? Is he going this man, at this small salary for
to give me a raise, too?" Lilly had five years, no matter if others offer
waited with impatience, She needed you ten time as much v.
I
"Why, no,. I didn t know
money, too!
"Oh, Lilly, I never Said a word couldn't go if I wanted to!" Gerabout you. 1 don't know why 1 for- tie's dream of dancing in a better
got, and I didn't sign the paper, place flitted before her.
"Well you couldn't! He would
either. I got it here, and I'm going
to get up and go to school with Jen- have you arrested if you worked for
to
It
Bhow
In
and
nie
the morning
anyone eiso ror live years,
in
her teacher. They's a lot in it I owns you according to this!" Shea
can's understand, big words I never never had come in contact with in
public dancer before and was
saw."
terested. This girl looked good and
"Was Roscnbnrg mad 'cause
innocent. She would help her unwouldn't sign it?"
"No, he wasn't mad, but ha look- derstand that on no account Ifmust
the
ed queer. I don't know Lilly but she sign such a paper. And
any
something made me not sign my child's dancing was worth
more
than
worth
be
must
the
had
it
pen
was
name. I
thing,
going to,
in my hand. I promised to toll hire the salary offered, even at tne dol
tomorrow night after ma had soon lar a week more ho had conditionit. I didn't say anything about Jen- ally promised.
mo arresica,
utnw
"Have
nie or the teacher." Then contritely
she added: "I won't forgit about gasped, growing white.men like him
"Yes. These men,
you tomorrow night, Lilly."
"Be sure you don't! I need a hat have no honor in such matter. I
1
gomy dear, if you
shouldn't wonder,
and some shoes, and how aiu
a rrcA rlpal mni'fl than
t3 W V lii, e
C"""
ing to get them unless I get a raise, WV!
he pays you, and is afraid of losing
I don't know."
you; so has tnea to tie you uuwn
"I'll sure ask!"
do betJennie was delighted when she before you realize you might
dance hall manfound Gertie was going to .school ter, or some, other
a better salary."
with her, to talk to the teacher, yet ager offers you
"I guess ao you miiiK i iiugm
she would have liked to have given
her opinion first. But we can't have iret into a better place? One where
So she chatted glee- nice people go?"
everything!
,
"Perhaps! I aoill Know any-fully of "teacher's smartness" a
to
tha school, early si thing about cabaret dancing, mine
they walked
get a friend of
they could talk before the bell rang to take Imeshall
to see you."
there
"What shall 1 do aDont tnis:
The teacher was already
Gertie touched the paper in her
when they arrived.
Via,, pvph ilnncini? with delight
"Mies Thompson, this Is my sisat the thought of the teacher going
ter, Gertie, and she wants to a ask
bit
to see her.
you something," Jennie spoke
'Take it back to himj Say you
shyly, yet with a certain pride.
do
I
can
will not sign the paper. You will
what
"Yes, Miss Gertie,
just
for you She looked with interest stay along from week to Ifweek
he gives
at the lovely face before her. Miss as you have been doing;
y on the rnise.
"I told her what you said,
"Suppose he won't! Suppose he
Thompson, about signing papers.
her
wants
tells mo to go?"
boss
her
and
She dances,
iran'i! If be dors 1 11 help
to sign a paper for a raise, andweI
1o1d her what
you said, so
jr0ll Ket someone who knows about
in
brought it to you first." Jennie these things to try ana gei you ne
had not paused to take breath as another place, nut you mustraise
firm. I believe you'll get your
she explained for Gertie.
conMiss Thompson took the paper and he'll keep you. Under no
sideration sign that paper. Why, 1
and read it over carefully. The;,
as she reread parts of it a look or believe he could even prevent your
did." She
disgust, followed by onn of pity, getting married if you but Gcrte
crossed her facts now these poor had spoken whimsically,
didn't understand that, and it was
people were inveigled into signing
ad- perhaps as well she did not
sign
papers like that: men takinsJt was
any paper that would make it imignorance.
vantage
her
on
Not
Tom!
a
for
law
her
be
should
possible
wicked. Thcie
lite!
against it.
GKItTIK IS ADVISED.
CHAl'TKH 16.

BEAUTY CHATS
By Edna Kent Forbes.
BAKING THE HAIR

current

Is turned on and the bak
ing process begins. You probably
Lnst week when we were dis- have a violent headache by this
cussing permanent hair waving ume.
we got as far as the metal curlGrace: I shall be glad to mail
ers around which strands of the
hair were tied. When all these ale you the eyelash formula if you
in place the attendant brings out send a stamped addressed envelan instrument that looks exact- ope, repeating
your request.
Louise: Since you say that
ly like a money wrench, holds
the curler with a pair of plyers havo a ravenous appetite, it you
exand gives it a twist to pull the plains why you are 60 pounds
hair still more tightly around the overweight. At 28, even though
metal rod. As the hair has been you aro
feet, 9 2 inches in
tied against the head none of this height you should not weigh more
sounds
hurts, though It looks and
than 140 pounds. Rolling over the
painful.
floor, as you
will not reA second attendant now appears duce you to suggest,
extent, as you
carrying armloads of cardboard need a changeany
of diet
must
"spools," the size and shape of train your stomach to boand
satisfied
large candles. They are made of a with a less amount. If you care
special steam proof cardboard. to reduce this extra
weight and
She takes small discs or steam need
instructions, I shall be glad
proof cardboard, each disc silt to mail
a
diet
you
chart
which
cenand with a small hole in the
be all that you need, plus the
ter and slips several over each will
strand of hair against the scalp. courago to put yourself under
This is to protect the scalp from training.
M. L. N.: After the pores have
the heat.
enlarged it takes time
Next she takes strips of thick, become
before your efforts bring any
white cotton flannel soaked in a noticeable
borax 'preparation and so sat- ment. The results for improveimportant thing is to
urated that
they are almost close the pores
again after each
crumbling apart. A strip Is twistA
cleansing.
simple method Is to
ed over the hair and curler and dash
cold
over the skin
water
is
the hollow cardboard spool
feel a complete exhlliar-atio- n
slipped over this, holding the until you
from it.
whole thing in place. The end of
the spool, which is wet, is then
MAY
OPPOSE MATCH.
tied down very tightly next to
the head. Being wet it closes so tionNewark,a N. J July 6. Applicafor license to hold the Ben-ne- y
tightly no steam can escape. The
Leonard-LeTendlor bout at
other end has already been so
Boyle's Thirty Acres, Jersey City,
closed.
on
was
July 27,
presented at the
The hair is now ready for the
last stage. Tho curious instru- meeting today of the New Jersey
ment that looks strangely like an state athletic commission by John
octopus is lowered from the ceil- Milton, representing the Jersey
Athletic club. Those opposing
ing and tho electric spools are City
slipped over tho cardboard ones. the contest wero given until next
These are connected by wires, and Thursday by the commission to file
when they are all in place the their protests.
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A Column reader who spends her
summers on a relative's farm has
written to ask me to write upon
the subject of The Country HouseThis Reader
Schedule.
work
Friend goes to the country to allow
her cousin, who owns the farm, to
vacation. While
take a
doing this splendid substituting
work, my reader cooks for four
men who work on the farm, cares
does
for the house
the washing and ironing, takes
care of the oil lamps, feeds the
chickens, does some canning, and
gathers the vegetables daily from
tho kitchen garden.
The first condition, in systematizing theso labors, is to divide
the whole week's work so that
only a fair share of it is done each
day.
The meal problem is the heaviest, so this is the point at which
to begin the schedule. Make out a
week's menus in advance, planning
so that on some days cold cooked
foods may bo served, with the exception of one or two hot dishes
such as potatoes and a green vegetable. Conking ahead saves much
time. Cold meats, salads or cooked
vegetables, nourishing cold desserts, or dishes of cooked foods
which require only warming
up
In tho oven before serving, are

Healthful
Baking Powder
Obtainable ,
Contains no Alum
Use

it" and Save!
Large Can, t2 Ounces, Only 25c

SPECIAL!

mi

Some grocers may have a few cans left of
Dr. Price's bearing the label with the special
advertising offer recently announced. A big
value at its regular price, Dr. Price's is an unparalleled bargain at this special sale price.
Don't fail to see if your grocer has some left!

ready-to-we-

scrap-baske-

ar

ts

nt

Rosenwald
prices this season
started lower than our store or any other store
in Albuquerque has offered for several years.
This fact should be kept m mind when comparing price reductions. You will realize at
once that the July clearance sale reduction on
a Rosenwald
garment priced
originally at $20 will represent more in value
than the same or even a larger reduction in
price on a similar garment priced originally
at $23 or $30.
Therefore, in considering the
values in this important clearance, do not
look for comparative prices look for values.
You will not be disappointed.
Remember that price reductions alone mean
nothing that genuine bargain offering and
bargain buying is satisfactory only when
ready-to-we-

sunshine.
In general, the farm housework
schedule should read something
like this: TUse and dress at
have breakfast read at 6:30. Have
dishes cleared away by 7:30. Make
beds. Consult the sheet of menus
to see what the dinner and super
are to be and prepare foods for
dinner, ready to put into the tireless cooker at 9 or 10 o'clock. Now
do that day's special cleaning (this
"special cleaning" of course varies
every day Monday it is washing:
Tuesday, ironing; Wednesday, baking; Thursday, cleaning;
Friday,
either going to town or canning or
sewing; Saturday,
baking again:
Sunday, going to church). Dinner
Is served at noon, dishes cleared
away by 1 o'clock, the housewife
fills her lamps, rests a while, puts
on a fresh dress, and prepares

er

ar

ar

ready-to-we-

ar

ready-to-we-

ar

VALUE REMAINS AFTER THE PRICE
DUCTIONS HAVE BEEN MADE.

LOOK FOR VALUES IN

THIS

RE-

CLEARANCE-YOU'L-

nn-da-

TOURIST GETS
Periwinkle Blue Voile
Tucks
With
Developed
BIG EAGLE VP

L

GET THEM

a

Ein-steki-

s

.

A TREE, ALIVE
A New Mexico golden eagle with
a six and a half foot wing span was
aptured alive yesterday on the Datil
forest west of Dattr, N. M., by K. J.
Brier, of Los Angeles. The bird
was caught up a tree after a fierce
struggle with Mr. Brier, who
climbed up after him.
The notice of Mr. Brier, who 13
driving from California to Michigan, was called to tho eagle by several other birds circling above him
on the tree.
When the bird, apparently lame in a wing, did not
fly away with the others, Mr. Brier
decided to go after him. He was
prepared to shoot if attacked by
the other birds,
In the tree on which the eagle
was roosting was an enormous nest
containing the carcass of two lambs
and several rabbits and squirrels.
The captured bird is now being fed
beef steak, however, on his autoto Wiclaita, Kansas,
mobile
where he will be placed in the city
zoo. Mr. Brier was at the biological survey offices yesterday getting
a permit to take the bird from th-- j
state.
ti--

.p

sihoklng
One of the earliest
"mixtures" was a very small quan-

tity of Virginia tobacco blended
with horehound, yarrow and
WOMAN'S

INSTITUTB
Fathlon Servic

MARY

BROOKS

PICKEN

is mora easily
TRUE, smartness
in silk and wool
fabrics, but youth, daintiness,
and attractiveness are
all possible with the sheer summer materials, especlaly voile,
when batiste and dainty lace make

ftiospliafr
Baking
Powder

time-sav-

This sale will afford the most notable values
that we have ever offered.
in
Remember these important facts:
depart-meEvery garment in our ready-to-weis new and
in 1922
spring and summer styles and fabrics.

time-savin-

single-hande-

great

The Annual July Clearance
of Ladies, Ready -- to -- Wear
Opens, Tomorrow, Saturday

bo
should
and
brought down when the house-kee- p
comos down early in the
morning to get breakfast, ami
when she conies down after making the bods.
Washing vegetables out of doors
would prevent a great deal of unnecessary cleaning in the kitchen,
as well as give tho housewife it
few minutes in the open to enjoy
the trees and sky and beautiful

RIPPLING RHYMES

Br

Low Priced

two-mont-

Tho fireless cooker, or a steam
cooker, Is another time saver. For,
with either of these cookers the
dinner may he prepared and start
V ELOISE.
There is no reason for not hav ed cooking long before the time of
and then forgotten until
ing a beach cape this season, if you serving
want one, for a couple of yards of the dinner hour; this gives the
material and some yarn is all that
is needed. The new blanket styles
are so simple that the most inex
perienced seamstress could design
one for herself. Jersey, regular
blanketing, dtivetyn and cponge
are the most popular materials
B WAIT MASON.
used for these blanket robes. Silk
and satin are sometimes used, al
though with theso materials the
THE EINSTEIN STUFF.
on my head, if I would understand,
styles are usually a littlo more
r read mv treasured Mother Goose,
elaborate or tailored as the mateThe
Einstein theory's doubtless which jars no mental rivets loose,
rials deserve.
This stylo pictured Is made of grand, but it's too hard to under- with its sustaining rhyme; I rend
cats abducting spoons and milk
eponge in the simple blanket style, stand, to make it worth my while; of
blanket stitched In wool. The my domo of thought is gray and cows Jumping over moons, ami
the blamedest time. And what
bathing suit is a smart little model old, and It might crack if asked to have
I learn from Mother Gnose I find
with knickers of plain satinette hold a
of
Is
burden
that
When
of
the greatest use, it helps
style.
and a long line overdress with the soulful
peoplo come to me to talk
by day: but if I mastered
same material figured in bril- of
bunk It wouldn't bring me
relativity I tell them to vamoose;
A rubber hat and
liant flowers.
have tho courage to admit that a plunk, or help provide tho hay.
black bathing shoes and hose IEinstein
com- It would enable me, perhaps, to
a
mado
hasn't
hit
complete tho costume which is pared with Mother Goose. I have look with
pity on the chaps who
more suited to picturesque posing the
courage to declare that I've no pass up all such lore; who store,
on the beach than actual swimgolden hours to spare for theories their minds from almanacs, and
ming, not that the garments are punk or grand, which make nie sit all day long get down
to tacks audi
not practical but they are so obviup in my bed and wear a poultice do the useful chore.
ously decorative.

w

The Best

housekeeper time to rest or do oth- er things, instead of standing over
the fire to keep things cooking or
to sea that they do not burn.
It I were dally feeding the chick- ens and gathering tho vegetables
from the garden, I would make the
two tasks coincide so that 1 could
gather the vegetables when 1 wont
out to feed the chickens.
areful planning of trips up
stairs would be another labor sav-in- p
g
help. The lamps

OOCNTRY HOUSEWORK
SCHEDULE.

THE

&
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the trimming.
Tucks are much favored in summer materials because they make
division lines possible and at tba
same time serve as ornament
person having generous pro
portions and a long waist may use
this design to excellent advantage,
mpoylng two, Instead of three,
tiers of tucks and arranging the
tiers so that the upper one comes
below tba hip line and the lower
one above the hem line.
A straight skirt and plain kimono
blouse constitute the pattern. The
center back of the blouse and the
center front of the vest are cut on
Tha
a lengthwise fold of material.
opening Is arranged at the left side
front.
Insertion may be substl- toted for the embroidery on the
'vest portion and either a batiste
or voile sash may ba used.
batiste Is edged with Tat
lace for the collar and cuffs, and
tiny pearl buttons In groups out
line tha blouse and skirt panels.
The white straw hat Is ornamented with petals of ribbon and
a
taffeta bow
and
at tha left side.
one-loo- p

one-en-

TIOXERS ARE MATCHED.
Chicago, July 6. Joe Burman,
and
the Chicago bantamweight,
Mike Dundee of Hock Island, ills.,
were matched toplght to box HI
rounds at Aurora, ill., July it.

FRECKLE -- FACE
Sun and Wind Bring Out TTgly
Spots. How to Keniove Easily.
Here's a chance. Miss Freckle-facto try a remedy for freckles
with the guaranteo of a reliable
concern that it will not cost you
a penny unless it removes the
freckles; while if it does give youis
a clear complexion tho expense
trifling.
Simply get an ounce of Othlne
from
any
double
strength
druggist and a few applications
should show you how easy it is to
rid yourself of the homely freckles
and get a beautiful complexion.
than one ounce
Barely is more worst
case.
needed for the
Be sure to ask your druggist
for the double strength Othine as
this strength Is sold under guarantee of money back if it fails to
remove freckles.
e,

You will never

know how

de-

licious olive

oil canbeun-til- l

you try

"From Perfect Olives
Be fair to your
stomach! Avoid

danjerous'bils"
and substitutes.
AskforOldMonk
Olive Oil the

kind the best
chefs use.

OF BALDWIN CO.

10

SPEAK HERE

Leotures

at Crystal Theater

On July
tion of

10 Under DirecChamber of Com-

merce and

'W

satisfaction-

-

.
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Santa Fe.

the
A public lecture
boosting
business conditions of the country
will be given here on tha evening
of July 10 by Samuel Matthews
Vauclntn, of Philadelphia, president of tho Baldwin Locomotive
works, and one of the leading industrial powers of the east, it was
announced yesterday by the Chamber of Commerce, which in conjunction with the Santa Fe railroad's
officials, is arranging Mr.
appearance here.
In connection with the address
which will treat on the general
business conditions a free moving
picture show of the famous trip
of the "Prosperity Special" of 20
locomotives over the Pennsylvania
lines. Tho film which shows much
interesting scenery in the eastern
part of tho United States Is about
an hour long.
Invitations to attend the lecture
are being extended to the Santa Ke
railroad employes and their families, to members of tho Chamber
of Commerce, to members of the
Rotary and Klwanln clubs and professional and business people of
the city generally. Tho lecture will
begin at 80'clock.
Mr. Vauclain Is an enthusiastic
business booster. During the past
two years ho has addressed thousands of' manufacturers, bunkers
and civic organizations, prophesying that a period of Immense pros
will follow tho depression
perity
of post-wa- r
adjustment. lie will
give the eamo lecture herp, speaking; also st Topeka and Sun Bernardino on his way to tho Pacific
coast.
Mr. Vauclain is on of the big
men in finance and industry in the
east. He is director
of several
eastern banks. Ho holds n ('.ictnr
of flclence degree from tho University of Pennsylvania and Is a
member of the American Society of
luecnanicai engineers.

i

Delicious and Refreshing

V

H

Vau-claln-

,

NATIONAL PARK ACT
REPORTED FAVORABLY
(Siwef; ! Correnpnnrtpnce

Las Cruces.

United

N.

in Th3 .lonmnl.
M., July 6

States Senator Holm O
Bursum wired todav from Wash
lngton, r. C, that his bill creat
national park at
ing an
the Mescalero Indiana reservation
and the Elephant Butte lake and
dam was reported upon favorably
July 5 by the senate committee on
an-ye-

Indian affairs.
Senator Bursum's
telegram,
which was addressed to If. II.
Brook, chairman of tho executive
committee
of the Southwestern
National Park associa-

The President: "Sentiments That Will Grip the World"

REDPATH-HORNE- R
OFFERS

"Friendly Enemies" A
THE NATION'S PLAY
--AT

All-Te- ar

tion, headed by Governor
M. C.
Meehem of New Mexico, means
tha,t the park bill will now come
up in the senate and then
to
the house for final action. goThe
measure provides for establishing
and maintaining a public playground at the reservation, which
consists of 500,000
acres, 2,000
acres of which is to be set aside
for park and camp purposes,

Chautauqua

KIM GEORGE LAUGHED HIS HEAD OFF

Diamond Thtof Was Trappod

How
i;
Vnpvrlght.Mlt.

ISTEN1NG in on the heart
beats of fifty charming, impulsive, romantic univer
one
sity coed1 to discover which
was n thief ami save an innocent
dispretty girl from unmerited
crace was a job big enough, if not
impossible, for the average police
offered
department; to me it
difficulties,
insuperable
nlmost
which, however, were removed by
the cirls themselves entering into
ex- my investigation a most

L

tsi

the usual
traordinary one-- wllh
thai
of
fair
play
sense
innate

1
1

one of Fifty Sorority Girls Was Stealing the Jewelry of Her Classmates"
By the President of In
ternational Police
Chiefs
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the time taken for answering each question on the blackened paper.
Then, suddenly:
"Did you steal Miss Hope's diamond?"
Both indicators jumped, vaccilated and
Tf
settled hack in nnrmi
At,
wao 41
mo
..wmim.
ordinary rpncMnn
that
occur
any one were
charged with a
crime
about a
ve
millimeter
rise in blood pres- ouic. j iic answer
came without
he . atlon, a so t,
barely
audible
- ;

f

'!

fc

h

l

irf
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loving embodiments ot budding flapper exuberance confronted
me and avowed their belief
in the positive guilt of
Marjorie Small of having
stolen a diamond pin ot
Clara Hope. The latter, a
modern type of flat heeled,
rolled hose,- high skirted,
powdered and rouged coed,
couldn't say why she susHave you heard any one accused
pected Miss Small.
Misi Small?" I asked.
mall
Miss
Suspected
"They've blamed me," she
she did and proclaimed the
murmured.
fact in no uncertain coed

g

.

ston.
As the girl stepped down
chair, she laid her hand upon my sleeve!
fhere was something feline about the

The stopwatch halt caress.
indicated no delay
Her voice was vibrant,
insinuating
over the normal compelling, as she asked:
What is the verdict?"
i" answering.
I could only shake my head
If the girl had
and smile
been a thief her enigmatically,
A detective shadowed Miss
heart would have
Long Just
beaten much more what he reported will never
be made
and
It
is
her public.
rapidly
locked ud in th
breathing change files of the police station. Georgia Long
is still at the university,
considerably.
trying to make
Then when the Bond,
when 1 llnd all my reports In hand I
had
quitted Marjorie summoned Mrs. Brock, house mother of
Small I took up tIle K- - S. U.
the questioning,
Well, queried the woman, "Who?"
"Georgia Long," I replied.
asking more in-- c
Mrs. Brock rose from her
o n s e q u ential
chair, tremwith anger.
bling
reto
questions
"I never heard of anything so absurd
store
blood pressure In all my life," she cried. "Of all the persons to accuse!
and respiration.
Why. Georgia Long is
"Are you lying above suspicion."
Another test on the "He detector" was
to me?" I asked,
without changing arranged and Georgia Long and Miss
Small were among the ten who
my tone'.
appeared.
This time the The results absolved the Small girl bepen marking the yond all shadow of a doubt.
Georgia Long's agitation on this occascratched a sion was the most remarkable ever rejagged line up- corded on the apparatus.
ward. The heart
"Great Scott," exclaimed Dr. Larson,
action was slight- as he looked at the record after the tests
ly disturbed, but had been concluded. "That's nearly 40
no more than it millimeters rise in blood pressure. It's
would have been a wonder she didn't burst a blood vessel,
had I accused any Her heart actually stopped beating and
other girl of lying, then went on a rampage. The Small girl

Miss Ash's eyes were dilated with
excitement and she actually wriggled
for joy.
"The- other night she told me she
was broke that she had to get
money some way."
"There!" snapped Mrs. Brock.
more do you want than that?"
She cast her eyes over the crowd. Then
she beckoned to a tall, handsome girl, a
magnetic creature, about whom the others
scorned to gravitate. There was deference
In Mrs. Brock's tone as she introduced
Georgia Long.
"I know nothing about this," said the
pirl, revealing eyes of purple velvet by
the lifting of long lashes. Her voice was
soft and vibrant, soothing like the purr
of a cat.
A chatter of protest arose from the

others.

"Why, Georgia, you know what you
told me?" cried Miss Ash.
Georgia, gorgeous creature that Bin
was, did not deign to look at the exuberant blonde. Instead she fixed her
eyes on my face.
"I saw her enter another girl's room
and take a book," she said slowly. "But
I don't think she is guilty."
"Ssh!'' warned some one. "Here she
Is."
At that moment Marjorie Small came
into the room.
Several girls turned their backs on her
deliberately. Others stared insolently
with curled lips.
I glanced at the house mother.
Her
face wore a bitter expression. She raised
her head coldly, accusingly, as the big
blue eyes of MIbs Small were turned to
her in appeal.
I read the story of suffering In the
girl's face.
She was small, delicate, with great
lambent, dreamy eyes that now and then
took on a vague expression. She had the
mother.
face of a dreamer.
Miss Ash, a tittering, blushing blonde,
The pain In her apprehensive glance,
moistened her lips and squirmed.
the pathetic droop of her mouth and the
she
"I room next to Marjorie Small,"
nervous way she had of
her
said. "She's a very peculiar girl. None hands belled the defiant tosswringing
of her head.
mix."
won't
her.
She
of us like
just
"If she is a thief it's the strangest case
"In what way is she peculiar?"
I ever saw," I was thinking, when the
"Oh, she's just quiet and queer," replied house mother
spoke.
the blonde. "She don't care for dances or
"Miss Small! This is the Chief ot Poshe
clothes
and
from
away
stays
pretty
lice," said the house mother, deliberately.
all the parties she's queer."
The effect on the girl was terrific. A
"Have you other evidence equally In- gasp
escaped her as she took a backward
controvertible?'' I asked, and the next
step. The pumping of her heart flicked
moment was sorry for the irony that t two crimson
marks across her checks
allowed to creep Into my voice.
The and left them
pale. She caught at her
house mother caught the tone and snorted,
with a hand that trembled.
lips
but it passed over Miss Ash's head.
"Just tell us what you know about
"Oh, I know something ever bo much this," I
suggested, speaking very low.
worse," effervesced the fluffy blonde. "It's "All of
your friends have had something
she
told me."
something
to say, Miss Small. Now we would like
"All right," I encouraged.
"Go ahead. to hear from
you."
What did she tell you?"
The timid youngster was reassured.
The other girls hugged in closer. The She smiled up at me.
house mother frowned at the show of
"You mean about the stealing?" she
emotion, but edged nearer also.
queried. "Oh, yes, I have heard the girls

1

be-1- 1

respiration

-

1

gritted her teeth as it determined to
tray no more emotion
We kept at it and each time
her reac- lions were wilder, Finally we had to

normal

thoughtless,

language.
It was a case of accusing a timid girl
who would not mix with her companions,
but not one of her accusers could back up
their accusations with a single tact of
evidence.
I was (leafing with the impressionable,
If not at times bull headed, inconsiderate
flossy young college thing who followed
the leader, and the leader in this case
was a real university bellwether, Mrs.
Kmmeline Brock, house mother ot the
Mrs. Brock fairly
K. S. U. sorority.
ruffled like a turkey when I first consulted her about the mystery.
She was morally certain of Miss Small's
guilt, so I was compelled to take into my
confidence Dr. J. A. Larson of the philosophical department of the university,
who had some influence with the members
of this sorority and through whom I
made an appeal to their better natures to
show fair play to Miss Small.
I determined to question the charming
young girls first and later, if the deductions were not satisfactory, resort to the
sphygnomanometer test for the detection
of lies through the regularity or irregularity of heart beats and breathing.
The house mother, Mrs. Brock, wished
me to see Miss Small first, but I declined
and called for Miss Hope, who had lost
the diamond.
She was In every way a guileless, attractive daughter of modernism as her
alma mater knows the college girl
She told me she left the diamond on
her dressing table and when she returned
it was gone. Nothing else was taken.
When asked if she suspected any one
she replied she suspected Marjorie Small.
"Why?" I queried.
The abrupt question disconcerted her.
She glanced at the others as if appealing
for support and then defiantly she said:
"I can't say why, but I do anyway."
"Miss Ash," commanded the house

.

machine

giggling,

Forty-nin- e

Pulso

You are lying to
Long?
Answer, yes or no."
The steel pens inexorably
betrayed the
.
wild beatine nf tho
bored breathing, the
of
quickening
the
piuse,
Mm.
8 JIRea masIt now.
cold,
composed. The dark lashes lifted to dis-- i
clo3e hard, steady eyes. The
smile was
gone. She leaned forward
slightly and
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crowns all achievements of Amer- Iran school days.
To the average criminologist the
task would have appeared hopeless
by reason of the fact that the girl
;
on whom the charge of
fastened
was
stealing
cared more for her studies K.
than she did for recreation
nml was wholesomely dls-- f
'
lilted by her fellows be- !
J i
.
J
cause of her aloofness.
I
Her guilt was believed
in by all her classmates,
house
the
including
mother, the latter being
obsessed with an uncanny
dislike ot the girl, whose
grave offense against the
class had been an aversion
for pretty clothes, dancing
and party frolics.
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Amazing Revelation jTTiat Re
sulted When I Set Out to Find WhicK
cfThe

i0r

By AUGUST VOLLMER.
President International Association of Chiefs of Police.

Hor

'

say that things had
been taken. I have
lost nothing."
1 lie others gathered

close,

eyes

large with excitement, thirsting for
the slaughter. Only

Georgia Long

turned and 'walked
to a window to look
down on the traffic
that ebbed and
flowed on the street
below.
"Have you heard
nny one accused,
Miss
Small?"
I
asked.
"Can you
tell us anything
that might lead to

the apprehension

of the
guIlty partIes.r
They ve blamed me," she
murmured,
so low that I could
barely distinguish her
words.
I caught her as she
crumpled up in a

faint.

When the girl had been carried out to
be revived and the room was cleared Mrs.
Brock came to the table and sat down
very precise and erect.
"Well?" she demanded.
"I should like to take these girls and
examlne them one at a time," I said. '
"What? You mean that you are not
convinced?" exclaimed the house mother.
"Why it's ridiculously obvious."
Mrs. Brock tried to stare wltherlngly.
"Why, my dear man!" she cried. "These
girls come from the best of families. Miss
Ash is daughter of a big banker, rated
as a multimillionaire. They are aristocrats, superior persons. Tp ask them to
submit to a criminal examination Im-

teal the diamond?"
"No." And by her pulse beat I knew that ihe did not. But I ttill
hf.d to prove it. Mr. Vollmer (left) in hit office at Berkeley uing bit
ingenious instrument.
"Did you

Marjorie Small was the first one to be
called into the captain's room, where the
apparatus was set up.
She was seated in a big chair. A rubber tourniquet was fastened over her
ehest and anotller wai Placed around her
right arm.
Dr. Larson explained the working of
the instrument, and suggested to Miss
Small that she breathe deeply. Larson
then pointed to the zigzagging of an
inked line on a roller in the machine
which marked the beats of her heart.
"Now I will ask you a few questions.
Please answer yes or no, only. Do you

like college life, Miss Small?"
The girl looked from Dr. Larson to
possible!"
myself, surprised at the irrelevancy of
"1 can find the guilty person in a few the question. The two needles, working
hours if the girls will cooperate," I said, up and down on the paper, actuated by
Ignoring the flurry in her manner. "With- the beating of her heart and her breath- out it I can do nothing."
ing, showed no deviation from the normal
"Just what do you propose?" asked as she answered In the affirmative.
the woman stiffly.
Other conventional questions followed:
"A sphygnomanometer test for each of
Do you
"Are you fond of dancing?
them. Put it up to them as a sporting enjoy books? Are your surroundings conproposition," I replied.
genial?"
Mrs. Brock laughed uncertainly.
The slight girl with the eyes ot a
However, when Dr. Larsen appealed to dreamer eat in the chair with downcast
the girls to undergo the test and which face, answering the immaterial queries
he explainend was simply listening in on in a low tone. The preliminary remarks
their hearts when they were asked a tended to quiet her. The steady monot- question to detect the false from the real, onous bass voice of Dr. Larson droning
a laugning, cnattering group ot coeds on so kindly caused her to lift her head
swarmed the Berkeley police station and and attempt to smile.
filled its unusually stale atmosphere with
For the first time in my life I found
the odors of perfume and the crinkle of myself hoping that Larson would not
silks.
ask that damning question. Yet he must,
All the girls, with the exception of sooner or later.
Miss Small, dressed as if for a holiday.
I took stopwatch readings and marked
Copyright. 1952. br Th New Tork Herald.
'

Mte

showed only five millimeters variation."
A few days later Miss Long came to
the police station and asked for Dr, Larson. She was told that the doctor was

"That's all, Miss Small," I said, after
several more attempts '.o trap her.
"Thank you."
The azure eyes sought mine In questioning appeal. I avoided them, turning
to the apparatus. Tho results of the ex- amination could not be divulged now.
So the examinations continued and
finally we came to the gorgeous girl,
Georgia Long, the reigning belle of the
K. S. U.
No one could have been more composed, no one more charming than Miss
Georgia.
The preliminary questions were answered almost before they were asked.
She seemed to be thinking just one jump
ahead ot me all the time. It was evident
that she was expecting a catch question.
The conventional preface that had puz- zled many of the girls, was transparency
iiaeii iu me ui miam ocuoiar.
The tracings of the pens on the paper
roll were so regular that they Indicated
wonderful control of the breathing func- .
tion and remarkable heart torque.
was a shame to accuse this girl ot

theft!

oW.

Unexpectedly

"I just wanted to have you ask Graham
to come In and see the chief the next
time you meet him in San Francisco," he
said.
A slow tide of crVmson suffused the
girl's face.
"Graham," she gasped. "Who told you
abouf Graham? Oh, what have you been
doing? Tell me."
But Dr. Larson would not tell her.
Three days later a trembling, tearful
girl, pride broken, brushed through the
swinging gate of the station and entered
my office.
"Oh, why are they following me?" she
cried. This is terrible."
"It Is also terrible for Marjorie Small,
who is suffering untold tortures because
of unjust suspicion," 1 gaij
gharply
sne Duriea ner nead In her arms
among thepapers on my desk and sobbed,
"What are you going to do with me?"
she asked.
"if you can arrange restitution, noth-I- t
ing will, be done," I assujed her. "We
will help tide you through. I'm sure
you'll avoid such trouble in the future."
And so Georgia Long wrote out a
fession, acknowledging that she was a
thief. In It she cleared Mariorie Small
of all blame.
She had needed the money, she confessed. The other life that she had been
leading clandestinely had absorbed her
regular allowance.
And all this came about because I could
listen In on the heartbeats of fifty unl-

"Did you steal Miss Hope's diamond?"
The heartbeat pen stopped, cut a low,
path on the paper and then traced
a V shaped pattern on the sooty surface,
The breathing Indicator "spurted upward,
dropped and executed an erratic design.
But the denial came quickly, almost before the question had been finished.
I raised my eyes to the girl's face.
The long lashes curved down, hiding her
velvet eyes for a second; t,hen she was
smiling.
verslty coeds,

con-jagg- ed

li
.

he called on her at the

K. S. U.
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could be signed and a definite date
set.
"Wlllard canno get Into condition for a bout with Dempsey Labor day," said Doyle. "That's only
two months away. In
WllFOR lard Is not Intending to fact,
meet the
before
October
present champion
15. He Is satisfied hia condition
will be all right by October. He
1 does not care where the match Is
held, as long as it la held. The
location Is up to Tex Rlckard, the
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Include a Sea Voyage
In Your California Trip
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III MOUNTAINS
A new picnlo park and camp site
for summer homes in Tejano canyon in the Sandia mountains Is to
be equipped and opened up by a
new road to be built by the United
States forest service, it was announced yesterday by K. C. Kartch-ne- r,
supervisor of the Manzano Gen. Rory O'Connor talking with Countess Plunkett and Gen. Oscar
forest. A sum of J1.000 will be al,
Traymore at the grave of Wolfe Tone in County Kildare. lotted for Improvement of chls rec-

reation ground.
The part of the canyon to be An excellent
road will be built
opened up Is about thirty miles along the bottom
of the canyon befrom the city and consists of a low the
road. The two
shady park of oak and yellow pine. springs onpresent
the grounds will be destone
veloped, and
fireplaces for

will be built.
Reserve District No. 11. campers
Charter No. 7188.
The new road will extend from
REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
the biological survey station ahput
a mile up the canyon. Because of
the necessary steep grade, it will
y
road down, the pubbe a
At Albuquerque, lu the State of New Mexico, at the Close of Business lic camp grounds to be entered
on June 80, 1923.
from the upper end. The road will
RESOURCES
be thoroughly posted bv the forest
1. a Loans and discounts, Including redisservice.
The appropriation Is being made
counts, acceptances of other banks,
not only to provide recreation faand foreign bills of exchange or
on the neighboring national
of
cilities
sold
with
drafts
this
indorsement
forest but to open up the country
bank
$2,449,394.07
$ 8,443,294.07 for fire fighting.
It is planned to
Total loans
4. U. S. Government securities owned:
extend the road eventually through
to
S.
Ellis ranch
a Deposited to secure circulation (U.
Placitas. Ground
near the new camp site will be
bond par value)
200,000.00
b AU other United States Government
plotted and leased by the forest
service for summer home sites.
securities (including premiums, If any)
18,800.00
Total
118,800.00
t. Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc.:...,
7,500.00
;;
0BREG0N FACTION IS
(. Banking House, $87,000.00; Furniture
and Fixtures, $8,000.00
95.000.00
BELIEVED WINNER IN
8. Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve
Bank .
156,430.87
ELECTION
CONGRESS
9. Items with Federal Reserve Bank In
of
collection
process
25,380.98
(By The Amoolated Frest.)
10, Cash In vault and amount due from
n
Mei citv. Julv E fbv the As
national banks
844,714.96
sociated Press). Although the of- 11, Amount due from state banks, bankers
flcial returns from last Sunday's
and trust companies in the United
elections for the national congress
States (other than Included In
42,665.03 are not yet available and probably
Items 8, 9 and 10)
.,
13. Checks on other banks in the same city
will not be for several days, It is
the partido
or town as reporting bank
43,006.82 assumed here that
and Its al14. b Miscellaneous cash items
1,657.06 naclonale
were
lied groups
15. Redemption fund with U. S, Treas
triumphant, and
urer
10,000.00 that they will have a comfortable
majority in both houses when they
Total nr.. v..
$ 3,399,448.28 meet next September.
This result was considered cerLIABILITIES
17. Capital stock paid in
,
200,000.00 tain with the withdrawal several
liberal
18. Surplus fund
60,000.00 weeks ago of the partido
and with the
19. Undivided profits
.
8,972.14 constitutlonalistaconducted
by other
20. Circulating notes outstanding ..campaign
200,000.00
21. Amount due to Federal Reserve Bank
groups more or less antagonistic
(deferred credits)
16,048.07 toward the present administration.
undoubtedly
Obregon
22. Amount due to national banks
200,480.10 President
will have a much safer majority in
23. Amount due to state banks, bankers,
he has In
than
next
congress
the
and tru6t companies In the United
the present one.' for which reason
States and foreign countries (other
Is doubt that he will call a
than Included in Items 21 or 22)....
195,255.84 there
session either this month
24. Certified checks outstanding.
1,095.67 special
"next
to discuss the financial
or.,
checks
26,815.92
26, Cashier's
outstanding
agreement Just concluded between
Total of Items 21, 22, 23, and 25
439,695.60
the group of New York bankers
Demand deposits (other than bank deand Secretary of the Treasury de
posits) subject to Reserve (deposits
la Iluerta.
payable within 80 days):
26. Individual deposits subject to check..,.1,400,711.74
27. Certificates of deposit due In less than
80 days (other than for money borAlkali In Soap
, 395,071.93
rowed) ..v.'..- Bad For the Hair
SO.. Dividends
.
16,200.00
unpaid
Total of demand deposits (other
than bank deposits) subject to
Soap should be used very careReserve, Items 26, 27 and 80.. 1,811,983.67
fully, if you want to keep your
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable
hair looking Its Tsest, Most soaps
after 30 days, or subject to 80 days
and prepared shampoos contain
or more notice, and postal savings):
This dries the
too much alkali.
32. Certificates of deposit (other than for
scalp, makes the hair brittle, and
..
money borrowed)
676,796.87 ruins it.
Total of time deposits subject to
The best thing for steady use
Is Mulslfled cocoanut oil sham676,796.87
Reserve, Item 82......
38, United States deposits (other than pospoo (which Is pure and grease-less- ),
and is better than anything
tal savings). Including War Loan deelse you can use.
posit account and deposits of United
Two or three teaspoonfuls of
States disbursing officers
13,000.00
Mulslfled In a cup or glass with
S3. Bills payable (Including all obligations
a little warm water Is sufficient
representing money borrowed otljar
than rediscounts) ;. ......
100,000.00 to cleanse the hair and scalp
Simply moisten the
thoroughly.
with water and rub it
Total .
v.- $ 3,399,448.28 hair
V.......T
in. It makes an abundance of
State of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo, ss:
I, Jerre Haggard, ' Cashier of the above named bank, do sol- rich, creamy lather, which rinses
emnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my out easily, removing every particle of dust, dirt, dandruff and
knowledge and belief.
excessive oil. The hair dries
JERRE HAGGARD, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 6th day of July, 1922. quickly and evenly, and it leaves
the
scalp soft, and the hair fine
LORETTA A. MORRISON, Notary Public.
and silky, bright, lustrous, fluffy
My commission expires May 19, 1925.
and easy to manage.
'
CORRECT Attest:
Tou can get Mulsified cocoanut
A.
G.
KASEMAN,
oil shampoo at any pharmacy, it's
M. K. WYLDER,
very cheap, and a few ounces
J. B. HERNDON,
will supply every member of the
O. N. MARRON,
family for months. Be sure your
Directors.
druggist gives you Mulslfled,
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Largest Circulation Prints three times the number of Want Ads of
Any Other Paper in This Territory Gets Best Results
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Exclusive ltosklentlal District, within easy
business and snapping center.
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Ur. liulrd taaa atiaolui proof thai tu
berculosis can b healed In all climates
Hesulta
bjr THE) INHALANT METHOD.
are natlnn-wtFnr farther particulars
address THE INHALANT METHOD CO..
09 Union Leasu
Suit
Bids., Key No.
12. Loi Angeles. CallL

The address of Superintendent
Perry was received by the students
and teachers assembled as of conThe facts
siderable significance.
given by Superintendent Perry and
bearing upon a problem which is
costing the federal government mil
lions of dollars per year, and which
Invokes the deep sympathy of the
American psople, were given not
by a theorist but by a student and
administrator well qualified to
speak about the American Indian.
Mr. Perry displayed a deep sympathy with the Indian and at the
same time a keen Insight Into the
methods of efficiency In dealing
with his educational and economic
problems.
Tho assembly was opened by a
rendition from the university male
quartet composed of Messrs Hoy W.
Johnson, John Lukken, John D.
Clark and Robert S, Rookwood.
After the address by Mr. Perry,
President Hill spoko briefly concerning the proposed organization
of a New Mexico Story Tellers'
league, which It is hoped will bj
inaugurated at the state university
before the end of the summer

Come in and Inspect

Our Modern Safety
Deposit Vaults
For a moderate charge
per year you may secure
a box in this vault providing ample storage for
jewelry, valuable papers,
bonds and other securities, to which you have
access at all times during
business hours.

First Savings Bank
and
Trust Company

Friday tho discussion of the
American Indian will be continued
by H. F, Robinson, of the United
States Indian irrigation service.
On

IT"

Service

Commissary

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.
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Cable Apartments
1010

Bhutto Street, Lo
Angeles,
Cnljfornlit.
Street Car to Union. Single and
double apartments. Three block! from
Westlake Park. Phone Vfllshlre 47J0.
K. O. WABNAS,
Manager.
Blxth
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EUROPEAN
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100
rionmi
100

AS YOU LIKE

IT
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Itonm
Rooms,
Itoums.

balh...

IWE.MI
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bake. It pleases Double
Is ths bread
the whole family Our bread, biscuits, pies and cakes are made Free
with care by expert bakers. They
are cheaper and better than you
can bake yourself. We can sell
cheaper because we bake In large
quantities.

toilet..

PLAN

Single.
fl.fitl
2.00

Donlile.
f'J.OO
8.GO-S.0- 0

8.60-8.8- 0

8.00-4.0- 0

S.DO-4.0- 0

3.00-7.0- 0

CORNER SUITES.
5.00 to S8.00
(7.00 to $8.0

Auto Busses Meet

The Journal

All

Trams.

PIONEER BAKERY FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT AD
207 South First Street.
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custom

elec-

tion will be taken care of by the
people. Because I have never re- malned silent or tolerant as to evils
In our local government,
certain
Interests are opposed to me, so I
friends,
my
hope
particularly my
country newspaper friends, will
give my candidacy such publicity
as their kindness suggests, and that
all my friends will endeavor to see
that delegates to and In eounty
conventions are instructed for me.
If I am nominated, I am sure of
election, and if I am elected I will
do as I did when I was in congress
before, that is. I will give our
splendid country, our state and our
people, the very best service I am
B. S. RODEY,
capabale of.

THINKING
WOMEN
no longer doubt the efficacy of
root and herb
that
medicine,
Lydla B. Plnkham's

Vegetable Compound, because it
relieves the ailments to which
they are afflicted. In almost every
there are living
neighborhood
witnesses of its wonderful effects.
Therefore, if you doubt its value
or power to help you, ask your
neighbor. In nine times out of
ten she has been benefited by
its use or knows someone who
has. It will pay you to give this
root and herb medicine A trial.

is

exclusive Resort
Medium of New
Mexico . . , . e

ASENATE SEAT
In accordance with the Journal's
of publishing announcements of candidacies for nominations for political offices, the following is given to the public:
To the Men and Women Voters of
the Good State of New Mexico:
I respectfully announce myself a
candidate for the republican nomination, for the office of United
States senator, which for lack of a
direct primary law is to be settled
in the coming republican state convention.
Nationally, I favor all honest
measures and policies, especially
those of a progressive kind, includ.
ing clean and pure- - elections. 1
fully approve the last four amendments to our national constitution,
and hope for a new amendment, to
abolish the electoral college, and
Inaugurate a nationwide presidential preference direct primary law,
so that the president and vice president ma? be nominated and elected directly by the people. Locally,
I favor a statewide direct primary
law, so that our people may conduct their own government, nominate their own candidates for
amend our inadequate state
constitution, pass laws to equalize
taxation, and liberalize and modernize our whole code of laws. I
also favor a drastic corrupt practices act.
I have no money to make a cam-
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kltrhen anit dlie
community
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and enltl water In earh room..
S!.;0 wltnout balh. 2 with bath. No ailrm)
2410 WhIUler
two parentis.
Bird.,
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East ooj
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the nomination I want; the
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"California's rrcinlcr Vocation Resort."
The wonder city of the Southland. Only 40 minutes to Los Angeles.
Cool summer climate, offers sill diversions Including surf and piunge
bathintc, fl.shlnf?, boatlnR, motoring, etc. Olgantlc pleasure piers. Horns
of the celebrated million-riuila- r
Hotel Virginia. Accommodations to
suit all classes. Lons Beach is one of the fastest growing lndumrial
centers on the coast; also a beautiful residential city. Writs for literature and full Information.

BECOMES

SENSIBLE,

One

l.."'H

y.J-i'.s.v- .:

LOS ANGELES
R. F. Cull.n, D.P.A.
)17 S. bpringSt.

in

In Introducing Superintendent Perry, President Hill called
attention to the Ions; years of practical contact which Perry had had
with various tribes of Indians In
education and to his long period of
successful experienco as an administrator of the United States school
for Indians at Albuquerque.
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CIIAMRER OF COMMERCE
Long Reach, California

At the assembly of the state university summer session yesterday,
Superintendent Reuben Perry presented to a large audience an outline of Indian
education in New

paign, and, anyway, have serious
objection on principle to spending
I ask my
money in campaigns.
friends to kindly remember that it

No matter what you want to buy, sell, rent or trade, write your want
ad on his blank, tear out and mail to The Morning Journal, Albu--
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GET QUICK AND SURE RESULTS
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StIXERS VOTE TO RETTON.
Pittsburg, Kans.. July . Action
of supporters of Alexander
Howat
in voting to return to work In the
Kansas mines Immediately, taken
at a meeting in Franklin last night,
hod no effect on the situation In
the Kansas mining field today.
The meeting voted th..t each former local union should send a committee to the operators announc
ing a readiness to rerturn to work.
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SAN FRANCISCO
R. V. Crowder, G.P.A.
68) Market St.

PERRY SPEAKS
TO
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Los Angeles Steamship Co.
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Between San Francisco and Los Angeles

Eittiet eoine or returnincor better still, both ways these
palatial steamships offer delightful break in the rail journey. '
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and otner pleasures.
Unequalled meals and
staterooms. Through fares same as by rail.
Yale and Harvard fares have recently been
reduced. Ask your local ticket scent for
particulars or write, us.

Fifth Near Main, Los Angeles
A Room and a Bath for a
Dollar and a Half, j
Rates $1.50 to $3.0C
Every room a cool outside room
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Les Angeles, Calif., July
Jess Wlllard, former heavyweight
champion, will not be ready for a
return match with Jack Dempsey,
champion, before October IB, it
declared today by Gene Doyle,
vti
who to looking after Willard's local Interests,
upon reading a
WichUa dispatch stating Willard's
manager, Ray Archer, had anbout
nounced & Dempsey-Willar- d
was practically assured before October 1.
Doyle said Wlllard also received
a telegram from Archer stating
"the big things' concerning the
match had been practically agreed
upon, but there were a few minor
details to be settled before articles

King Edward Hotel

S. TO 5 PENG

11000

Associated Ffess)

of California's Famous Hotels, Health,
Read the Announcements
Beach nnd Mountain Kesortd and Solve "That Outing Problem"
Literature mid Full Information by Writing Direct, or at Free Infor
mutton liurcuu at Office of the Morning Journal.

No vacation oc business trip to California Is
complete unless it embraces the luxurious voyage
oa ths "Floating Playgrounds of the Pacific:"

promoter."

Manager of Former Heavyweight Champion Says II.
He'll Be in Shape Few
Weeks Later.

Seven.

California Hotels, Health
and Summer Resorts
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IRISH REPUBLICANS MAKE PILGRIMAGE
TO PATRIOT'S GRAVE AFTER DEFEAT
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Speaking of Important Names
you had to buy your lubricating oil out
barrels oil, the sources of which
were unknown.
How could you then be eure you
were getting the right oil ? A name as widely known
as Polarine means more to you than you perhaps think.
It is an endorsement a certification of a reliable refiner to the effect that the oil conforms to certain rigid
standards. These standards, and the name which
guarantees them, are for your protection against
and fluctuating grades of motor oil. Polarine
is your best motor oil, when used properly, because
there is a grade especially intended O meet your
requirements.

SUPPOSE

THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
(A ColoredoXorporetlon)

Altmquerque'j

Butte

Denver '
QreatFalla

Pueblo
Salt Lke"City

Conoco is hatanced gasoline. Have you
learned what that means to the motorist

mm

O

Boije
Cheyenne

Page Eight."
of perfection. He will have achieved enough who
hhall lead us to be a little more faitful to the Ideals
developed through all the ages; who shall persuade
us to be more watchful of our liberties,
more
earnest in the fulfillment of our civic duties, more
worthy of the heritage which the past transmitted
to us.
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ECHOES.
REPRESENTATIVES
C. J. ANDERSON
Marquette Bldg., Chicago, III.
RALPH R. MULLIGAN . 48 K. 42d St., New York
In confusion of many words, there Is nothing
Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the postot'fioe
to human existence
of Albuquerque, N. M., and entry in Santa Ke, N. vital. The supreme keynote
Life is a complex sentence
M., pending, under ,.ct of Congress of March 17, are "Yes" and "No."
1879.
to the ignorant. They take a book's space to say
TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION
their say. Knowledge that rides only on tho surDally, by carrier or by mail, one month, Bjc; face is only ignorance in fine feathers. Truth is
in
advance, $9.00.
yearly,
knows how to disguise,
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation always simp!". Simplicity
is ever in the light.
or
wrong,
and,
right
to
than
accorded
is
rating
any other paper In New
Echoes are the things that come back to us
Mexico." The American
Newspaper
Directory.
The only paper In New Mexico Issued every day with neither wish nor effort on our part. Any efIn the year.
fort is usually for the things pleasing to us as we
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED i'RESS
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to live. As we live, so la the echo. We say the word,
the use, for
of all news credited to we do the deed, wc take the step upon one eternal
it or not otherwise credited in this paper and also flagsttne, and that is our own motive. The echo
the local news published herein.
is not what we intended to say, nor do, nor of how
FRIDAY
7i
loo; we intended to walk, but records for us, simply and
July
,
faithfully, a fact.
The voice said "He is a thief." and meant only
THE SPIRIT OF NATHAN HA1.K.
to imply he is scarcely scrupulous, but echo an"thief." It is almost as, if a watchful one,
swers
To "keep alive the spirit of Nathan Hale," the
the words
people of New York City have rededicated the statue riding the wings of the echo, caught up
of that illustrious patriot in their city hall park. falling so carelessly and bore them away, lest they
Other men In American history have taken a larger be lost; perhaps to chronicle them forever. What
part in their country's affaira and have been more a record'.
But echo, too, is kind in being Just. Memory Is
prominently identified with great national emergensweeter for the breath which whispers this
often
but
lias
no
been
cies,
there
American hero since the
little secret of the past, which send floator
that
birth of the republic who has typified purer Ameriing back again across the chasm of thought a happy
canism than Nathan Hales.
things and words
Young Hale was educated for the ministry, but word or generous thought. Ugly
on the Lexington alarm in 1775 lie wrote to his make poor poetry; nice things always fall gratefully
such echo brings an abiding
father, who was in a Connecticut regiment, saying on the ear. One
"that a sense of duty urged him to sacrifice everything for his country," and soon after he entered
MEXICO AND THE EXITED STATES.
the army as lieutenant. According to tradition, in
1776, when in New York, he, with an associate,
The fact that there are forces both in Mexico
planned and effected the capture of a British hloop
n
in this country who would like to see the Obre-goand
laden with provisions, taking her at midnight from
intervention
by
an
discredited
government
under the guns of the
Asia, and distribAmerica a reality must be taken Into consideration
uting her prize goods to the American soldiers.
of AmerWashington called for a discreet and practiced in connection with the recent kidnaping
Mexwhich
with
suddenness
Tho
Mexico.
in
officer to enter the enemy's lines and procure intel- icans
He passed in the dis- ican banditry and kidnaping havo broken out in
ligence. Hale volunteered.
activities wholly against
guise of a Dutch schoolmaster to the British camp tho Tampico oil field, with
and made full drawings and memoranda of all the Amprtenn!.. raises the suspicion that tho motive
desired information. On his return he was appre- back of the attack may bo political rather than
to becomo
hended and taken before General Howe, by whom merely for ransom money. In refusing
taken
has
administration
excited
the
Washington
He
next
was
was
executed
ordered
he
the
morning.
denied a bible and the aid of a clergyman, an- the attitude a great majority of Americans favor.
dui h
nhrnn niav not be an ideal president,under
hanged, saying with his last breath: "I only regiet
his
been
quieter
has
Mexico
out
that
to
lose
one
stands
life
for
have
I
but
that
my country."
manes
If
for
Obregon
years.
than
It is eminently proper that the Nathan Hale administration
to the
statue in New York should be rededicated and n sincere and able effort to prevent harm
it
that his memory should be freshened in the Americans kidnaped and to punish tho bandits
interventionists
the
see
where
to
difficult
Amerbe
would
of
authors
Let
the
minds of this generation.
outbreak. Rather
ican history text books now in use in our schools could gain anything by this latest
Mex
take a hint from these ceremonies and rededicats it ought to argue much for recognition of the
me ream
we
upon
reflect
When
findis
new
Americanism
to
government.
that
ican
the
volumes
their
murders at Herrin, 111., and with but
ing expression throughout the country.
we
The board of education in New York City has littlo done toward apprehending the murderers,
govthe
unregon
in
too
be
text
not
ruling
ten
of
hasty
should
a
survey
history
recently completed
books used in the Now York schools, and lias uncov- ernment out of consideration.
ered an extraordinary perversion of facts. The
whatever else can be said for a woman in poli
report of the board not only refers to those ten histo
down
the matter will doubtless get serious consider
undertakes
specitics
but
lay
tories specifically,
should
histories
ation before she changes her coat.
fications to which all American
comply. Every American educator and school ofused to be looked after by the
ficial who has the best interests of his country at
heart, should possess himself of a copy of that doctors. Now it is looked after by the police.
report and apply its analysts to the histories in use
In his local schools.
man-of-w- ar

-'
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It is reported that the Manhattan cafe service has been improved
by the addition

of finger

bowl'i.

leged to have Kicked about serving
the soup cold instead of hot at
the the end of the meal instead of
the beginning.
Deming Graphic.
We are not going to quarrel with
Deming about her success in
and
becoming
About all a finger
highbrow.
bowl is good lor is to sup two bits
under, for the waiter.

metropolitan

This protest against taxation Is
becoming serious, Property owners in Grant county sicked a poisonous insect upon a deputy assessor, who was compelled to go home
to the doctor.
J. E. Krapps, a mining promoter,
is visiting Carrizozo.
He has decided to "shoot" on the possibilities
of the ore regions thereabouts.

Judging' from reports of boat
races and ball games, the college
boys are still hard at work. They
not
are
to
let July
going
and vacation times Beat them out
o

an education.

"Setting up exercises are good; if
they are practiced regularly."
Physical culture note.
Since everything is closed up
how are we going to practice
them?
An Albuquerque
young man
says his girl's ma is practicing setThe old lady
ting up exercises.
never goes to bed until time for
him to go home.
We havn been wondering

that boy

how

tho orchard happened
to get shot in the abdomen. When
we were a kid the proper place to
get shot under such circumstances
was ISO degrees to the right or to
tho left, depending upon the artistic temperament of the shooter.
There was a fire in a Las Vegas
laundry the other day. Citizens,
citizenesses-to-bare faced with
the necessity of wearing them another week until the insurance is
in

o

adjusted.

Chorus of citizens: O fireman,
save my stockings, O laddy,
save
my shirt, o please, dear fireman
hero, don't let my clothes get hurt.
I'm dreadful short ort clothing. If
my stuff burns I'll freeze.
So
fireman save my lingerie; bring
out my 1!. V. lVs.
The fire is said to have destroyed
a number of
quite a menagerie
Teddy P.ears perished.

VERSE OF TODAY

MAYOR OLES RESIGNS.
One day some months ago George L. Oles of
Youngstown, O., who had studied Billy Sunday and
psychology, announced that he would run for mayor.
He dldnt' really mean it. But the idea took and
Oles, who was In the produce business, found that
business, as well as the mayoralty
boom, gained
momentum.
Eventually Oles took his candidacy
seriously, waged an active campaign and was
elected.
Oles agreed that in the event of his election he
would turn his salary as mayor over to charity. He
did. He ordered liquor banished and disreputable
women were ordered to leave town. He Issued various orders for cleaning up Youngstown, but they
did not have the effect that was expected.
During Oles' incumbency he was in a continual
When he tried to disfight with the politicians.
charge the most of the police and fire departments
there was a howl of protest from business men
and property owners. When he proposed to abolish
the street cleaning department he was opposed by
When he announced
those In favor of sanitation.
that he would jail any taxpayer who remitted under
a new valuation that sent property values away up,
was
the courts, by holding that the revaluation
legal, thwarted him.
In the language of Oles, "there are laws and
civil service commissions and courts and all sorts
of red tape, not to mention politicians, inherent
privileges, office holders and office seekers to Interfere with one who sets out with avowed purposes."
'
All of which indicates that as a rule the people
get exactly the kind of government they want.

IN KNOWN

I

try to keep
try to bend to you,
mind on you. and you alone,
I

Mv

But passion blinds mo to your face--It
is not you that I have known.
Though in your love 1 lose myself,
Though by your beauty I am torn,
I seek for you, but do not find
The you in mo is yet unborn.
Though you alone of all the world
Can draw me as the night draws dawn,
It is not you I only know
"It will bo you when you are gone."
By Alice Corbin In the "Smart set.

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
GRACE FOR GRACE
The reparations commission has given Germany
year's grace, and now it seems to bo up to
Germany to show in return that she has some
grace of her own. Kansas City Times.
REBOUNDING ITISTORY
If we ever have Ford for president, It will
be the second time a rough rider has held down
the Job. From Life.
EMBRYO PRESIDENTS. PERHAPS
Over in Ohio there is said to be a record- breaking number of candidates for political of- iices this year.
This being the case, they must
be falling over each other in some of the Buckeye State communities where the chief object in
life is getting an office. Pittsburgh

something more In biscuits than
just flour and water."
"Oh, I don't guess so," spoke
Buddy, cheerful like and confident,
as he put the pan, filled with little
lumps of dough, into the oven.
'Oughtn't there be molasses?"
asked the bunny.
"You're thinking of gingerbread!"
laughed the guinea pig boy, as he
closed the oven door.
"Thats right, so I am!" admitted Uncle Wiggily. "Well, as long
as you are here alone, I'll stay and
see how your biscuits bake."
"Th.t, m.trVit tn l,o rinnA nrettv
soon now," went on Buddy. "I can
smell tnem coosing, ami iruiy i
odor filled the
most delightful
Uncle Wiggily sniffed
kitchen.
with his pink nose.
'T tViIntfnnu ATA VRVfid nOW."
spoke Buddy, after a while. He
opened the oven floor, ana ne ana
Uncle Wlgcilv looked within. On
the pan were a number of brown
lumps.
cried Uncle
baked!"
"They're
"I've seen Nurse Jane
Wiggily.
KfoAiilta
onri whfln her'S IZOt
that color she' takes them out. But,
if you will excuse me speaKing 01
i
Ti,,AAt T tViib- th f thern oncrht
else in
to have been something
them besides jusi nour anu
Oughtn't there have been some
yeast?"
"You re thinking 01 Dreau, nam
Buddy.
"That's right! So I am!" laughed
.V. V...nn.. crantTamATV "Well. &OV- how, your biscuits look good and
thev smen line:
rn let vnn see how they taste
as soon as they cool a bit," prom
u
ised Buddy, taking tne pan uui so
.on natnir A. cloth holder
he wouldn't burn his paws.
Soon the biscuits were cool, and
Uncle Wiggily
just as Buddy and
were going to eat some, all of a
sudden the door of the kitchen
opened, and in came the bad old
Fuzzy Fox.
"Oh. ho! Now for ears to nib
ble," howled the Fox.
.
"Don t let him niDnio my
cried Buddy. "Throw something at
him, Uncle AVtggily!"
The bunny gentleman looked for
mmtMnir tn throw, but all he saw
were Buddy's biscuits. He tossed
one of them at the Fox.
on
"Bang!" It hit tho bad rhap
the head with a thump like that
of a stone.
"Oh, mv goodness!" howlod the
at
Fox "What are you throwing me
You hit
ii.iivi
.w.,.
with a rock! Oh how sore my head
r
"
is' I guess 111 niDJie
of the
other day!" Ho ran out
m
s
li
ot
swish
kitchen, but a
or niscim i
the
knocked
pan
..
.tHnfl mid banged
of bricks.
like a wheelbarrow full one
of tho
Uncle Wiggily picked up
biscuits as the Fox ran away and
threw it alter tne oau Kimv, ,.""..0
him again.
Another stone:
"Oh, wow!
howlod the Fox.
"WhV does lie can my
stones?" asked Buddy.
"Because they're mac nam. an-ot
"l'eel
swered Uncle Wiggily.
them!" And, of course, Deins man."
una waiei,
only of flour too
heavy. Ho had
biscuits were
it
baking powder, but
forgotten the
a
was a goou ilium, olafi the. FOX
some ears. When
nibble
might have
Mrs. Pigs; came nome boo
... Tj,,irt'a l.isciiltH and made some
soft ones for Uncle Wiggily.
"
Ad if the rag don noesn 1
ride on the pussy cat's backin and
the
laugh when she gets tickledtell you
ribs bv tho fuzzy tail. I'll
next about Uncle Wiggily helping
Brighteyes.

i"

-
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Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones
By Howard B. Garls.

Copyright, ittzi, by McClura
Newspaper Syndicate.

wiGGU.Y

AND

IJISCI'IT.S.

bl'DDY'S

.

Once upon a tlm. as Uncle Wig-gil- y
was hopping through the woods
with his pink, twlnklinjj nose, look-in- g
for an advencu.'e. al; of a sudden the bunny rabbit gentleman
saw the house whero Buddy, the
littlo guinea pig boy lived. He
heard a clattering anl banging
noiso coming from the kitchen.
There was a tinkle of tin paii3.
"Ah, Mrs. 1'igg is baking something or
cooking something,"
thought Uncle Wiggily. "I am just
in time. She may offer me a slice
of carrot longcake
or a lollypop
With his pink nose twinkling like
a frosted star on top 01 a Christmas
tree, Uncle . W iggily reached the
kitchen door. The clattering, banging noise of tho tin pans sounded
more loudly, but what was the surprise of the bunny gentleman to sea
Buddy, the guinea pig boy, with an
apron on mid his sleeves rolled up,
standing at tho kitchen table.
"Why, Buddy!" exclaimed Uncle
Wiggily, as he entered the kitchen,
"I am glad to see that you are helping your mother do the housework.
I suppose she is lying down with a
headache, and Brlghteyes is fanning
her, while you are washing the
dishes."
"Well, not exactly," answered
Buddy with a funny little laugh,
"not that I wouldn't wash the dishes
if my mother nad a headache, but

RILL TRYING TO MAKE 'EM LAUGIT?
Borah threatens an inquiry if the coal owners
try to profiteer, and, of course, they will now
subsido immediately.
Indianapolis Star.

"""''
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THE MARKETS
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.
By The A.soclottd rrcus )

ilils

FINANCIAL
Wall Street.
New York, July 6. Prices in
stock market tended higher,
except for Mexican oils, which
again were affected by reports of
adverse
conditions In the larger
producing fields.
Relaxed money rates and the
more conciliatory attitude attributed to labor leaders in the railway
strike revived speculative interest,
especially in transportations, which
were stronger and more active
than at any time in many weeks.
Net gains of 11
and 8 points
were made by Louisville & Nash
ville and Atlantic Coast Line,
United States Steel rose 2Y
points, with American and Baldwin
Locomotives, Ltudebaker and the
popular coppers.
Mexican Petroleum rallied brisk
ly from its extreme depression, but
registered a net loss of 1U points.
while
Petroleum
"A" finished at a gain of 1
points. Domestic oils were mainly
better with Standard Oil of New
Jersey as the foremost feature at
a gain of tYi- Although call loans rose to 6 per
cent in the market's later period,
practically all the day's funds were
placed at the opening rate of 4 hi
loans
per cent, and 30 and
were freely offered at 4 per cent.
The one disquieting development
was the further collapse of International exchanges. Sterling reacted only slightly, but the German
mark fell to the lowest quotation

its history at .021. French,
Italian and Belgian bills added to

in

-

nt

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

t
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"Oh.,my

oodne&s

Jiowled

the. ibx

she hasn't, I'm glad to say. What
I'm doing is making biscuits."
"Making biscuits?" cried Uncle
Wiggily in surprise. 'I didn't know
you could do that."
"Well." said Buddy slowly, 'I'm
not so sure, myself, that I can, but
I'm going to try. You see mother
has gone calling, and Brlghteyes is
with her," he explained. "So, while
she's out, I'm muklng a pan of biscuits for supper to surprise her."
"That will be fine!" exclaimed

Uncle Wiggily.
"I hope the biscuits will turn out
the same way!" laughed Buddy, as
ho looked at a bowl in which he
was mixing some flour and water.
"I was Just going to put them in
thj ovon when you came in," he
said.
"What? Are the biscuits made so
soon?'" asked the bunny.
"Well, all I did was to put a little flour in a bowl and pour on some
water," explained Buddy. "That's
the way mother does, for I've
watched her. After she mixes up
the flour and water she makes little
dabs, or round balls of dough, puts
them in a pan, puts the pan in the
hot oven and pretty soon out comes
brown biscuits."
"Hum!" murmured Uncle 'Wiggily. "It sounds all right, but it
seems to nie there ought to be

the previous day's reversal by additional losses of 20 to 30 points.
Closing prices;
46
American Beet Sugar
48
American Can
&
American Smelting
Ref'g.. 60
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 3914
120
American Tel. & Tel
17
American Zinc
53
Anskconda Copper
101
Atchison
61
Baltimore A Ohio
J76H
Bethlehem Steel "B"
28
Butte & Superior
62
Calif orida Petroleum
1434
Canadian Pacific
8
Central Leather
6 8
Chesapeake & Ohio
27
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
29
Chino Copper
30
Colorado Fuel & Iron
75
Crucible Steel
1
Cuba Cane Sugar

Erie
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
Kennecott Copper

Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
Montana Power
New York Central

Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania
Rav Consolidated

.

'J1
81

41
74
35
136V
164
2 8

'4

22

70
97
75
3 "'a

Copper....

16

I?1
72
Steel....... 32
Republic Iron
&
Sinclair Oil
Refining
!'l
Southern Pacific
25
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation ....1.10
47
i
Texas Company
79
Tobacco Products
Union pacific ...............143

Reading
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with best kind yesterday; packer
top on veal is. $9.00; other prites
few choice cows, $6.25
steady;
canners
6.60; bulk other. $4.75;
New York Monev.
Now York, July 0. Call money and cutters generally $2.50 j) 3.7 5 ;
CARPENTERING
$4.25
inferior
6,50;
kinds,
f irmer, nigh und
loan, 5 bulls,
PETTIKORD THE ODD JOB MAN.
per cent; low and ruling rate, 44 $2.503.50.
A li kinds of work.
Knone 1H73-Market
7,000.
Hogs Receipts
per cent closing bid, 5 to 5 Vi per
WILL ESTIMATE all or any part ni
call loans against accept- steady to 10c higher. Bulk 175 to I your
cent;
g
work; I make a specialty of
weights, $10.55 10.70;
ances, 3
per cent.
ana eliingllng. W, M. Conver. pbona
Time loans Steady. Sixty and practical top, $10.70; shippers took 24
90 days 4 per cent: six months, 4 Vi about 1,000;
packer top, $10.65; FLOOK SANDING We can resurface
per cent; prime mercantile paper, weighty kind slow; bulk of sales,
your old floors and make them Ilk
4 to 4 '4
$10.20(3)10.60; throwout sows most- new and make your new floors perfect.
pur cent.
.
stock pigs 10c to 15c Phone
ly $8.75;
I.l'lT me figure your new house or rehigher, best $10.65.
Foreign Exchnn-je- .
3,000.
Killing pairs; reasonable prices; work guaranSheep Receipts
New York. July 6. Foreign exestimates free.
Call 1765-B.
around 25c higher. Fat teed;
change heavy. Great Britain de- classes $6.60;
small
native K. Juhnson. 616 John.
bunch
ewes,
mand, $4.44; cables, $4.44 14 ; sixty-da- y
DO ODD
JOB carpentering
and
numerous lots, WEhouse
$13.65;
bills on banks, $4.42. France lambs,
building, reasonable;; Investlgata
our low prices; estimates free.
demand, 7.98; cables, 7. SO. Italy $13.50.
Phona.
2 35(1 M
J. F, Kluken, 212 Tale.
demand, 4.40; cables, 4.41. Belgium demand, 7.46; cables, 7.47.
Painting and kalsominino, also
roof painting; very reasonable prices.
Germany demand,
cables,
Call at 1524 West Mountain road, or
Holland
38.65;
demand,
at noon or after 5 o'clock.
phone
Prmlnce.
Chicago
cables. 38.60.
Norway demand,
WANT you to Investigate my low ;rlcea
16.70. Sweden demand, 25.88. DenChicago, July 6. Butter Maron
of a building proposition
kind
any
35
mark demand, 21.70. Switzerland ket lower. Creamery extras,
hova in view. A. E. Palmer. Bungaly
19.05.
demand,
Spain demand, 35c; firsts, 32ff34c; seconds, ow Builder, boi 41. city. Pb.me 1768-15.62.
Greece demand, 2.80. Po- 301931c; standards, 35c.
land demand,
Eggs Market lower. Receipts
Czechoslovakia demand, 1.93. Argentine de- 17,032 cases. Firsts, 21Cd)22c: FOH HA I. K Thirty young fctTnorhens!
6I!
mand, 36.32. Brazil demand, 13.79. ordinary firsts, 20(fj)21c; miscel
South First, phone 1747-laneous, 21 TP 21 c; Btorage packed FOK HAI.I: Fat frying chickens, alive or
Montreal, 99.
extras,
storage packed
dressed, delivered. Phone 1H2S-firsts, 22 c.
FOR.
Liberty Bonds.
SALE
New
York, July fi. Liberty
Poultry Alive,26 higher. Fowls, fryers and broilers; also Khode Island
roosters,
34c;
R..:
bonds closed:
laying hens. Swift, Boulevard road,
$100.44; first 24c; broilers,
ph .no 1920-4s, $100.24; second 4s, blank; first 14 c.
Potatoes Market stronger. Re AKTEIt July 1, in order tu make room
5100.50; second
$100.18;
for young stock, will sell at bargain,
third 4'4s. $100.18; fourth
ceipts 110 cars. Total U. S. ship - prices,
fifty S. C. n. I, rted hens; also a
365 cars. Alanama
ments.
pauin$100.40; Victory
$100.52.
few male birds; finest stock: great lay-i: P llav. 2.1R North High.
ing Rose sacked, $2.10 cwt.; Texas
sacked Cobblers.
and Oklahoma
eastern snore
$2.25(32.50 cwt.:
WANTED Houses
Virginia stave barrels Cobblers, IF YOU uaiit lo sell that nuse or lot,
section
Norfolk
J4.65ff84.75:
jvorm
list it with J. E. Gonce, real estate,
Chicago Board of Trade.
Cob11$ Went Silver,
Chicago, July 6. Indications of Carolina state stave barrels
phone 477; we get the
4.00.
cash
$3.85
blers,
likelihood
that
the spring
greater
WANTED To rent four or
crop would beat the black rust led
furnished house or apartment,
Kansas City Produce.
with
to lower prices i.i the wheat marEggs-Ma- rket glnsyetl-l6.
Bleeping porch, for six months
Kansas
ket today, '"losing quotations wpre
City, July
r hmcer. Arlrtre.ss Box X.. rare Journal.
21c.
lc
higher,
to
2c
unsettled,
down, with
Butter Creamery, 40c; packing,
to $1.14
September $1.14
and
FOR RENT Ranch
25c.
December $1.17
to $1.17.
FOR Lfc A6E aat aurei of koo1 mountain
Corn and onts both lost
c to
Poultry Hens unchanged, 17f?
Krazin
and agricultural land; good
c and provisions 5c to 10c,
20c; heavy broilers unchanged, 32c. prass
an J winter protection; good
No damage at
all either by
2'tc an acre per year. Call
house;
Metals.
New York
weather or rust was reported from
at 1207 Virginia houlevard,
New York. July 6. Coppe- rthe spring wheat belt, and with
TYPEWRITERS
sales In Steady. Electrolytic, spot and
consequent
liquidation
progress rmd a temporary dearth
v e r ha u c J
T P
It T E Kb A
ak e
of purchasing orders, the market
Tin Trretrular. RP"t ana near
and rf paired. Ribbons f r every mashowed much weakness during the by. $31.37; futures, $:si.tu.
chine,
Albuquerque
Typewriter
1?? South Puir"
Xrnn steady, prices nncminst". nhi nee. phonn
forenoon. After a 4c decline from
Lead Steady, spot, $5.75.
yesterday's high
point, however,
PPOt
T.nuiS
FOR RENT Office Rooms
VWm
Vnst St.
enlarged demand from exporters
Two off. co rooms over
and millers changed sentiment and nearby delivery. $'.50.
fcoK KKNT
rn.
$0.00
?30 per month;
somewhat, and there was a good
Antimony Spot,
light.
he:U and
afer.
deal of covering on the part of
New York Cotton.
shorts.
WNJEJD RancheslUabli
Vow York. .Tulv 6. Cotton fu-- ;
Exporters wore said to be buying
i
July. WAXTE I'fonTlim
cash wheat to apply on sales made hires closed barely steady.
for rntatnpr chickens, Address Box 36.
ooa.1. net.. $22.33: Dec, $22.10;
some time atro for
care
Journal.
I.nto upward turns in Jan'., $21.87; March, $21.70.
shipment.
the market wore aided also by
estimates that the European wheat
LEGAL NOTICE
crop would bo 1 20.000,000 bushels
NOTICE OF SUIT.
less than last year and by anCCOUNTING
nouncement of 632,000 bushels de State of New Mexico. County of
Bernalillo. In the District Court.
AUDITING, INCOME -crease in the available supply total.
1
3407.
TAX
No.
FINANCIAL
Rains in Towa and Illinois were
ATE ME NTS'
a source of weakness In prices, of Oma Gertrude Kilburn, Plaintiff,
vs. Isaac J. Kilburn, defendant
corn and oats, but export demand
CHARLES ZAHG
for corn as more or less of an off- To the Above Named Defendant:
You are hereby notified that a
SUCCESSOR
TO
set. Besides, for the first time In
in
refiled
been
has
were
suit
oats
against you
months, stocks of
WILLIAMS &ZAKIC
the
court
corresaid
and
the
county
at
as
the
by
less
than
ported
ACCOUNTANTS
PUBLIC
above named plaintiff, in which the
sponding time last year.
PHONE
6 MCLINI BIML
Provisions were depressed by a said plaintiff prays for absolute
dew
701
ALBUQUERQUE
all
divorce
and that
of warehouse
property
material increase
and
both
real
in
,
cen
scribed
western
complaint
packing
supplies at
ters, the gain in meats being tne personal, be decreed the sole and
absolute property of plaintiff, and
largest in fourteen years.
bo given custody of their three
Closing prices:
Sept., minor children on tho grounds of
Wheat
July, $1.14
and
inhuman treatment,
cruel
SI.
Dec, $1.17.
Corn July. 63 c; ssept 67c; abandonment and
And you are further notified that
Dec, 66"; c.
Oats July, 36c; Sept., 38c; unless you enter or cause to be en
tered your appearance in said cause Memorials of the Better
Dec, 41 c,
Kind.
I.ard July, $11.07; Sept., $11.30. on or before the fourteenth day of
Bibs July, $11.45; Sept., $11.30. August, A. D. 1922. Judgment will
be rendered in said cause against
"We Pay the Freight"
you by default and the relief prayed
Kansas City Cash Grain.
for will be granted.
Kansas Citv, July 6. Wheat
The name ot the plaintiffs attor
No. 2 hard, $ 1.10 di 1.30; No. 2 red.
ney is John W. Wilson, whose post- $1.1 Off 1.15.
2 office address Is Albuquerque, N. M.
No.
2
59c;
No.
white,
Porn
FRED
(Seal)
vellow, 62e; No. 3 yellow, 01
MONUMENT WORKS I
Clerk.
61
c
By HARRT F. LEE. Deputy.
Omalia Grain.
Omaha July 6. Wheat No. 1
Reserve District No. 11
No. 11442.
hard, $1.09 f? 1.10; No. 2 hard. CHARTER
OF THE
CONDITION
OF
THE
REPORT
$1.08.
Corn No. 2 white, 67c; No. 2
mixed, 56 c.
Oats No. 23 white, 35e.
At Albuquerque, In the State of New Mexico, at the close of business
on June 30, 1922:
RESOURCES
1. a. Loans and discounts,
Including reitis- Chicago.
counts, acceptances of other banks, and
6
of
S.
Bureau
(U.
Chicago, July
foreign bills of exchange or drafts sold
Receipts
of this bank (exMarkets). Cattle
with indorsement
Market active. Top matured
$726, 521. B5
cept those shown in b and c)
steers
$10.25;
yearlings,
top
Total loans
$726,521.65 $726,521.65
bulk beef steers, $S.703) 2. Overdrafts, secured, none; unsecured $202.42
$10.20:
292.42
9.80; she stock and stockers gener- 4. U. S. Government securities owned:
to
bulls
strong;
steady
ally steady;
a Deposited to secure circulation U. S.
veal calves 25c higher; bulk beef
bonds par value'
100,000.00
cows and heifers, $5.25 8 7.50; canb All other United States Government seners and cutters mostly $2.00 ffj
if
curities
(including premiums,
any).. 60,000.00
2.75;
bologna bulls, $4.65 4.90;
160,000.00
Total
bulk vealers early, $8.75 9.00; few 5. Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc
49,915.86
choice handy weights to outsiders, 6. Furniture and fixtures
10,438.00
$9.25 f? 9.75 and better.
4,000.00
Market Real estate owned other than banking house
Hogs Receipts 27,000.
8.
reserve
Lawful
with
Reserve
Federal
Rank
44,091.98
opened 10c to 15o higher on light 9. Items with Federal Reserve Bank in pro
to strong
butchers; later steady
cess of collection
55,258.27
Early 10. Cash
with Wednesday's average.
in vault and amount due from na
bulk
loads
good
few
top $11.00;
tional banks
45,155.27
butchers, $10.4510.90; plgsabout 11. Amount
due from State banks, bankers,
steady; packing sows mostly $9.00
trust
in
the
and
United
States
companies
tf?9.25; heavy weight hogs, $10.45
(other than included in Items 8, 9 and
(fi)10.65;
medium, $10.65 010.85;
22,019.52
10)
lights,
10.90;
light
light, $10.80
on other banks in tho same city
$10.2510.80; fff packing sows, 13. Checks
or
town
as
reporting bank (other than
smooth, $8.85 9.50; packing sows,
Item 12)
10,327.96
killing pigs,
roueh, $8.50 9.00;
Items
Total
of
9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 .. $132,761.02
(fi)
10.30.
$9.25
14.
Miscellaneous
b
cash
Lambs
3.055.02
items
9,000.
Sheep Receipts
6,000.00
25c to 50o higher. Top native, 15. Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer..
butchers, $13.75;
$13.S5: to city
.
around
,.,
Total
bulk
$1,136,075.95
straight to packers; culls
mostly
LIABILITIES
$13.50: light sorted
here 17. Capital stock paid in
7 Km!? a anno westerns
$100,000.00
weight 18. Surplus fund
15,000.00
sheep strong; best handy extreme
fft
few
19. Undivided profits
$4,877.58
fat ewes. $7.25 7.50;
o
Less
current
expenses, interest and taxes
heavy below $5.00.
'
4,877.58
paid .
notes outstanding
20. Circulating
St, Joseph.
l.UU.UUU.UU
S.
6
Bureau
21. Amount due to Federal Reserve Bank
(U.
St. Joseph, Julv
Hogs Receipts
of Markets).
8,167.78
(deferred credits)
around
to
22. Amount due to national banks
Few early
shippers
89,117.31. C
average.
23.
with
Amount
State
due
bankers
yesterday's
banks,
steady
and
weight.
Bulk 170 to
and trust companies in the United
States and foreign countries (other than
$10 60f?10."0;' packers going slow;
included In Items 21 or 22)
average price yesterday, $10.25 for
8.500.63
25. Cashier's checks outstanding
17.584.81
Market
Cattle Receipts 2.200.
Total of Items 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25. .$121,370.43
Top Demand deposits (other than bank
active, all prices fully steady. steers
duposlts)
yearlings, $9.85; top beef
subject to Reserve (deposits payable
cows
beef
desirable
$9.65;
30 days):
within
early
from' $5.50(3)6.50: calves 30c high- 26. Individual deposits subject to check
499,844.89
er; top early, $7.60,
deposit due in less than 30
Fat 27. Certificates of than
3,000.
Sheep Receipts
for
days
(other
money borrowed)..
15,155.65
lambs uneven, steady to 60e highTotal of demand deposits (other than
er; sheep steady; top nntive lambs,
bank
to
reserve
deposits)
subject
culls,
$13 6(1; bulk, $13.00(3)13.50:
Items 26, 27. 28, 29. 30 and 31
615,000.01
$6.507.00; ewes mostly $6.00
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable af30 days, or subject to 30 days or
ter
Denver.
more notice, and postal savings):
Cattle ReDenver.
July
steady. Beef 32. Certificates of deposit (other than for
ceipts 1.070. J? Market
v
money borrowed).. , , .
,
152,172 68
steers. $7.00 9.50; cows aTi'h1'-er- s 34. Other
time deposits
127,655.24
calves, $3.00
$4.78(0)6.25;
'
of
Total
time
stockers
deposits subject to Reserve
11.00: bulls,. $2.50ffP4.60;
32. 33, 34 and 35
Items
279,827.90
and feeders, $5.25(36.00.
Hogs Receipts 998. Market 15c
Total
.
$1,136,075.96,
to 20c higher. Top, $10.60; bulk,
State of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo, ss:
1 0.40.
$10.20
Market
O.
H.
d
Bunjes. Cashier of the
bank, do solemnly
Sheep Receipts 8.421. $5.75ff8 swearI,
wes,
that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
steady to strong,
belief.
$12.75013.25.
and
lambs,
6.25; spring
United States Steel

100

Utah Copper
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GRAND!
For the benefit of those who desire to do their
share to relieve the word "wonderful" of some of
WORK TOK THE PROPHETS.
the overwork to which it is subjected, ws suggest
these synonyms and substitutes: Marvelous, amazCareful readers of books are watching the yearly ing, remarkable,
extraordinary, unusual, delightexcellent.
output of the best writers, eagerly desirous to see ful, charming, admirable,
gratifying,
And
are
others.
there
Albany Journal.
what interpretation they givo to our changed times
sincethe war. For the most part the result is conWOULD RE
ANYWAY
The Interpreters themselves
Former
Marshall is to go Into
fessedly disappointing.
He
business.
are at a loss; the puzzle is too hard for them.
might propose a partnership with
Coolidge, who will soon be looking
Arnold Bennett and H. G. Wells recently have for some
such opportunity.
New Orleans
of
to
reflection
a
be
novels
the
produced
purporting
"new order."
Percy Lubbock, reviewing these
books finds that both these gifted men have not
met the difficulty; they have not tried to discover
a story In the world as the war has refashioned it;
LUCY STONE TOURISTS.
they have "passed up the task."
The difficulty probably is that even the most
(From the New York Tribune)
Sifted men do not know the world into which the
Tails lis failed lamentably to understand the
to
close
We
us.
Stone
are
movement.
Members of the "mar
the mighty Lucy
war has thrust
very
ried
set who have recently registered in
processes which are going on, and none has the Paris misses"
hotels
names have been
maiden
their
under
breadth of vision to comprehend them. The dis- notified, according to a cable dispatch,
that
comes
the
at
are
from
this
liable to arrest and deportation as havexpectations
hey
appointment
false
and
wrote
ing
information.
misleading
which were aroused by those who spoke and
And thus is demonstrated again that, in spite
with, much decision and finality during the war. of Madame Curie's
of radium and Nancy
F'fvnuch was promised; so much was predicted; so Langhorne Astor's discovery
presence in Parliament, after
the
which
United
known
as
settled
and
was
claimed
States
all,
is the only place whore fem4uch
inists are really understood. Europe can manage to
a few dramatic and unusual types of
Rn rnnnv hpnntlftll ntnpnna nrn now rnr. assimilate
Hnlmnvn
the genus, but when it comes down to living right
are
smile.
with
a
Mr.
recalled
if
or
greeted
along every day with dozens of new women the
gotten,
of the Old World breaks down.
Britllng no longer sees it through because he be- psychology
It will be interesting to watch the Lucy Stoners
gins to realize that it is not through, and he doesn't now in defense
of their right to register under
know when It will be.
their professional names in any hotel in any
- What may be expected of the prophets of our country in the world. We expect news any minute
of a Lucy Stone tour, with an itinerary covering
day may be direction to those who are groping in all the important hotels in France
and in
the bigness of everday tasks. The goals of peace other European country that on Investigation any
apstill
not
are
to
ahead.
far
have
seen
of
tho
the light
pears
twentieth
and of triumphal democracy
century.
No
colossal
Progress toward them is step by step.
Such a tour, if carried out conscientiously by
Intellect is going to blaze forth a revelation which all the Lucy
Stoners in the country, could not
Even Paris, careful Paris, ever watchful
will show us at once Just how to reach social, polit- fail.
of
tho
Is susceptible to the charm of
proprieties,
Much less will any
ical and Industrial perfection.
the American dollar. After nil, what's in a lady's
persuade us that we have entered upon such a state name so long as she pays her
bills?
4
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CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

LIVESTOCK

11,-00- 0.
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-
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230-pou-

(FB

above-name-

Kansas City.
ouDscnoea ana sworn to berore me this 6th day of July. 192J.
Kansas City. July 6 (U. 3. Bu (Seal)
KYLE S. CRICHTON. Notary Public
reau of Agricultural Economics).
(My pommisslon expires Deo. 21, 1926.)
Cattle Receipts 4.600. Beef steers
Attest:
lyujvuijj.
mostly steady to strong, spots highJOHN F. SIMMS,
er. Several loads medium and
FRED LUTHY,
heavy weight steers. $10.00; best
A. O. SIMMS,
,
'
'
Texas. $9.00 9.45; calves strong
Directors,
,

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

July 7, 1922
BRINGING UP FATHER.
KINGSBURY'S

Copyright.

KOLUMN

A LITTXIS PEACH.
It's a new two room frame
vith large bleeping
cottage
porch located In north end of
town. Haa cement foundation,
and wired.
and la plastered
Water In kitchen and ditch
water for garden. Yard la nice-l- y
fenced and has several sheds
for chickens, rabbits, fuel, etc.
Lot Is 50x148. The neatest little
homo In city for $1,850; on
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We have a number of inquiries
for houses for rent. LIST
YOTJR HOUSES FOli RENT
WITH US.

Five-roo-

;

&ww4

LINCOLN ADDITION
Located on North Fourth street
paved road; large lots, good
soil, Bhado, fruit trees, ditch
water, wonderful view and a
dandy place to beat the landlord on rent days.
SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS.
$20.00 cash and balance $10.00
per month.

.SI;S

!

MUST

SELL1

Owner Moved to Denver
INCOME PROPERTY
for Sale, $5,(100.
Eight-roobrick and frame;
is nicely
three
furnished;
porches, bath, sidewalks, trees,
One
garage.
apartment Is rented for $60; the other rents for
Good neighborhood and
$30.
only five blocks from Central
avenue.
DIECKMANV REATVTT
CO.,
REALTORS
Real Estate Insurance Loans
Notary Public
803 W. Onlrt
etn.
tit,

house, bath, 2 porches
Well
redecorated,
arranged,
both exterior and interior. Walks,
vines, full size lots. Priced to
sell.
& GRIFFITH,
ACKERSOV
Realtors.
120 S. Fount,
Phone 414.
Five-roo-

m

FOR SALE
white stucco bungalow, modern, hardwood floors, fireplace,
furnace, cellar, garage, corner lot, fine
location; Fourth ward.
$4,000 Klffht-roopebble
da sired dwelling1, bath, etc.; also two-rooadobe In rear, lot 75x142; Third
ward, close in.
Some good buys In Central venu business property.
white stucco frame
$4,500
bungalow, modern, oak floors, built-i- n
features, garage and other outbuildings; Fourth ward.
ft,000

HAVE SOME EXCEL-len- t
business and apartment
sites on Copper avenue.
WE HAVE ONE OF THE
close-i- n
choicest
business
corners on W. Central.
WE HAVE SOME CHOICE
income and vacant corners
on W. Gold avenue.
WE
HAVE
MANY GOOD
buys in income and vacant
on
S.
Second street.
property
WE HAVE MANY SPLENDID
apartment and home sites
on the west side including
Fourth ward.
WE HAVE THE LARGEST
list of homes In
the city. Let us show you.
No trouble for us to explain. At your service.
WE

ROBERTS-TURNE-

218

CO, I

R

W. Gold.

Phono

407.

Five-roo-

A.
Fire,
No.

Ill

FILEIOTEI, Reciter

Aerldem, Automobile insurance,
Surety Bm Is, Loans.
S. Fourth St.
telephone 674.

.for

RginAprteMiu

U I

A GOOD BUY
Almost new Las Vegas pressed
brick, five rooms una. sleeping
porch, screened front and back
hardwood
porches,
floors,
and a big basement on a lot jras
60x
142. The price is only $4,700 with
good terms. See
JAS. M, JOHNSON,
Insurance,
Real Estate, Loans.
210 V. Gold.
Phono 240.

modern house with
two extra rooms. One block oft
Central on best street; furnished,

FOR SALE

13,150.

Several new, strictly modern
brick houses on South Maple.
Seo I's Before You Buy.
"
JONES & TRCMUELIi
General Contractors
1200 East Gold.

REALTY SALES CO.
114 S. Second St.
Phone 669

I''OK HK.NT Modern
415 South High.

Dwelling!
house.

four-roo-

I'EMT

Kurnlshed tour-roohouse.
Fourth.
F0.'L ItENT Several furnished houses',
"u up. rnone isxl'-J- .
FOR KENT Four-roounfurnished
513 North Second.
FOR
REN'T Four-roounfurnished
house.
Annlv SOI Ronth -FOR KENT Two-roorurnlshed
with poroh. 1022 South Walten house,
FOR RENT
house
Ins porch: fine shade. Phon.and sleep.
run lib.M Furnished uou.e wltiTTo
leCplns P01,0"- - 622 South
FOu iiis.vf-Four-r- oom
house and
' fUrnl,lled- - Ca" 61 Sout
328 North

ni.

wXt'

h."

,r,m..

....

rm.

'

"A REAL HOME"
Constructed of. press brick, 6
largo rooms, and glassed-l- n
sleeping porch, oak floors, built
fire place, hot
in features,
water heat, large basement,
laundry room and laundry
equipment and etc., located on
East Silver avenue. For prices
and terms call.
A. Ii. MAKT1X & COMPANY.
Kealtors.
Real Estate, Loans and

Insurance.
Phono

223 W. Gold.

156.

HELP WANTED
LXPKK1ENCE teaches.
Los
Angeles
Young Men's Christian Association Auto
School uses that method.
HELP WANTED Bookkeeper, neat, aet-ivaccurate, able figure lumber. Ad
ores nox kx, care Journal.
CONCRETE form carpenters, teamsters
and laborers; good wages; transportation Albuquerque to Job.
Employment
agency, 110 South Third.
RELIABLE agents wanted for New Mexico and Arizona to sell the best Health
and Accident Insurance in the world for
the money. Roberts-TurnCo., state
agents. 218 West Gold, Albuquerque. N. M.
WANTED (Santa Te Railway) MaohTn-lsl- s,
bollermakers, blacksmiths, sheet
metal workers, electricians, carmen and
helpers for these classes. Apply In person or by letter to D. E. Barton, superintendent of shops, general office building .or J. P. McMurray, master mechanic,
908 South Second street,
Albuquerque.

Female.
WANTED Good cook and housekeeper
for small family; must be competent.
1806 East Silver.
Mule and KeniKlei.
PREPARE for a superior posHi-y
attending our Summer Sessions,
Instruction; rapid progress. S(.eo-ia- l
summer rate. Western School (or
Private Secretaries. Phone S01-ir

Kent-Roo-

m

with Board

TAULE HOARD, single meals served.
812 North Tenth.
FOR RENT Room with board. 218
South Broadway.
FOR RENT Glassed-i- n
with
b' nrd. 114 North Ma;ie. porch,
ROOM with sleeping porch and board;
gentlemen only. Phone 1679-CANVAS sleeping porch,
with board.
1207 East Central.
$10 per week
ROOM AND BOARD with glassed sleep- iiw
ooicn; no sick, iv? t orrester.
BOARD
tjuod home cooking, rates by
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, cor
ner xiroaawey ana uoid
FOR RENT Have lovely vacanoy for two
convalescents, jwrs. w. it. Reed, phone
6n-o- ,
,w, poutn waiter,
GOOD BOARD, room and sleeping porch
wun two single beds; highlands;
home.
1420 East fllver.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
with board, suitable for one or two.
Phone 1472-518 West Fruit.
FOR RENT Large front room and
sleeping porch with board. Everything
new and modern. Call 110 North Manl.
or phone H63-SPECIAL summer rates. $65 per month;
excellent board, private room with
sleeping porch and tray service. St,
John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 491,
MRS. CARL BERGLUND, private sanatorium, 1416 South Edith street; accommodation for two bed patients needing
special nurse care, $30 per week or $100
per month: also accommodation for two
gentlemen patients In annex, needing
general nurse care; tray service; excellent meals; also special diet. Phone
1365--

FOR SALE

Ranches

FOR SALEA small ranch, three-fourtmile wee$ of bridge; modern bouse. A.
3. James.
ROBERTS-TURNEcompany, 218 West
Gold, have established a special land
department.
FOR SALE We have
ome splendid
propositions In suburban ranches and
acres. Roberts-TurnCompany.
3,300-acr- e
FOR SALE
ranch, ,n eastern part of state, 150 'ook cattle. Address Hatton's Store, general delivery,
Alouquerque, phone 3416-JFOR SALE Ranch of thirty-tw- o
acres,
twenty-tw- o
acres of It alfalfa; ranchman's house, barns for storing alfalfa,
and complete farm equipment. Santiago
Garcia, Kanchos da Albuquerque.
FOR 8ALE OR TRADE Five acres In
Frultvsle. near javed road; fine grape
or chicken ranch; easy terms to right
party Phone 693, or apply room 16, First
National bank, or 1100 South waiter.
FOR SALE Highly Improved twenty
five- - acre suburban
ranch; excellent
dairy proposition; twelve acres alfalfa.
balance small truck. Thousands of dollars
in Improvements; must be seen to be ap
Company.
preciated. Robtrts-Turne- r
RANCH
A good one. for sale; all kinds
of fruit, alfalfa, Implements, cows,
horses,
house, garage, barn.
twenty-tw- o
acres close In. Old Town
Boulevard; must be sold on account of,
or S48-hea th. Phone owner. 3417-Rposl office box 192, Old Albuquerque, N.

FOR RENT

appointment.
Realtors.

Phone

m

FOR

hALE

Black

Miscellaneous
currants.

Phonu

MILK; BEST IN TOWN.
Phone 2413-RFOR SALE Douole set work huriicsa.
217 North Third.
UOOFINCJ

EXPERT guaranteed work, phone 1834-- J .
FOR SALE Standard
Rotary sewing
machine, almost new. 612 North Sec

ond.

FOR KALE Two litters of pure-bre- d
Airedale puppies, price I7.6U to JS0.
Pl'ono 1S15-FOR SALE Good upright piano, cheap
for cash.
Call immediately
at 2H
West Gold.
FOR KALE Thoroughbred pit bull ter
rier puppies. O. It, lumenshlne. phone
2412-RFOR SALE Thoroughbred English bull
terrier puppies, five weeks old. Apply
151 1 North First.
FOR BALE Edison
$50
phonograph
21ti
cosh; good terms to right Durtv.
South Broadway.
FOR KALE Tent, 14xlS, cheap for cash;
must sell at once.
It at 110
See
Ni rth Sycamore.
FOR SALE Cherries, choice large varie
ty for preserving, etc., 10 pounds 11.26.
delivered. Phone 693.
ORDER CUEltltlES and raspberries In
advance. Cherry Blossom Ranch. 203
East Trumbull, phone 1032-TYPEWRITERS, all makes, $16 and up;
$3 per month.
.Ibuquerque Typewriter
Exchange, i:'2 South Fourth.
FOR SALE Heavy black enamel porch
swing; also Singer sewing machine, in
good condition. 710 West Lead.
FOR SATE Used tract"ors,
and
with gang plows
Hardware
A Company.
Korber
lpmmeM,J.
Perfection"
oil
FOR SALE
stove, like new;
North Pole
Ice cream freezer.
1008 South Edltlr.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cottage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
lots.
Bwayne's Dairy, phone 1916-FOR KALE Planus and player pianos;
pre-wa- r
values. Phone 100. Oeo. P.
Loarnard piano Co., 214 South Walter.
FOR SALE Standurd make used player
pianos, In A- -l condition; will sell at
bargain on easy payment plan. Phone
149II-.-

Foil

n
SALE One
stroke
Wayne gas pump, at a
also
one chain hoist, one and bargain;
one-haton.
702 Soulh Second.
K V K RYT iTlNGl N
PLrMliTNC, FIXT-HHEiand material. Pumps and well
points. Thaxton Supply Co., Phone 472-nil North Fourth.
FCt SALE Black currents Tor making
jellies, pies, preserves and Jams. Bent-- s
n Ranch, phone 2417-Rfrom 6 to 8
morning, 11! to 1 and S to 9 nights.
"anil
SOFT SPOTS Heel
aridPcushlons
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
troubles, II. Planter Arch tiunnorts. Thos.
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
CHICKENS, CAR, FURNITURE
TWENTY good chickens, Grant car. 1!)U,
seven tires, new battery, some furniture,
lease or sell place. 1224 North Second.
FOK SALE Jersey cow, three years old,
giving four gallons a day; also new
dresser, new bed complete, three-burnOil North
oil stove and other articles.
Twelfth.
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
r )OD for all kinds of roofs, tl110per galSouth
lon.
The Manzano Co.,
Walnut phone 1834-Try a built up
roof; will last as long as the building.
RAT510 GOODS New Federal headset"
16; grid leak condenser, 50c; rheostat,
50c; Parkin condenser, $1.2: potentiometer, $1; Crosley dials, 25c: two ,Ir.
Omnigraph, $8.50. Cottage 1, Methodist
Sanatorium.
FIVE full sets of telegraph instruments,
Includes key sounder, wire, resonator
and batteries; two sets already assembled on good table and ready for two
persons to learn on; will sacrifice. Call
411 East Sliver, after 6 p m.
USE EFFIiCTO AUTO TCP and seat
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vais-pa- r.
Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
Homestead
Plymouth Cottage Print.
Floor Paint Root Paint and Cement, Sat- ..
isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leath-Co409 We. Central
rennt !0e7-J- .
FOR SALE (By Chas. Mann), show
Oliver
press,
cases, scales, copying
typewriter, Dalton adding machine, three
H. P. electrio motor, four II. P. gasoline
engine, sanitary slicing machine, coffee
gasoline system, two
mill, twelve-ligbox springs and two cows.
ELECTRIC HOT PLATES, TWO
KINDS OF
BURNERS, FOR ALL
AND
ECONOMICAL
COOKINO.
LOWEST PRICE EVER
SATKNOWN ON ELECTRIC STOVE.
PHONE
ISFACTION GUARANTEED.
198D-FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION.
GEO. C. ALBRIGHT, DISTRIBUTOR,
118 HARVARD AVENUE.
FORCED TO SELL, one 3 per cent loan
in United States Loan and Investment
company, for $2,500, which has been runAlso one 8 per
ning sixteen months.
cent loan In United Home Builders of
America for $2,000 which has been runBoth Bhould
month.
ning twenty-tw- o
mature soon. Box 63. Clovls, N. M,

FOR RENT

Storeroom

FOK

WANTED

rslrabln

D,

east

now.

Tf

HP

Board

Miscellaneous

WANTED By man and wife, large front
room with private or connecting bath,
FOR RENT Piano, excellent condition. on
ground floor; would like breakfast and
.
I'rrnnn 1804-- J
o'clock dinner, or located near meals;
fire-proFOU RENT Nice
garage, referenoee if requlrod. Address A. C
cure Journal,
t. titer nd ijsiiy, , sit ort,b Flan,

I.

As Long As

It Lasts

$10.00 Per
A

Better

Agent.
Phono 1522-R- .

East Silver.

821

Grade

Load
,16.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

FOR RENT

Land
Lumber Co.

THE

nryf

J
j

Rooms

T.

L.

EXCHANGE

on tuade
c.

ki-xt- j

I RMTl'lli:. in
&

i:. Ij,
1'iiono

MeSlWDDK.V

mi.

and

glnssed-l-

sloeping

n

porch, built-ifeatures, vines
lawn, etc. Close-iwest side
location.
Wo Have Others Ask Ts.
n

n

WANTED
A

,;

i

,

T
KUi'ls

Vt A

.

Miscellaneoug

To buy some shoals.

Li

14H7--

Phone

ROBERTS-TURNE-

i;ijs,.0,,
l'hone

044-J-

furniture

.

of all

218

W.

CO,
l'hono 407.

R

Gold.

&

,i..

ill

rjlt

toll

FOR SALE

WANTED

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

At JOK.M
JOHN VV. WILSON,
Attoroef.
Rooms II, 17 and 10, Cromwell Building,
Phonj 1163--

i.

fH 'Nil

A

I

VI

AMII

utitloN
!leaee f tne)

a. i

,

StkllMINs, "

Stomach.
Harriett Rulldlng.

f4ul(e. (I.
UK. H. C. CX-II-

Eye, Kar,

.Nose

and Throat.

Barnett Building.
Phone 61.
Office Hours
I In 11 a. m.. and 2 to 5 p. m.

W. M. SHERIDAN,
Practice

'

M. D.
to

1. in tori

GKNITO - I H1NAKY D1S11ASE9
AND DISEASICS OF THE 8KIN
Vasse nun Liiliurntorr
In Connection.
Citizens Bank Riot:. Fhono 8SS.

F. C. BAKES, M. D.

Diseases of the I.'ye. Glasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. Second st. Ground floor, l'hone 842,

MAjnmsSRENOVATING

MATTHIAS 1 J. N O :TiSTiXniUdSi
furHug cleaning, rnrnlti.ro
niture packing. I'h.me 613-- npairtn.
or 035-- J
Krvln lied dlii)? C' iii.;iny.

CHIROPRACTORS

aajw
lOiTtAUMlJN.

Chlrn ) racier.
tu AruiU
Building,

19 and

House

PERSONAL
ANT Kb io iut imby in
American
horn by wteU, hi;,, thrr-erall Slr.-.WANT KI) HoM K T Wit LriKlit. smart,
fiirlK of 9 nn.l Hi yeais of asre,
fnr adoption; father .load; want
to place
them In good hnint-where they
W

will be treated n.s rlui.lrrn
family;
must do ho at oni.'ti; ;un nit able to supltif.rmatinn or
port th m. Addrt.-.-date to see thm. M uM.' H 'lli-r- , general
delivery, Albuquerque, X, M.

lilt

LONE pi
ALIO i.INK
orange colored cars. Engle, EleButte Dam and Ht Springs, N.
M.
Meet all trams at Engle, leaving
Hot Bprlngs at 11:30 a, m. and 2:30 p. n.
Oldest Dam driv rs, best Dam cars on
the Dam line. We drive our own care.
Write for reservations nt our ex penis
HEFFEKN AN BKOS., Props
Hot Serines. N. W- Th

phant

Albuquertnie-Siinl-

i

I

e-

- T

na-

il A HA STACK
To Tuos (Head Down)
7 ;3D a. m.
Leave
Arrive
l't;30 a- m.
12:30 u. m.
Leave
Leave
...12:3'
p. m.
fi :u
Arrive
p. m.
To Albuquerque (Head Ip)
7:n0
p. m.
Albuquerque ...Arrive...
Santa Fe
Leave... 4:o p.m.
Santa Fe
Arrive. , .1 2:45 p.m.
Arrive. .. 1 .1 5 a.m..
Espanola
Taos
a.m.
Leave...
FARE TO SANTA I E. $4. B0
TO TAOS, $11. .'.0.

Albuquerque Headquarters
Rlngllnf
Brothers' Cigar v re. 210 West Central
Aret
I'houe i(l(l.
Santa Fe I'eadqoirtera
Bank Confeo-tloner- v.
Phone

TIME CARDS

Position

1H45.

If you don't see your car In the above WANTED Work by the hour. Phoue
list, remember,
1343-after 6:30 p. m.
WB ARE SALVAOTNO
LATE MODEL
WANTED Position as
truck
driver.
CARS EVERY DAY.
Phone 1616-ask for Gilbert,
In addition to the largest stock of used
GENERAL REPAIR WORKS
parts In the stnte, we carry a COMPLETE line of NEW gears, drive shafts, REPAIR anything. H13-ask for W. F.
axle ahnfts and general accessories, for HOUSE
cleaning, floor waxing, 1430-R-lawn
ev.r car,
.
work.
Call J. W. Lowe, phone
OUR PRICES ARB THE LOWEST,
WANTED
Will take care of buoy in my
VIADUCT OARAGE,
care
reasonable.
Address
home;
600 SOUTH SECOND.
D.,
Journal.
Largest pnrts hous Id the state.

WANTED Position as nurse and companion; willing to go anywhere; best of
Phone'sS
city references. Miss Baker, phone 1130-600 North Second.
cow.
Phone
YOUNU LADY, stranger in city, would
2404-Jlike position keeping bouse for widower
LIVESTOCK
PASTURED by the month. or bachelor;
don't object leaving city.
J, B. Nlpp, phone 2421-RAddress P. B. X., care Journal,
d
cow with WANTED Position
FOR SALE
by shoe salesman;
511 North Third.
week old calf, $.".0.
have had twenty-fiv- e
years experiFOR SALE My entire stock of rabbits, ence and know the tiade; can furnish
cheap If sold at once. 1223 North Sixth. A- -l references. Address I. A car6
FOU SALE OR TRADE Young Jersey
cow for puny and buggy. Write box WANTED A dry cleaner, dyer and hat285, Old Town.
ter, wants position; capable of taking
FOR 8AIE Flemish Giants, ltufus Reds. charge of any dry cleaning or establishWrite
wire E.
in southwest.
ment
Black,
bucks, does and M.
Belgians,
Onre, 608 West Stiver, Albuquerque,
fr; ere, 710 West Lead, phono 1925-New Mexico,
FOR SALE July 6. two carloads of
good young
horses,
weighing from
FOR -- ALL Furniture
1,200 to 1,600 pounds. Albuquerque Horse
road. FURNITURE REPAIRING and upholster
street
Mountain
and
Market, First
or 2035-Ervin
FOR (SALE Horses and mares; 1 have
ing.
phone 613-lust arrived with fifty head of good Bedding Company.
and
horses
Colorado
mares,
weigh FOR SALE A complete line of high
young
from 1,000 to 1,500 pounds; some broke
grade used furniture; also new mat
to work and some unbroke; I can sell tresses
and Simmons beds. 82o South
very cheap; also have good supply of First.
second-han- d
wagons and government FOR SALE
DinUsed furniture:
harness
This stuff will b at Grande
ing table, $11.75; chairs, $1.76; bed,
Wagon Yard, 810 North Broadway, until $9.00;
bed,
mattress,
$18.76;
spring
J.
single
sold.
Bee Scott Rldennur. phone 158-chiffonier. $16.00: Ivory dressing table.
$18.50; mahogany rocker, $5.50; srlcker
Real Estate
WANTED
chair, $14.00; wicker rcar, 15.76; learnIF YOU- havis" business property" "fur ValeT er rocker, $7.60. Call at American
Company, t- -i South, gecund.
FO if" yAuSWork"" horse?
FOR SALE Good
milk

IMchf.

mm

3,2,"0

n

120 W. (iold

AUTOMOBILES,

every model.

Oil).

Pi'lr-o-

TWINS! Cosy home and profitable investment. Two cottages; four rooms each, bath;
gas and lights. Lot 60x142.
Don t miss it.
J, E, Gonce, Real Estate,
110 West Silver.
l'hono 477,

CEM ENT
CONTRACTORS
Cavolt and
I'edrn.
Full RENT Furnished room. 32i South WANTED 60'1 ,South Seventh.
v
Washing and! roiling, by day
seventh, phono
"r t'Y ' Imjloxen. Phone 1703-J- .
Fult itlO.NT LlKht housekeeping rooms. WANTED
-- 0 J North
Money t0 loan on good first
F.dlth.
Wood.
mortg.iges. McMllllon
FOR RENT Several rooms, unfurnished.
e HAVE several
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
e
first mort12jlSnulh Edith.
loans.
Wh
gage
wants
them? Mo- FOR ItENT Very pleasant room, close Mllli. m & Wood.
In. 20H North Sixth.
TKANM'T.K
and scaveucer woik dine,
FOK KENT
Furnished rooms; no cuil- R. A
reasonable rates.
Griffith, 72J
(Iren. 110 South Walnut
iy,o-e- .
poone
1,'i.iiiiin,
e
SAI.U
ok
8" Folt KENT
Ftjlt
PAt'-KI- l
,
,
Kooni,
WALL
gentlemen
ml
preferred,
'r '''"'
114 South Ilr. pad wa y.
flours mid woodwork ollnl; sure; clean
layout h Walter, phone 2072-W- .
Full KAI.Ii
Light Bulek, $0l; tLKMSULD modern rooms; no sick no ell. .lnhn Oondsnn. nhinm CT1.T
11 B West Hold.
Dodge.
children. 414 West Silver.
gyfnger
Ul'Hui.STEKl.NU, general furniture reKt.Ul KAI..K
Must sell Indian Scout mo- - FOK KENT
Furnished room and sleep-Inpairing, packing. The Art Craft Shop,
,lr'"' (,""h "r terms. Call 1140.
323
Eolith
porch.
Third.
uiini, pnone 33-KXl'kltT ItADlATOlt KKPaTuTno
tf LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished, MAX BARGAIN VfoKE, at 316 South
217 North Third.
1
First xv pay the highest prices for
private bath. 2 II West Roma.
Foili2lfMiaMVujrks,
second-hanUAI.K
Bulck touring car FOK
RENT
clothing, shoes and
with your
Furnished
room
first-clas- s
furnllt-- e.
Phono 858.
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
41."
Co
kitchenette.
North
Second.
city.
KENT
FoK
One furnished room for gen- - WANTED Violin students;
private In- Foil SAI.K Ford touring car. In good
struction; rnln, rniiBnimhi. '
tleman: also garage. 704 West Coal.
child now.
1777-condition. 603 West
12
Phone
between
Copper,
phone
FOK KENT
1 5114- - VV.
Furnished room, in private ami j p. m., ana I lo i p. m. J, S.
home.
4J3 South Third, phone 2D27-I'earee.
FOK SALE
Some extra bo1 used carsi
FOK
KENT
I'ieasHlit
houHekeepitig
RUG CLEANERS
easy terms. Mclntoih Auto Co..
rooms, near sanatorium. Phono LUS-West Copper.
9x12 Rugs Cleaned. $1.26.
MATTRESSES renovated. $3.60 and up;
FOR
RENT Rooms for light housekeepFOU SAM-KlMsel
Kar speedster, or
furniture repaired and cacked. Ervio
will trade tor touring car or truck.
ing 21 8 South Wa Iter. Phone 1007-Co., phones? 61.1-or 2035-FOR RENT
J2)S West Mountain road.
Nice, cieun sleeping and nodding
WANTED
Careful "kodak fl"nTs"hing
FOK SALE Ford touring, run 501)
North Third.
housekeeping rooms,
miles,
Tw'ce
also Ford Sedan-- , lots of extras.
room wHhor faction dally service. Remember, satisThe FOK KENT Furnished"
Send your
guaranteed.
Cooper Motor Co., fla West Central
without housekeeping. 513 North
to a reliable, established firm. finishing
Hannu
BK1.NG your automobile, ntacksmlth, and
,t Hnnna Master Photographers.
general repair work to 1004 Kast street; FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
ORCIISSiRA
AND
BAND
I can fix
anything. Gordon Holloway.
light housekeeping; no sick. 423 West
SCHOOL
Ftllt KAl.K bodge Brothers
IF YOU have an orchestra or band IntoiiriligT Iron.
Ford roadster, Ford light truck, liulck FO : RENT Nice,
cv nti ai;ii'trnems,
strument and wish to learn to play
light "6." Come In and see them, or
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 211ft West correeuy ana receive class Instruction
phono
In
central.
musical arithmetic,
sight reading,
FuK SALE Auto pans to one hundred
tempo, scales, chords, trans
out-sid- e
KENT Nice
sleeping time, tone,
different makes and model curs; largest
posing and ensemble playing, join our
21614
looms.
Hotel,
Albuquerque
school now.
FVod K. Ellis, phone J02-.stock of used parts In southwest. Auto North Second.
Salvage Co., 215 West San Antonio street. FOK RENT Nicely furnished front room
El i'aso. Texas.
with ad.1"ininn bath, for gentleman;
FOK SALE OK EXCHANGE 1322
close in
47 West Coal.
FOR SALE House and lot.
Call after
roadster, driven less than 6,000 FOR ItENT Large furnished bed room.
5:30 j) m. 601 East Grand.
miles, practically brand new; a bargain;
adjoining bath, to employed parties; FOR SALE Two-roocut-agiv,
will consider Ford roadster or touring In
reasonahlo. 710 South Arno.
trade. Address Box 200. care Journal.
porrhca: Hatton's Store, phono 241B-- .I
ROOMS
IMPERIAL
clean
rooms;
Three-rooNice,
FOR SALE
modern furnls
F0it SALE OK TRADE For a good
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
,00
roadster or speedster, a five passenger
211
West Central.
13'
down, $30 per month.
South Arno,
light six private family touring car; used Theater,
LINCOLN
furnishAPARTMENTS,
newly
FOK
In
floe
SALE Threo
very little;
excellent condition and up
homes, East Cened rooms; hot water, cool and close In.
to date, over 20 miles per gal. of gasotral.
East
Silver and
Lniversttv
line; can bo seen at sol North Third 313 South Third, phono 314-Heights. .1. A. Hammond. 24 Enst Sliver.
utreet. Make me an offer,
Two beautifully furnished Fo : SALE Four-rooFOR KENT
and bath, frame,
Na
rooms in modern home. Apply Mrs.
ALB UQUKluJUEAljTd-'Wni5CKIclose In highlands. $2,500; eaBy terms.
CO.
Fred Hnmm, R23 North Second.
Room 15. First National Bank building.
New and Used
REPLACEMENT PARTS
FOR RENT One well furnished house- FOK BALK OU WONT Modern five-rooIn Stock tor All Cars:
keeping room, close in; reasonable rent;
and bath, Rood location, close tu; priced
ALL parts tested before leaving shop. no sick; no children. SOS West Iron.
to soli;
owner leaving city, l'J32-K- .
eiectrlcal
Radiators,
parts, tops, bodies, EI.C1N HOTEL Steeplnrooms
4'ti Wont Lead.
and
tights, horns. Ignition sets, springs, eto.
housekeeping apartments, by.the day, t'Oli BA LE iiy ownei, Buouroan home,
Parts carried for 22 makes of cars. New week
or nonth. 602
West Central.
four rooms and sleeping porch, city
axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears FOK KENT Furnished rooms with
Post-offlr- e
sleep- water, fruit trees, grape arbor.
carried for all cars. Keep us In mind.
for
box 213, clrj .
water
porch
ing
light housekeeping;
NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING
and lights furnished. 710 West Lead.
SACltlFICR HAMS Must go this week,
HOUSE.
5
new fnur-roor- n
FOR RENT
Front soom. well furnished,
house, lights and water,
Phone 434.
West Central.
house In bar-Itall for $ 1 r 0
bath, use of phone, close In;
5
SAVE
per cent on dismantled oneadjoining
or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
E. Gonce, 116 West Silver, phono
ensh.
J,
wheels,
springs,parts, tires, batteries,
477.
three-rooapartbearings, rims, fenders, electrical equip- FOIt KENT Furnished
ment, good location, ground floor, close FOK HALE New nonies py owner; one
ment, magnetos, gears, axles and drive
824 West Oold; one
shafs, rtdlators, etc.; a complete line oft. In; reasonable rent; no sick. 306 West
210
110 N.'rth
Maple; one four-rooparts fur Overland, all models; Willys-Knigh- Iron.
t.
North Maple; terms. Call 821 West
; Bulck,
4, 6,
4; Studebaker. FOR RENT
Two newly furnished light
1949-4, 6; Chalmers, Reo 4; Paige, 4; Overland,
phone
rooms,
modern,
housekeeping
ground
6: Hunmoblle.
Maxwell,
pleasure
close In; no sick; no children. 300 FOU SALE OR KENT By owner,
and trucks; Chevrolet, 4U0-B.; Mitchell, floor,
furnished house, nent and clean;
West Iron.
6; Saxon, 6, A complete line new rings,
water and electrio lights, chicken house,
gears, pinions and transmission gears FOTl RENT Exclusive, well furnished and wood shed, 1300 Virginia boulevard.
room, with large sleeping porch, hot "nll nt 10 28 North Plxfh, phone Ifign-W- .
and axle shafts for any car. Mcintosh
Auto Co.. 311-1- 6
West Copper.
water heat and bath; centrally located. FOK
SALE Well-buiby
practical
2I West Coal.
Phone 1744-WHEN
IN NEED OF
builder, f 0 T 5 caah, or beat offer, buys
TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, mag- GUT LOCATED
and g'aawed-t- n
sleeping porch.
in a
netos generators, wheels, gears, axles,
The best in
room, adjoining bnth in new modern Electrio and city water.
bearings horns, accessories
house centrally located; private porch, town for healthseckrTs.
Palmer, 1822
COM E TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
1763-South
High, phone
employed
people preferred;
TO DATE THE entrance;summer
WE HAVE SALVAGED
rates. Phone 1349-special
VOn HALE Direct from owner, besutl-fu- l
FOLLOWING MAKES OF CARS:
five-roobungalow.
pressed brl-'Bulck C24. C25, D45, D56; Cadillac,
Just completed; hardwood floors throughChalmers, Chandler, Chevrolet 490. FB,
breakfast pook and all
fire
out;
t,
plae;'
Dodge. Don. WANTED
Baby Grand;
Phone 1304.
Washing.
built-i- n
location. 721
features; good
Ford, Hup 20 H. K. N. ; Maxwell, MitchWest Lead. Inquire Mrs. Fred Llnde
ell Olds 8, Over.and, every model; Saxon BUNDLE WASHING. 411 North Arno.
TOR fcoutt
Third.
mnn.
t,
WlUys-Knlgh4
4 and
WANTED Housework ly the day. Phone
and 8;
6; Studebaker

McKinley

ROEHL,

NEW
ROOM
modern with 8. porch and
W.
shlo.
Raratre.
$3.(100 FIVB
KOOM
MODERN aclnho pj'i.slered, three
closets, front porch, water
heater, etc. w. slile.
$ 1,200
NEW EOUi; ROOM
modern ndnbe, plastered, h.
w. floors throii'-'hou- t.
fflassed-i- n
s. porch. Select elevation
location.
$1,7 DO
DANDY NEW FIVE
room modern adobe, P. dash,
hardwood floors, front and
Klassed-iK.
porch. Nicely
located on elevation.
$5,000
ELEOANT MODERN
five room brick stucco, hard
wood floors throughout, front
$

211 W. Gold.

modern five room homo In
Heights. Hardwood floors, heating plant, gavaKO. Closn to car
line, 5 1,750. Terms.
Xcw five room home, Jlelghts.
Bath, hardwood floors,' $2,960.
Part cash.
Six room brick, Highlands. Rath,
sleeping porrn, garage, bonier
lot, $4,700. Terms.
Five room brick, close In; Highlands, Furnace, full lot, cast
front, shade, $5,600. Easv terms.
Mc.MlLI.VOv & WOOD,
Kealtors.
208 W. Gold, Insurance. Loans.

nMMONr,

A.

1.

Keleher,

Phono 410

H, CHAS
l'lionn

and reserve one

Ask to see them,

Realtor.

657.

'

f

Xcw,

J,

SALE

I

Che

Luna Blvd. Five-roobvlck, hot
air, lawn, shade trees,
paved
Can arrange terms.
H. McCLUGIlAN. Realtor
Phone 442-204 West Gold.

street.

FOR

very

INC.

SERVICE,

SAVE $50,00
Ry taking year lease on fine new
modern apartment in PARKVIEW
COURT, at $50 per month, including heat, hot and cold water.

front lots in University Heights
terms ii wanted.
Owner will sacrifica
hrk'k home, close in and on a
splendid corner. Easy terms.

J.

Franklin & Company

FeATUBB

OPPORTUNITIES

KENT Building at U West Copper; suitable for garage. Inquire H. B.
Sherman, at First Savings Bank and
Trust Company, phone 3.
FOR RENT Store room and cellar, 26
by 60 feet, the rear of 109 South First,
accessible by alley from Second street,
M
Gold and Central avenues. Fred Luthy,
ot four acres, entirely fenced at Citizens National bank.
RANCH
with five-fowire, three-fourt- WILL arrange to suit tenant a 25x100
poultry
mile west ot Barolai bridge;
foot brick building; good condition;
reasonable
house, three screened porches; opposite Santa Fe
shops:
water In house, new garage and chicken terms.
See or write L. Heyman. 109
turand
blooded
M.
chickens
N.
N.
full
houses;
rth First, Alhuoueroue
keys; also furniture terms. Call owner,
2416-J-

the best paying businesses
in the city ,in a good, close-I- n
location with cheap rent.
Terms will allow business to
pay for itself. See us for an

On of

224 West Gold Ave.

two

CM

8V INT'L

DISCOUNT

10

PAYING BUSINESS
FOR SALE

$6,300

JJiSji-jTit V "BUDDY'S

Four-roo-

FOR HUNT Five-roofurnlahe.1
'
.
garage. Sr.O Innnlr.
o...
"ul" rno'
Phone J3W-R- .
724 feoulh Second.
four-roobrick
FOR RENT Furnished apartment for Fi11 ni,JNT Furnished POTC1,M- Inqaitt
soeonr1'ar8e
light housekeeping; also three unfurnished rooms. 615 South Arno.
RE'N'T-S- mall
modern furnished
FOR RENT Apartments
and houses, VJ?..
furnished or not.
.
Phone 1522-J.
m, irom :( to la
'
A. Hammond. 824 East Silver.
Five-rooOR
RENT
FOR RENT Furnished modern outside
modern
hmiu
.i,u l""n.l..i.k.j
"0eP'"g
Aver ill por,.hes.
apartment; private bath.
Phone SI 2S-Apartments. 203, North Second.
1
CilR'iS.TL'a"!'- - UnVfiii,
" "'nds; furnished
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
three rooms and private bath. 216H Kealtors. 206 West Uolfl.
North Second, Albuquerque Hotel.
FOR RENT Houses jir1
or,
FOR RENT Three rooms and bath.
furniftherl nr
,tl.injn, ,rnn
w. nut
v,
J,
60S
South First
$32.60.
furnished,
SIM
Silver.
East
"iimmnnu,
street. Inquire Savoy Hotel Office.
TO RENT Flv..i
modern
home,
FOR P.ENT Immediately, nicely furnishWith Kttm
anil" .""'SO.
Phone 14G2-"
,
ed three-rooapartment; bath; cool, "11 n,
west New York.
fall at 617 West Fruit; references.
FOR
Four-roomodern
FOR RENT Two nice, clean rooms and
ed bungnlow, 330. HIS Southfurnish
Amu.
for light Apply 1423 Pouth Arno.
sleeping porch, furnished
housekeeping. 3 Jl South Walter, phone FOR RENT Furnishe- d- enttnfl-turn
H070-rooms ami Klppnino- nnf-- h
1.
cm
FOR RENT Three-rooniRhlfliKlfi.
Phmp 05!-apartment with shower bath adjoining; FOR RENT Flve-roubrick house, large
also disappearing bed. Apply 600 East
K,lraB8 nml
CoaL
Apply at
701 New . ork, or
1402-phone
furnished apartFOR RENT Two-rooOR RENT Cottage, two
TZa
and
cold
hot
and
water,
ment;
lights
two Rleenlntr
nnr.h.. LuuiiBiicu or ..
reasonable.
rent
421ft
phone paid;
413 South Ttrondivnv
South Broadway.
FOR RENT 108
South"
seven
FOR RENT Three-roo,
roomw nnd h.o,
- ..urnArno,
....., ......
tl,
oasemeni.
apartment; modern; hot and cold
jnn-rv- ,
or p. f. McCanna.
water. 611 South Arno. Inquire 116 r
FOR RENT Severa modern furnished
West Silver, phone 678.
cottages; rent $25, 330 and 135; on car
FOR RENT One large and one small line.
Apply at 1218 South Edith.
for
apartment, furnished completely 215
FOK
RENT
Crane Apartments,
housekeeping.
furnished, three
room cottage,Completely
North Seventh, phone 814.
sleeping porch, near Unl- LINCOLN APARTMENTS, newly fur- verslty car line. Phone 1478-apartments, FOR RENT Two-roonished, two and three-roofurnished house,
with sleeping porches; modern; $30
hot and cold water; cool and close ' In.
312 ilouth Third, phone 914-per month. Call at 706 East Santa Fe.
FO"r RENT Three large, cool rooms and FOR RENT Four-roomodern stucco
irlasacd-lbungalOW:
leenlmr
glassed sleeping porch, bath adjoining,
nnr,r
nicely furnished for housekeeping, neat furnished or unfurnished, Phone 1496-and clean; desirable summer location. FOR RENT Some desirable
houses, fur616 West Coal.
nished and unfurnished. J. E. Gonce,
apart- Real Estate, 110 West Silver, phone
FOR RENT Modern four-roo477.
oak
fine
floors,
ment, newly decorated,
LIST your vacant houses witn the
n
City
shade, excellent location, near McCIel-laCo., for prompt and efficient
Realty
Mar411
West
reasonable.
park, very
7.
service, zo west Onld, phone
ble, phone 14S2-FOR ItENT Modern brick seven-rooFOR RENT Fu nised apartments, confurnished suitable for boarders
venient tu eanatorlums; four rooms, or house,
home. 118 North Maple, phone J272-glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
FOR
1321
RENT
Central.
East
line.
Call
car
Central
Completely furnished four-roowooo. annuo us.
house with three screened porches.
or see McMllllon
H39-Phone
or Inquire 1204 East
FOR RENT July and August, nicely
modern apartment,
furnished four-rooFour-rooFOR
RENT
oak floors, newly decorated, large porches,
modern, furnished house, with two porches, basement.
fine shade, excellent location near
park. 411 West Marble, phone 1201 East Copper,
Inquire 210 North
Cedar.
1452-apartment, FOR RENT Attractive four-rooRENT Four-rooFOR
newly
and
hot
heat
decorated completely furnished modfront and back porch,
no children.
water, fireplace: furnished, or unfurnishe- ern bungalow,
highlands;
.
1730-Jand
Tenth
Phone
Silver,
d- no sick. Corner
or 17UQ.
FOR RENT Three-roophone 1705-modern fur1002
APARTMENTS
nished cottage; also three-roofurWASHINGTON
the
one
of
location
nished
Call 412 South High,
apartment.
West Central;
every or call phone 1524-"beauty spots" of Albuquerque;
bath, electrio range FOR RENT Furnished two and three-rooapartment has private
and all modern conveniences. Phone 83.
houses, East Pacific; three-rooJ. D. EAKIN. proprietor.
modern furnished house East Santa Fe.
613
East Pacific.
Apply
DRESSMAKING
FOR RENT Two five-roofurnished
bungalows, 214 and 213 North Maple;
JTImstTtcHING pleating. Williams' Mil36 per
at
will
until
rent
September
liner
month. Please ,11 at724 East Central.
FIRST-CLAS- S
dressmaking, work guar
.
Three-rooo ji.ii-uFOR RENT
house,
partly
anteed. 3ZU west wan. p
n
furnished
sleeping porch;
WANTED Sewing, by the day or at hot and coldglassed-inice
water,
garage,
place
Santa
Fe,
619
phone for
East
home.
chickens, $22, water paid. Inquire
1430-406 South High.
WANTED Sewing, 25o hour; satisfaction FOR RENT Two-roohouse and glassedguaranteed. 311 South Harvard, phone
-in
sleeping porch, nicely furnished,
2400-Bfine neighborhood;
modern,
bath;
except
bOXl
BIltA
And
annnrinn
CTTwr..
adults only. Call 715 East Silver, or
North phone 1901-mall orders. N. Crane, 215
Seventh. CraneApartmets,phone314.
FOR RENT New three-roohouse, bath,
WANTED Sewing; plain, gingham voile
glassed-l- n
sleeping porch, screened
or organdy dresses, ja; men's madras porches, electrio lights, gas and Areola
203
East
heat.
shlrti, 76c, Mrs. V, B. Appleby.
Opposite Methodist Sanatorium.
Phone 2400-RHaieldlne,
FOR KENT 313' West McKlnley avenue,
"MONEY TO LOAN
new three-roohouse; large service
porch, large pantry,
liUNtti TO LOAN on watchee," o:ia; porch, back sleeping
close
to Fourth street;
shed,
large
valuaole.
monde, guns end everjthlng
pleasantly located. Apply 1513 North
Mr. B. Marcus, an aonin rirst
First.
MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
FOR RENT Furnished new stucco bunand good Jewelry: liberal, reliable,
galow, with all modern conveniences;
Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. 1st,
hot water, glassed-l- n sleeping porch;
n
city prop- gas,
MONEY TO LOAN on close-Iwill give lease If wanted; reasonable.
ft
McMllllon
first
nortgages.
erty,
803
South
Edith.
Wood, JOS West Gold. ' Insurance, real
FOU
unfurnished
RENT Five-roorstate.
frame dwelling, at 418 West Atlantic,
Five-roobunfurnished
modern
FOR SALE Real Entate $30.
elegantly furnished, at 720 West
lot on galow,
FOR SALE One good fifty-fo207
West
Coal. $65.
City Realty Co.,
EHSt Sliver, near Highland park, on Gold, phone (67
ensy term. I. A. Hammond, Its Boat
Silver,
WELL. CONTRACTOR
FOR PALE OU TRADE For 0Ulo4 lot on
North Seventh; auto must be In good WELLS DRILLED, driven and repaired;
pumps, tanks, towers. J. V. Wolking.
rondltlun. Phone 371. Address 324 South
423 West Marble, phono 11G5-Second,
,

yi206tJJJ.

.

For Sale, University Heights

FOR RENT
TOR KENT Cool, desirable apartment;
adults, no sick. 816West noma.
FOR RENT Three roomsan"rtbath.
401
South Seventh, phone 1644-close In.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms with
private bath; very cool. Phone 1727-- J.
ONE SMALL and one
large furnished
apartment, with hot water. 1215 West
Roma.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment and
Call lottO-I- t,
garage.
after 6;30; reduced rates.
FOR RENT Three room and sleeping
porch; private bath. 315 West Granite,
phone 1701-FOR KENT Modorn
three and four-rooapartments, with bath; furnished.
S14 West Coal.
FOK RENT
Two furnished rooms, for
light housekeeping; adults; no sick.

.

lJ

J.

KINGSBURY
Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and
Insurance,
210 W. Gold.
Phone 907-D,

Mils

Louring

year. This nrcli.ml Is on
la ml,
"Lenoh"
and the
water Is furnish' d ly pump.
We have a hundred acre
tract nf the same kind of land
that ran l.n bought for $3,500:
151,000 cash. Haw also smaller
tracts of the
idti'l.
TIIMIO WARD.
brick s.lucoo in
easy walking distance of business
floors
Ma, lie
throughout. X.'ro lawn, young
shade tici svinos, etc. Owner
Is verv rufous to s,..
A
A COI NT.
$10.00
down and J 10.00 per
month will buy n
lot
in University Height. This is
tho fastest growing addition of
the pity. Select, jour lot today;
we are general agents.

r J

.

V

.On

thi orin:'!

of

1

1

an

vrx

WORTH OF

$20,000

TSlWS!Kj5S

CHANCES

SALE Small rooming
FoK QUICK
316' Houth Second.
house, bargain.
FOK SALE wo-story
orick lullding
215 Eouth First; location good Tor any
kind of business.
FOU SALE Crlspetta
popcorn outfit,
complete; good proposition for live man.
Inquire fill North First.
WANTED To buy a bakery, In good,
live town; give full particulars In first
letter. Postofflce box 872, Raton, N. M.
FOU SALE Clean stock general merchandise; good cash trade; a growing
business and a money maker. W, M.
McKellnr, Jemess Springs.
SMALL saw mill and turner proposition,
on railroad, for sale, leuae, let on shares
or will consider a partner.
J. F. Bran-so1239 North Seventh. Albuquerque.
WE II AVE A- -l money-makin- g
business
as merchandise,
such
opportunities,
groceries, garages and other high-clas- s
propositions not advertised locally.
Co.. 218 V,':

$500

No.
No.
No.
No.

Nt.
No.

1

I
T

t

WEST ULK.t Dally.
Arrive.
Pspart.
The Scout.... 1:30 lrn 9:111 Bm
Taut. Limited. Iu:3u am 11:00 am
Fargo Fast. .10:S(l am !l:Zl am
Th. Navajn. .12:3S am

tEI
tl

r,

10:10 pm
11:3 am

Th. Navajo.. 2:J pm 1:40 pa
Call t. Limited. i."0 im 6:40 pm
ElKbt.. 7:26 pm I io pm
18.Th.F. Soot
7:20 am ::50 urn

No. J
No. 4
No.
No. ID

FUCM

SOtTTO.

Prun FA Paso II 35 pns
From El Paso ?:M im
No. II
tu onn.cts at Telen
n4
fi.f CWts. P.w. Vain- - Ktw t Clt
C
Coast.
t 's.un -with No, II
No, 33 ennnect.
nA aontb,
fr"n Olovt anil D'Hnfs .a-

No. 41
Nn. JO
No.

CASH

BUILD

Ter

four-roor-

IHM

SOUTHBOUND.

Paso Exp
El Paso Esp
EASTl'XTNn.

Gold.

month, wilt buy
stucco bungalow, with oak floors and Barrage. This house Is almost
new and well built. Trice
$4,000.
$50.00

this

Train.

NEW

YOUR
HOME

On University Heights; 200
feet above the city;
level lots at $225 to $00 per
lot. $10 down and $10 per
month.

WM. J, LEVERETT,
e

110.

Realtor.

Third and Gold.
l'

ii,,
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250

TO EXILE
SELF IN ALASKA
TO AID NATIVES

NURSE

DISABLED

COMB HOKEY
Don't you think some nice comb honey on frood frenJi
would taste pretty good these hot: days? We soil it. for

a

VETS

New Mexico grown cucumber. Wp expect leu dozen nice
cucumbers this morning, picked off. the vines yesterday nfter-nooThey should be much nicer than any on the market
Price around 10c each.
heretofore.
Cllquot Club Ginger Ale,
etc.
Trices right,

WARD'S

CASH

("iinR'--

n

r

Ale.

.

Phone 28

STORE,

Judge

fa

d
and
Nearly 250
maimed veterans of the world war
spent six hours hero yesterday en
joying the
hospitality of
the Duke City and considering the
place as a possible site for the War
Mothers memorial
hospital, endorsed at their recent convention
in San Francisco.
A number of
the veterans were honor guests at
the Rotary luncheon.
The boys were welcomed by representatives of the Chamber of
Commerce and by members of the
veterans- local
organization.
Shower baths wero provided at the
Y. M. C. A., and a lunch of sandwiches, fruit and drinks were served at the station. Automobile rides
about the city were furnished and
a quantity of cigarettes was distributed by L. B. Putney and Gross
Kelly company.
The boys were pleased with the
atter.Hons received and were favorably impressed with the city as
a site for the memorial hospital.
d
Cnpt. C. Hamilton Cook, the
national commander of the
Is
now
on his
organization, who
way to AVashlngton to boost the
memorial project, expressed
the
belief that the plan could be carout
ried
successfully.
Cook was
Captain
principal
speaker at the Rotary luncheon
He told of the continyesterday.
ued fight of the organization
against governmental
inefficiency
and Indifference and of - several
plans for the aid of the wounded
veterans.
His picture while addressing the club was taken by the
official photographer as the first
since his election to leader of the
orga nlzation.
Although the train was known
as tho New York Special, It carried former service men from
thirty-on- e
states, many of whom
had joined the party at Chicago.
Among the crowd was a number
of women, members of the auxiliary organization and wives of the
veterans.

Coal Supple C riiooe 4 and 6.
Mrs. F. U. Wood, formerly MIhs

Louise Treffinberg, and baby son,
arrived here yesterday from San
where her husband,
Francisco,
Lieutenant V. O. Wood, ia stationed. Mrs. Wood is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Roy Strome. Lieutenant Wood is expected to visit here
later in the summer.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
S. Ilewes of San Marcial, K. M.,
ft daughter here yesterday.
; There will he a point installation
of Kcbekahs and Odd Fellows at
the I. O. O. F. hall at 8 o'clock
tonight. Only members of the
lodges will be admitted.
H. F. Robinson, chief of the tT.
S. Indian Irrigation service, will
address the university assembly
this morning on customs of the
Zunl Indians.
Dr. Murray, Osteopath. Ph. 741.
' Benjamin Boss, head of the
Dudley observatory in Albany, N.
T., has returned to his home
after a visit with friends and
relatives here.
; J. II. Pegue of the Gallup Electric Light company, has returned
to his home after spending the
holiday with his family here.
J. B. McDowell, manager of the
College Inn, has returned to his
former home and business at
Wichita Falls, Tex. Mr. McDowell
Is a brother of W. 1. McDowell,
who has recently moved to El
"t

faso, Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert MeClughan
have returned from a six weeks
automobile trip to California.

, Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Gere have

returned fr6m a combined business and pleasure trip to Las
Vegas and Santa Fe.
Mrs. W. T. Sedgewiok and Miss
II. P. Benson of Boston, went on
a camping trip to Aconui yesterday with Miss Ethel llickey of the
Koshare Tours.
Factory wooS. tut truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company.
Phone 91.
There will be a regular meeting of Adah Chapter No. 6, O.
E. 8., at the Masonic Temple at 8

o'clock tonight. There will be an
Initiation of candidates.
. Gustave Baumann
of Santa Fe,
was a visitor in the city yesterday.
Edward llorgan, who Is spending the summer in Santa Fe with
his family, returned to the city
yesterday for a short stay.
Miss Claire Bursum, daughter
of Senator and Mrs. Holm O.
Bursum. returned to the city yesterday with her 1'ecos house
guests, .Miss Helen MacArthur
and Miss Margaret Lee.
Russell Edgar, son of Mr. and
Mrs. t;. Jt. i.dgar, left yesterday
tor a fishing trip on the Peco

tlver.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
Elumenthal. a son, on July 3.
George M. Post of the Indian
Irrigation service, will lenve todny
.tor an official trip to Zunl.
RAG

BALES IGNITE;
DAMAGE DONE,

$500

Damage to the extent of about
$500 resulted yesterday
afternoon
at 6 o'clock, when a shed full of
bales of rags belonging to the
Southwestern Junk company, Max
Kass, owner, caught fire. It is be- lleved that spontaneous coynbiis- tion was the cause of the fire. The
shed was on Lead avenue near Second street.
' The
fire department played two
lines on the blaze for over an hour.
The shed was completely

DEATHS

A ND

FUNERALS

BROWN Andres Brown, aged
years, died yesterday morning
his apartment on North Seventh
street. He is survived by Mrs.
Brown, besides his parents at
Tulsa, Okla. The body was taken
to Crollott funeral parlors, pending
3C

at

funeral arrangements.
- TAPIA Floremino Tapia died
yesterday afternoon at his residence at Dur.ines. He is survived
by one brother aud one sister. The
body was taken to Crollott funeral
parlors pending funeral

A

III

OF

EAST

Another large audienca last
night attended the second appearRahme
ance here of Princess
Haider, when Blif, presented the
biblical drama of "Naaman the
at the .First Baptist
Leper"
Church.
Dr.
pastor of the
Harvey,
church, vcnO the fifth chapter of
Second Kings, in which is told
the story of Naaman and which
gives an appropriate background
to tho same story as dramatized
by Mile. Haider.
Prefacing her drama by a short
talk concerning her title, the
Princess said that it was an hereditary one and could neither be
She said
bought nor claimed.
that she was born a princess and
went
back
that her title
through
a thousand years.
Princess Rahme told of tho
great Captain Naanuin, of his relation to King Ben Haded in his
double position as husband of the
king's daughter and the leader
of his armies. She told then of
the seizure of Naaman with leprosy, and of his cure by Prophet
Elishu, in the land of Israel,
The presentation of the story
was dramatic, with the Princess
taking the role of all tho characters in an effective manner.
Miss Lucille Burgess as the Hebrew captive maid was equally
Her singing of the
interesting.
native music drew much
applause.
The Princess and her companion will leave this morning for a
lew days in Santa
Fe, after
which they will return to Los
Angeles.

MEXICAN ENVOY
PROMISES ACTION
AGAINST BANDITS

newly-electe-

Phone

are 8nix,LKD

pinon nuts

from llic Fred
Harvey News Stand. Albuquerque,
N. M., UNTIL FURTHKH NOTICE. Fannie S. Spitz, 323 North
Tenth.
Public Stenographer,
Room 8, Mcllnl
ldg. Ph.

arrived yester-

day from Denver, Colo., and closed
negotiations with Dr. R. Fred Petit
by whicli he became manager and
a stockholder in the College Inn
company. Dr. Petit retains his Interest in the concern, and Mr.
immediately assumes the direction of the business.
J. T. McDowell, who has been
manager, will return to Texas, it
is understood.
Men-ing-

IUIEUMAT1SM-NEUIUTI-

"Tl'KN TO THE BIGHT"
AT THE CIIAIT.UQCA
Premier circuit Chautauqua to
have "Friendly Eenemles"
and
"Turn to the Bight."
Charles F. Horner is presenting
to the patrons of tho Premier circuit this year two plays instead of
one as heretofore.
Either of these
would prove of tremendous sucin
cess, but
offering two plnys to
Chautauqua patrons Mr. Horner
has taken a step that has been unheard of hertofore in Chautauqua

business.
"Turn to the Right" has been
called the greatest comedy ever
produced In America.
"Friendly Enemies" made an
in England
impression
which equaled that created in
America and it is without doubt
the greatest comedy drama produced since the beginning of the
war. It is not a war play.
Louis Mann and Sam Bernard
appeared in the original cast of
"Friendly Enemies" at Its first
in Washington, when
production
Manuel C. Tellez.
the president of the United States
was
in the audience and made a
Manuel C. Tellez, charge d'affaires
following the play. In which
at the Mexican embassy in Wash- speech
he commended it to every Ameri- ington, when the United States can.
threatened to send a cruiser to
The Chautauqua opens next Mon-- ;
Tampico to protect Americans, day, July 10.
promised that the Mexican government would handle the situation
MAIL MUST GO.
without assistance, procure the reWashington, July 6. Postmaslease of captive Americans and ter General Work issued Instructions today to division
punish the guilty.
superintendents of the railway mall servto
ice
to
T
report
BEATS
15.CT.OI
HOOKLR.
Washington ImBuffalo, N. V., July 6. Miss mediately any attempt on the part
Leslie Bancroft of Brookline and of railwpy strikers to hamper mall
Mrs. Harry Bickle of Toronto, Ont., movements, and to advise with the
today entered the final round In prosecuting attorneys In those secthe tennis toti.nament for the tions where disturbances occur with
women's national clay court title, a view to aiding In prosecutions.
and they will meet in the chamGentry's Eggs, 45c; for sale at
Miss
pionship match Saturday.
Bancroft
defeated
Miss Helen leading groceries.
Hooker of Greenwich, Conn.,
- 2.
Mrs. Bickle defeated
Mrs. MILK THAT WILL KEEP
Vivian's Dairy, Phone 2404-J-- 4
Frank Godfrey of Brookline,
- D, in a sensational
match,

YALE

Bulgarian Milk
prepared

Scientifically
by
branch of San Diego Sanatoria
Association.
RODDY'S JERSEY FARMS
Distributors.
Phone 2113-R- 4

EL ESPERANZA

plumber. Must be
good mechanic.
1124 WEST CENTRAL.
s

HOTEL
........... .r,

Jemez Hot Springs
Regular Auto Trips
From City to Springs

THE IMPERIAL

"0

Mondays, Thursdays

LAUNDRY CO.

and Saturdays

"THE LAUNDRY

Romeo, Romeo! Wherefore

Art Thou, Romeo?"

Special Trips on Application.
Fare $7 One Way.

OF QUALITY"

The ambition of every young actress is to play
It was sweet torture to Sybil, for she, too,
Juliet.
loved.
Would her romance be as tragic as Juliet's?
Or
would love and success crown her life?

For Further Information Applj

Dry Cleaning,
Dyeing, Rats
Cleaned and Blocked, Rugs
latest
cleaned
by
process.

148

......

St urges Hotel.

CHAS.

and 449.

H. CLAY,

Prop. El Esperanza Hotel,
Jemei Springs - . New Mexico.

701--

"A PASTEBOARD CROWN"

S

Ostcopii t hlc-- lolet-lt- n y Trea t ment.
DK. D. It. MURKAY,
5 N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Phone 741.

WITH AN ALL STAR CAST

V

Let Us Send a Man
that broken window

To replace

glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 423 North First.

er

KN 1)1. Y ENEMIES"

Mrs. Sanchez

10, 1913.

Phones

Nu Bone Corsetiere, Mrs. M. P.
406 North Third, phone

F. M. Moninger

First St. Phone 010
sell and exchange
new and used furniture. Handle
complete line kitchen utensils
etc.

e,

will be delivered

2178--

Standard Furniture Co.

WANTED
First-clas-

A. U. UACA,

101 South
We buy,

Isued to Agenda Zamaro and Ubaldo
Lopez, both of Albuquerque; and to
Harry Seale and Mary Grutka, both
of Albuquerque.

Miss Augusta Mueller.
Voluntary exile in the frozen
north is the choice of Miss Augusta
New York
Mueller, twenty-threcity nurse, who has left for the
northernmost noint of A' ska fnr
the sake of nursing the ill and dis
tressed Esquimaux, tine plans to
take the revenue cutter Bear fro.n
Nome to Point Barrow, where she
will take up her duties.

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

STAGE TO JEMF.Z SPRINGS
Runs six days a week. Passengers taken. One way, $6. Leave
at 5:30 a. m.
Albuquerque
Leave Jemez Springs, 2 p. m.
U. S. mail by stage.

ahks the custody of their four
children, alimony of f 75 a month
for their support, and her share of
their community property, valu
at $400.

NEW MANAGER ARRIVES
Williams,
20S9-J- .
FOR COLLEGE INN CO.

'Till

CERRILL0S

EGG COAL

UNIFORM SIZE.

ADDED ATTRACTION

CONVENIENT TO HANDLE

"A BARNYARD CAVALIER"

More Heat Units per Pound.
More Pounds ier Dollar.
The Most

Satisfactory, Economical and Convenient
Stove and Ranges, Order a Ton Today.

HAHN COAL

Fuel

REGULAR PRICES

for

91'

CO.-P- hone

8-

'gPIilE Cleaners
31

DYERS AND HATTERS
RIG CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. Ulh and Gold

FOGG, The Jeweler

EXPERT WATCH MA RING
Engraving, Jewelry, Repairing
Opposite Postofflce.
118 South Fourth.

Ecton's Transfer
Successor

to

Brown's Long Distance
Transfer.
For Lonpr Distance Call Us.
Phone 231.

1

OONTTNCOrj8

$1.00 dish pans, 2 for
$1.00
$1.00 water pails, 2 for
...$1.00
$1.00 slop jars, 2 for
$1.00
$1.00 preserving kettles, 2 for
$1.00
$1.00 mixing bowls, 2 for
$1.00
These are the best values offered during
the week.
You can get any two of the above mentioned
articles for $1.00

GLENNON,

J.

FOR SALE

house, Fourth and
Rooming
Central. See Landlady for

GUY'S TRANSFER
AND STORAGE

Another Large Shipment of

Currants Due This

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

Wo make a specialty on lumber
hauling and building material.
Now don't forget the long trips.
324 S. Second
Phono 371.

llm'm

Basket $1.10
pounds New Potatoes
30 pounds New Potatoes
Black Raspberries, basket
7

,

25c
$1.00
25c

We Deliver Your Order for 10c.
ORDERS OVER $5.00 DELIVERED FREE

SKINNER'S

WANTED
'good prices

for firepay
such as Rifles,
Shot
Must be in
Gum, Pistols.
condition.
713 South first Street

We

arms

She made him feel
queer, made him want
to be polite.

You'll understand
why when you see

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
PHONE 299
321 W. CENTRAL AVE.

Presbyterian Sanatorium.

THE RIGHT
k

It ran

Albuquerque's
Finest
Theater

PastimE

Always
Worth
While

AMETRO'MKINGRAM
PRODUCTION"

WILLY-NILL- Y
205 South First Street.

Journal Office

Adapted by June Mathis and Mary O'Hara
Photographed by John F. Seitz

ACK

ADDED ATTRACTION:

"PATHE REVIEW"
NOTE PRICES OF ADMISSION
MATINEE
NIGHT (6 TO 11)
Adults ,.
25c
Adults
35c

Wonderful Romance of the Great Northwest

aThe Son of
Ihe Wolf
His Remarkable and Unique Combination
of His Two Thrilling Stories

Children

Thrillingly depicting life
in the raw beyond the
last frontiers of civilization- among hostile In-

dianswilderness

mad-

dened men- - vast snows
wild, rough domain
where might makes right
and men are quick to use
their fists.
A

big
pulsing story
straight from the heart of
a man who fought in the
thick of life's battle.
NORMAN DAWN
PRODUCTION

REGULAR
ADMISSION

Children

.'...15c

(TAX INCLUDED)

S. Mablo Skeels, D. O., Citizens'
Bank building, 881-and 2022-Gynecology and Obstetrics
J.

NOT hasI CE

Pat McCaffrey

opened a
Plumbing Shop at 217 North
Third. Repair work a Specialty.
PHONE 1870-.

St. John in

"The Village Sheik"

....10c

-t- -a

A

Also AI

443

From the play by Winchell Smith and John E. Hazzard
Presented by Marcus Loew and John Golden

TODAY AND TOMORROW

n,

MR. MURPHY

...

times in New York
Now it's on the screen

Once!

A Solicitor-Salesmaone who
can talk, has some personality
about him, and willing to take
advico. Job only for a few days
on commission. Ask for

girP like her

a

TURN TO

A- -l

Wanted-- at

TO 11 P, M.

1

He'd never seen

FRIDAY ONLY

One lot- in a very desirable
Close in
district.
residence
location,. Sewer, gas and waLess than a
ter convenient.
block to car line and two
paved streets. Alley in rear.
A bargain.
See
,

r rn

TODAY AND TOMORROW

6-

The Glldcrslccve Electric Co.,
Mrs.
Arthur Walsh
died yesterday evening at a lucal 811 East Central. Phone 797-The body was taken to Bit. FRANK
hospital.
Pj. MncCRACKEN,
Strong Brothers' mortuary. FunerB. MacCRACKEIJ,
al announcements will be made BK. 1M
Osteopathic Physicians.
later.
K. P. Building. Phone Office 89-Residence 80-CITY KI.KCTRIf! HHOK SHOP
218 South htcond.
liion M7-l're Cull and Delivery,
Journal Want Ads Rring Results.

m wr Mir

mnhu

Special ai the "UNITED"

Going to Build?

MR,

-.-

Dollar Week

1,

, WALSH

Phone 60.

dis-

Suit for divorce was filed In the
district court yesterday by Rufina
s,
G. Gallegos against Baudelio
charging him with cruel and
inhuman treatment, desertion and
The plaintiff asks
for the custody of their small child
and alimony of $50 a month.
Josefa L. Sanchez has brought
suit for divorce from Epimenic
Sanchez on the grounds of cruel and
inhuman treatment and desertion.
The couple have been married since
November

TODAY AND TOMORROW

215 South Second.

the

street.

battle-scarre-

IE

j

M. E. Hickcy, of

THEATRE

WISEMAN

trict court, was confined to his
home yesterday by illness. Court
will be resumed today.
'i probably
Ida F. Vail has filed suit In the
district court against the First
Mortgage company to quiet title to
a piece of land along North Fourth

far-fam-

LOCAL ITEMS

COURT

22

street you can get your
watch repaired so it will run and
keep time All work guaranteed
On Second

Gal-lego-

Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.

Ill DUKE GITY

Trainload Returning From
Convention
Entertained
Commander
Here;
Speaks
at Rotary Luncheon.

r,

SECOND BLOCK

THE

AROUND

HOUSE,

OEF

50c

square.

Wnlkeslm-Armdia-

STOP

July 7, 1922.

J.

Expert
Typewriter
Repairing

Recommended by High School
and business houses. All makes
of typewriter parts on hand.
Call for M. ERLICHT at the
Angelus Hotel. Phone 227. Will
be In the city two weeks.

ICES Strawberry, Raspberry, llneapplc and Gmpc.
ICE CREAM Vanilla, Strawberry,
Tuttl-- l rulli
Fruit
Salad, Chocolate.
Any ol tho above will add to your dinner.

ALBUQUERQUE CO - OPERATIVE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
Thank ' You I Call Again.
Phone 351

321 North Second St.

